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Introduction

The pervasive use of wide-area computer networks and ultimately the Internet
provides the capability to physically interconnect millions of computing devices1 . However the nodes in such global networks are designed and evolve
independently of each other which results in heterogeneity at various levels,
starting from the hardware platforms and operating systems to the abstract
models used to describe reality. The ability to physically connect distributed,
autonomous and heterogeneous computing systems on a large scale presents
new opportunities for better sharing and reuse of existing computational resources and information and for the creation of new computation services and
new information from the combination of existing ones. One approach to realize these opportunities is to provide abstractions above the physical network in
a separate layer called middleware that shields the users from various aspects
of the heterogeneity and distribution in a global network.
A particular kind of middleware systems are data integration systems that
address the problem of heterogeneity and distribution of large amounts of data
in a computer network. The main purpose of data integration systems is to
provide a logically unified view of distributed and diverse data so that it can
be accessed without the need to deal with many systems, interfaces and syntactic and semantic data representations. The need for data integration occurs
in many diverse contexts that vary in the degree of distribution and autonomy,
the level of diversity of the data sources in terms of their data model and computational capabilities, the complexity of the modeled domain, the amount and
dynamics of data, performance and data timeliness requirements, and the type
of queries posed.
Various data integration solutions are suitable depending on the combination of values for each of these parameters. Database technology provides
high-level abstractions of data, data retrieval, and manipulation operations.
Naturally, the ideas from database technology are applied to the problems of
data integration so that unified views of many data sources can be specified
in terms of declarative query languages. Two main approaches exist for the
design of data integration systems based on database technology - the materialized approach based on data warehouse technology and the virtual ap1 According to the Internet Software Consortium (http://www.isc.org/) the number of hosts
advertised in the DNS in January 2003 is 171,638,297.
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proach based on the mediator concept. Data warehouse systems are centralized repositories where distributed data is collected, unified and stored in the
same physical database, and is accessed without accessing the original data
sources. Mediator systems [55] provide a logically unified view of the data
sources (a virtual database) and the means to access and combine relevant data
“on the fly” directly from the data sources. We describe the materialized and
the virtual data integration approaches in more detail in Sect. 2.
Typically, database systems are designed to work in an enterprise context
with a centralized organizational structure where scalability is been sought in
terms of the data size or number of concurrent users. Since data warehouse
systems are essentially traditional DBMSs and their main concept is that of
a centralized data repository for all unified data, they are suitable mainly for
centralized organizations. While the mediator approach itself does not imply
a centralized architecture, most existing mediator systems have either centralized or two-tier architectures that make them suitable for the same type of
centralized organizations as data warehouses.
However, due to the wide-spread use of computing technology and widearea networks, the need for data integration and the opportunities it brings are
relevant in many other social contexts than centralized organizations where
database technology is commonly used. Some typical examples are scientific
communities, alliances of companies, groups of individuals, to name a few.
These social contexts are characterized by many independent and distributed
units ready to share some of the data and services they own, so that when
combined with other sources, new valuable information is produced. This information can be used by others either to satisfy their needs or to further integrate more data, services and information to provide higher-level integration
services. Another important characteristic is the complexity and diversity of
data in terms of its degree of structure. In contrast with traditional enterprise
environments where data is well structured and mostly of a tabular nature easy
to represent in terms of the relational data model, many new application areas
need the integration of both complex and highly nested data such as product
models, and of semi-structured data such as HTML or XML documents.
Based on these observations we conclude that there is a need for a new
type of data integration systems based on database technology that are suitable
for the sharing and integration of large number of autonomous, distributed and
heterogeneous data sources and computation services with complex data. Such
a system should fulfill several high-level requirements:
R1 (autonomy): The autonomous and distributed nature of the participating
entities (e.g companies or research units) should be preserved because
no one owns all data sources, and most likely no single entity has the
knowledge how to integrate all data sources.
2

R2 (decentralization): There should be no need for centralized administration because in most cases no participant would like to relinquish control
to someone else.
R3 (evolution): Each of the participants’ knowledge and information needs
may evolve at various rates, which requires that separate parts of the
system evolve independently.
R4 (flexibility): It is hardly possible to predict all social contexts where data
integration may be useful. Therefore a data integration system should
lend itself to easy adaptation and customization by various types of users
and in various social environments.
R5 (self-management): With a large number of autonomous participants, the
cost of human maintenance of a large number of integrated views of
many data sources can be prohibitively high. Therefore, a large scale
data integration system should be able to maintain itself automatically,
ideally with no human participation beyond the management of the data
sources by their owners.
R6 (scalable integration): The process of data integration requires a lot of
domain knowledge and is a complex and time consuming activity that
will be mainly a human task in the foreseeable future. It is important
that this process can be scaled to large number of autonomous sources.
R7 (abstraction): The heterogeneity of the data sources in terms of their data
models and capabilities requires that a data integration system has powerful modeling capabilities so that it can represent and integrate the contents of diverse sources without loosing semantics.
R8 (scalable performance): Finally, and most importantly, a data integration
system should provide high overall scalable performance in terms of
both the number of nodes and data size.
While requirements R1 - R7 are related to the high-level functionality and
architecture (visible to its users) of a data integration system, the last requirement R8) is related to the internal implementation of such a system.
To fulfill requirements R1 - R7 we propose a distributed mediator architecture based on the peer-to-peer (P2P) paradigm. The architecture is described
in detail in Sect. 3. As proposed in [55], here mediators are relatively simple software modules that encode domain-specific knowledge about data and
share abstractions of that data with other mediators or applications. Each mediator is a database system with its own storage manager, query processor and
multi-mediator query language which can reference database objects in other
3

mediators. More complex mediators are defined through these primitive mediators by logically composing new mediators in terms of other mediators and
data sources. Logical composability is realized through multi-mediator views
defined in terms of views and other database objects in other mediators and
data sources.
Many architectures are possible that fulfill the general requirements in one
or another degree. It is hardly possible to show that one architecture is superior
to another from the users’ perspective. Most likely in the future there will be
many P2P data integration systems that will differ in various aspects of their
architecture. Only time and active usage in real-life problems can tell what is
the right combination of features for a usable system. However, we believe
that no matter what is the exact architecture, any such system will have to deal
with the same fundamental problems with respect to the translation of logical
mediator compositions into executable plans, that is query processing, which is
the focus of this dissertation. No matter what is the particular architecture one
of the most important issues for its usefulness is that of scalable performance.
That is why our main goal is not the design of a complete architecture for mediation, but instead is the investigation of query processing techniques that are
generic for such systems. The presented architecture provides the framework
for the design and implementation of query processing techniques that will
provide scalable performance and make the architecture useful in practice.
Therefore, at high-level, the research question we will address in this dissertation is: given an architecture that fulfills the general requirements R1 - R7, is
it possible to design query processing techniques that will achieve high overall scalable performance in that architecture? This is a very general question
that can be decomposed into many related sub-problems each having different
answers depending on the particular architecture chosen and the requirements
we put on a mediator system.
Our thesis is that logical composability in a P2P mediation architecture is
an important requirement and that composable mediators can be implemented
efficiently through query processing techniques.
In the rest of the dissertation we i) present a specific mediation architecture
based on the P2P paradigm, ii) describe composability as the main requirement
for the components in this architecture, iii) analyze several important problems
related to processing queries in such an architecture, and iv) describe and evaluate experimentally the corresponding solutions which show that, indeed, it
is possible to realize composability in a P2P mediator system with low overhead. The results are verified experimentally through an implementation of
composable peer mediators in the AMOS II mediator database system.
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Background

The title of this dissertation combines three independent concepts: mediators,
peer-to-peer systems and query processing, that provide the foundation for our
work. All three concepts have been extensively (re)defined and used in the
literature in various senses. To provide a basis for the rest of our discussion, in
this section we provide definitions of these concepts. As with most high-level
architectural concepts, our definitions are necessarily informal.
To provide better understanding, we position the three concepts in a wider
context. That is why first we discuss the area of data integration and the main
approaches to implement data integration systems. Next we focus on the mediator approach to data integration as it is the basis for our work. Then we
discuss peer-to-peer systems. Finally, we turn our attention to the area of query
processing. Along with our main exposition we introduce several more related
concepts that are used in the rest of our work.

2.1

Data Integration

The area of data integration is concerned with the problem of combining data
residing in different autonomous sources and providing users with unified and
possibly enriched views1 of these sources, and the means to specify information requests that correlate data from many such sources. A data integration
system provides the means to define such integrated views and to process information requests against these views. The purpose of data integration systems
is to hide the complexity of many diverse sources and present to the users a single interface to the data in all sources. As illustrated with the cloud on Fig. 2.1,
there is no specific architecture for data integration systems, nor is there one
standard technology to implement such systems. However, for reasons we will
describe below, the most common research approach is to use techniques from
the database and knowledge management areas. General concepts and architectures related to data integration from the perspective of the database systems
area can be found in [44], [53]. A recent overview of the theoretical aspects of
data integration from a formal logical perspective can be found in [31].
1 Here we use the term view in a general sense as the logical organization of the data the user
sees.
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Figure 2.1: Data integration system

Data integration has long been important for decision support in large enterprises because of the benefits it can bring due to improved decision making. However, recently many more areas of human activity rely on information technology to create, store and search information, such as engineering,
health care, scientific research, libraries, and personal uses. These application domains lead to several important characteristics of the data integration
problem:
• The information needs of the users of an integrated system can be diverse
and dynamic, and cannot be predicted in advance. For example a genetics
researcher or a mechanical engineer would hardly know in advance the kind
of information and the sources they need to access in order to solve some
problem. This requires that data integration systems provide flexible means
for the specification of information requests.
• Typically, the sources cannot be changed and may not be even aware of their
participation in a data integration system. To take into account and integrate
existing sources, data integration requires a bottom-up design approach that
starts from the sources and incrementally constructs a unified view in terms
of the sources’ data.
• So far, the most common use of data integration systems is for information
requests. There are several reasons for that. Typically, data integration is
needed for decision-making which necessarily begins with request(s) for
information and may (or may not) result in need for changes in the initial
data. Many sources, such as most Web sources, provide read-only access.
Finally, propagating updates to autonomous sources poses many hard problems related to their consistency.
6

2.1.1

Data sources

Since data sources are important in data integration, let us first look at what
they are and what their properties are. Data sources are uniquely identifiable
(in some scope) collection(s) of stored or computed data, called data sets2 , for
which there exist programmatic access, and for which it is possible to retrieve
or infer a description of the structure of this data, called schema and possibly
additional information about the source. All the information about the contents of a source (its schema, data size, etc.), the computational capabilities of
a source (the interface to access the data), and possibly other information about
a source as reliability, information quality, etc., are collectively called source
meta-data. Data sources may contain very large or even infinite amounts of
data such as data streams from sensors or financial data, or results from computer simulations.
A data source can be anything from a file that is accessible via the file system API of an operating system, a Web page accessible through a Web server
via the HTTP protocol, a CAD simulation accessible through a CORBA interface, to a complex database managed by an RDBMS accessible through an
ODBC driver. From our definition it follows that in general a data source cannot be identified neither with one single software component, nor with a single
storage element. Therefore a data source is defined by the combination of a
software component and the data (stored or computed) that it provides access
to. Given the practically unlimited number of ways to combine various technologies to access data, describe and store data, the concept of a data source is
a loose term and in some cases it can be hard to decide precisely what constitutes one data source.
An important aspect of data sources is that there is no single generic method
to retrieve data source schemas, and to associate a schema with a source. Some
sources such as RDBMS may store and provide the source schema as part of
the data source itself but separately from the actual data. In other cases, such
as XML and RDF documents, the data sets in a source (in this case called
documents) may be self-descriptive and schema information may be embedded
inside the data sets. Finally, some sources as Web pages may not provide any
schema at all, but methods can be developed to analyze the data and extract its
structure.
Data sources may share the same type of interface and/or system to access
their data but differ in terms of their contents. Thus it is important to distinguish between types of data sources and data source instances. For example
all Oracle DBMSs are the same type of data source, however each particular
installation of the DBMS is a different instance of the Oracle DBMS. Due to
2 Here we use the term set in an informal sense. Formally speaking data sets can have either
set or multi-set semantics.
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the many possible combinations of common and different features of all potential data sources, it is not always possible to clearly separate between data
source types and instances. For example a feature that is common only for a
small group of data source instances may be considered as that group’s characteristic and used to distinguish this group of sources as a new kind of sources.
On the other hand, such an approach may result in an unmanageable number
of source types. As in other modeling problems, it is up to the designer of a
data integration system to decide which sources constitute a type of their own.
From this discussion we can derive several important properties of data
sources - heterogeneity, autonomy and distribution.
• Heterogeneity. Data sources may be heterogeneous at many levels. Based
on [43] we distinguish three general levels of heterogeneity:
• Platform heterogeneity. At this level sources differ in the operating
system and hardware they use, physical representation of data, methods
to invoke the functions that provide programmatic access to the source’s
data, network protocols, etc.
• System heterogeneity. At this level data sources differ mainly in two
aspects. Data sources may use different sets of concepts, called data
models to model real world entities. A variety of methods may be used
for data access and manipulation. The collection of methods to access
and manipulate data in a source is called source capabilities. Source capabilities may vary from a query language like SQL to a sequential file
scan. Corresponding to our description of data sources, system heterogeneity is related to types of data sources.
• Information heterogeneity. This level of heterogeneity relates to the
data itself, that is to the data source instances. Their contents can differ
at a logical level, because there exist many ways to model the real world.
The resolution of this type of heterogeneity is called schema integration.
Various taxonomies have been proposed to classify the differences between source instances at the logical level [58, 28, 43, 27, 22, 47]. Most
works agree on two main types of information heterogeneity: semantic and structural heterogeneity. Different real-world concepts can be
related to different concepts at the data source level which leads to semantic heterogeneity. Semantic heterogeneity manifests itself, for example, in different names for the same thing or the same name for different
things, or using different units and precision. Structural heterogeneity
(also called schematic) is related to the use of different concepts at the
data model level, such as: different data types, objects vs. types, or types
vs. attributes to model the same real-world entities.
• Autonomy. Because of organizational or technical reasons, data sources are
usually independent and even not aware of each other. This independence is
referred to as autonomy, which is related to the distribution of control (and
8

not data) [44]. In the organizational sense autonomy means that sources are
controlled by independent persons or groups. In its technical sense autonomy is related to distribution of control [45]. Various overlapping definitions of autonomy are given in the literature that reflect its different aspects.
In [41] node autonomy is classified in several types: naming autonomy relates to how nodes can create, select and register names of system objects,
foreign request autonomy reflects the freedom a node has if and how to
serve external requests and with what priority, transaction autonomy describes the ability of a node to choose transaction types and to choose when
and how to execute transactions. In addition [41] recognizes heterogeneity
as a type of autonomy - that is the autonomy in the choice of data model,
schema, interfaces, etc. In [11] autonomy is defined as design autonomy the freedom to choose data model and transaction management algorithms,
communication autonomy - the ability to make independent decisions on
what information to provide to external systems and when, and execution
autonomy - any system can execute local transactions in any way it chooses.
Another important facet of autonomy is the independent lifetimes of data
sources, called lifetime autonomy.
• Distribution. Typically data sources reside on different computer nodes
and thus are naturally distributed. As in [44] we use the term distribution
with respect to data. However data sources may not only store but may also
compute data. Thus, the distribution aspect of data sources is related to both
data and function distribution, rather than just distribution of stored data.
Thus, data integration has to solve a wide variety of problems ranging from
access to the data, unification of the data at various levels of abstraction, extraction of meta-data, and correlation of data items from disparate sources,
to name a few. Naturally, all these operations have to be performed within
reasonable time and resource limits, and therefore a major issue for any data
integration solution is performance and scalability both in the data size and
number of sources.

2.1.2

General approaches to data integration

Computer networks and network protocols allow to bridge the distribution gap
between many data sources. However, networks only allow to bring data together and possibly unify it at the lowest physical level of representation (such
as byte order). Thus we consider networks as an enabler for other technologies
that can solve the problems brought by the heterogeneity, autonomy of data
sources and the performance requirements for their integration.
9

Standards.
Standards are only a partial solution for heterogeneity. They can be applied
only in well-defined domains where consensus can be reached about data representation and programming interfaces to data. It is hardly possible to foresee
and standardize all possible ways in which data sources may be combined,
thus even in a single domain, if standards are achieved, there are many aspects
that cannot be fully standardized, for example the way people understand and
model the world. Also standards often evolve and even compete, thus there is
often the need to align different standards and to update systems with support
for new standards which may be very costly and difficult. That is why even if
standards can be enforced, there still will be heterogeneity of data sources at
many levels.
Middleware.
One possible solution to the data integration problem is to migrate all disparate
systems to one homogeneous, possibly distributed system. This is hardly a
viable alternative as it may require all software at the data sources and all
their applications to be rewritten and all data source owners to reach consensus
about data representation and system interfaces.
Because of these mainly organizational reasons, data integration problems
require solutions that do not interfere with the data sources and do not require
changes of the data sources. To address this requirement, many data integration
solutions introduce a unifying software layer called middleware [5]. Middleware is a very broad term used for a very wide spectrum of software systems
and technologies. The goal of middleware technologies is to provide a degree
of abstraction that hides various aspects of system heterogeneity and distribution. While many middleware technologies are not designed specifically to
solve data integration problems, they can be applied for data integration either
directly or as parts of more complex solutions.
Distributed object technologies.
One type of widely used middleware are distributed object frameworks such as
CORBA [45], DCOM [33], Java RMI, and Web services [50]. All distributed
object technologies have several features in common. They provide a general
purpose way to specify procedural interfaces to some computation services
and transparent access to remote objects. These technologies are concerned
with the ability of distributed heterogeneous systems to transparently invoke
each other’s services and exchange data (often in the form of objects) across
heterogeneous platforms and languages with different type systems. However, distributed object technologies are not concerned with how to efficiently
compose distributed services and leave this task to the programmer. Since
distributed object technologies are based on general-purpose procedural lan10

guages (typically object-oriented), their direct application to data integration
has the following problems: i) they do not provide high-level constructs for
the integration of many data sources and require “manual” programming to
encode the transformation and combination of data from many sources, ii) every time when new information need arises or a new data source has to be
added the middle object layer has to be changed, which may require a lot of
(re)programming, iii) they do not expose the implementation of the services
which prevents global optimization of composed services (e.g. a Web service
that uses other Web services), and iv) it is infeasible to perform such global
optimizations of composite services even if their implementation is available.
This makes the direct application of general purpose distributed object management technologies unsuitable for the integration of many data sources especially in cases when the sources contain large amounts of dynamic data,
and changing user information needs. Thus, distributed objects are enabling
technologies on top of which more advanced solutions can be built.

Database technology.
A natural choice of technology for data integration are database management
systems (DBMS) [17]. Database technology presents a high level of abstraction of large data sets and the operations to manage and query such data sets
through declarative interfaces. Query languages and standardized data models allow the implementation of scalable and flexible systems that can manage
and access very large data sets with very little programming effort compared
to procedural frameworks.
However, database technology has been developed to manage homogeneous
data sets (using the same physical and logical organization) that are fully controlled by a DBMS and therefore are not autonomous. For reliability and performance reasons DBMS technology has been extended to manage distributed
data. Still, distributed DBMSs (DDBMS) are homogeneous systems that consist of the same type of nodes that operate as one system, and therefore neither
the nodes of a DDBMS nor the data it manages are autonomous.
In order to be applicable to data integration problems, database technology has been extended and modified in various ways to support heterogeneity
and autonomy. An exhaustive discussion of the architectural alternatives for
database systems depending on the degree of autonomy, distribution and heterogeneity is given in [44]. Reference [9] provides an overview and classification of approaches to querying heterogeneous data sources along several other
architectural dimensions. Here we overview in the following two sections the
two most popular approaches to data integration middleware based on database
technology - data warehouse and mediator systems.
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2.2

Data Warehouses.

One possibility to integrate data from many sources is to extract data of interest from the sources, transform that data into a uniform representation and
then load it into a central repository, a data warehouse, that provides uniform
access to the integrated data. This approach is often called materialized because it physically materializes the integrated view by copying transformed
data from the sources. Due to the maturity and wide use of relational database
technology, it has been the primary choice to implement data warehouse systems. Data warehouses are built as a subject-oriented databases that are specialized in answering specific decision-support queries. This approach allows
for avoiding the replication of all data from all sources which often may be
infeasible or even impossible, and allows for the fine-tuning of a database for
complex ad-hoc decision-support queries. A simplified architecture of a data
warehouse is shown in Fig 2.2.

Data source
Data source

Extract
Transform
Load
Integrate

Data
Warehouse

Data source
Catalog

Data source

Queries
Analysis
Query/Reporting
Data mining

Figure 2.2: Simplified data warehouse architecture

A data warehouse integrated schema is first designed that logically integrates the data sources. The most common type of data sources are operational databases, that is, relational DBMS used for the day-to-day operation
of an enterprise, tuned for on-line transaction processing (OLTP). Other types
of data sources can be used as well, such as Web pages, specialized biological and engineering databases. To populate a data warehouse, the data is first
extracted from multiple data sources. Then the data has to be cleaned, that
is, anomalies such as missing and incorrect values are resolved, and transformed into uniform format. After extraction and cleaning the data is loaded
into the warehouse. During loading data can be further processed by checking integrity constraints, sorting, summarization and aggregation. Thus data
loading materializes the integrated views defined during the design phase of
a data warehouse. To support decision-making data warehouses are designed
to store historical data that is, organized in predefined dimensions that correspond to subjects of interest. Periodically the data warehouse is refreshed by
propagating changes in the sources to the warehouse database. The process of
loading and/or updating a data warehouse often may take many hours or even
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days. That is why data warehouses are refreshed from time to time (once a
day, or even once a week) and the users do not have access to the most recent
data. Since a data warehouse has to accommodate all data of interest from
the sources for long periods of time, its design requires very careful planning
in advance both of its logical and physical organization, which can be a very
time-consuming and complex process. A detailed overview of data warehouse
technology can be found in [8].

2.3

Mediator Database Systems

An alternative to the data warehouse approach is to keep all data at the sources
and access the sources on per-need basis to retrieve and combine only the
data that is relevant to a request. For that, an intermediate software layer is
introduced that presents to the users a logically integrated view of the data
sources. Since this integrated view is not materialized explicitly by the user,
this approach to data integration is often called virtual.
The requirements for the functionality, interfaces, and architecture of a virtual integration layer are analyzed in [55], and based on this analysis an architecture for a mediation layer is specified, illustrated on Fig. 2.3. A mediator layer is a virtual middle layer that separates the functions related to data
integration from the data management functions of the data sources and the
presentation functions of the applications. The goal of this layer is to simplify,
abstract, reduce, merge, and explain data. It consists of mediator modules,
defined in [55] as “a software module that exploits encoded knowledge about
certain sets or subsets of data to create information for a higher layer of applications”.
Application
layer

Application

Application

Mediator

Application

Mediator

Mediator

Mediation
layer

Mediator

Mediator
Mediator

Data source
layer

Data source

Data source

Figure 2.3: Mediation architecture
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Data source

Data source

The mediation architecture is targeted at the integration of large number of
autonomous and dynamic data sources that are typically available on the Internet or other wide-area networks. In this environment, maintainability is of
uttermost importance. For better maintainability, a mediation layer is designed
in a modular way and consists of a network of small and simple mediator
modules specialized in some domain. Thus every mediator can be maintained
by one domain expert or a small group of experts. Mediators share their abstractions with higher levels of mediators and applications which can use the
domain knowledge encoded in lower-level mediators. Applications and mediators that require information from different domains use one or more other
specialized mediators. Each mediator presents its own integrated view of some
sources and mediators and thus adds more knowledge to the mediator network.
An important consequence is that there is no single global view of all sources.
There may be a large number of mediators to choose from. To facilitate knowledge reuse and discovery, mediators should be inspectable and provide data
about themselves. A logical application of mediators is to use some of them
as meta-mediators that facilitate the access to mediator and data source metadata. According to [56] the main tasks of a mediation layer, called mediation
services, are:
• accessing and retrieving relevant data from multiple data sources,
• abstraction and transformation of the retrieved data into a common representation and semantics,
• integration and matching of the homogenized data,
• reduction of the integrated data by abstraction
Since mediators do not store the source data themselves, all functions related
to data access, integration and delivery have to be performed dynamically “onthe-fly”.
The concept of a mediator does not prescribe a particular implementation
technology. However, as indicated in [55], a declarative approach to mediator design can bring the necessary maintainability and flexibility required for
the integration of large number of dynamic sources. In particular mediators
should support declarative interfaces to the applications and other mediators.
Most practical implementations of mediator systems are based on database
technology. For such mediator systems we use the term mediator database
systems (MDS). Below we will focus on mediator database systems and will
use common database terminology to describe the structure and operation of
mediator database systems.
Data integration in an MDS is performed in two main stages. The first
stage, data model mapping, specifies how to retrieve data from each of the
sources and how to convert the source data to the data model of the mediator
system. This step deals with system heterogeneity, and provides a uniform
representation of all data sources in terms of the mediator data model, called
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the common data model (CDM). The second stage, schema integration, deals
with the information heterogeneity of sources’ data on a logical level. During
this stage identical objects in different sources are matched and schema and
data instance conflicts are resolved. Since all sources’ data is mapped to the
mediator CDM, at this stage the CDM and the mediator query language can be
used to define database views that logically unify the data sources.
Thus the data model and the query language of the mediator serve as the
single interface to all integrated sources. User’s information requests are then
expressed in terms of the mediator query language. The actual retrieval and
transformation of data from the sources is typically performed on demand
when users pose queries to the integrated schema of the MDS. Other modes of
data delivery are possible such as publish/subscribe, push, and broadcast [36].
These two integration stages often require very different approaches. As
pointed out in Sect. 2.1 the data sources may present extremely diverse interfaces to their data and use very different data representations. This often
requires a Turing-complete programming language to be used to specify the
access to the sources and the required low-level data transformations. On
the other hand, once the data has been transformed into a CDM and can be
manipulated by a query language, semantic transformations can be specified
declaratively.
Based on this two-phase integration approach, mediator systems are usually organized into two architectural tiers, each responsible for some of the
tasks specific for the mediation layer. The first tier is typically responsible for
the data model mapping phase. It is usually implemented as software components, called wrappers, that implement a uniform programming interface
which hides all access details to the sources. Typical wrapper functions are retrieval of source data and its translation into the mediator CDM, access to (or
inference of) source meta-data and statistics. The second tier, usually called the
mediator tier, provides conflict resolution primitives across multiple sources.
These primitives can be expressed in the query language of the mediator system, because the data from all sources is translated in the data model of the
mediator by the wrappers. This two-tiered architecture is often referred to as
the mediator-wrapper approach.
Notice, the term “mediator” was used in two senses - denoting the general
mediator concept as presented in [55], and denoting only the mediator tier of
an MDS. In addition projects such as TSIMMIS [13] and AURORA [58] use
the term mediator in the sense of the integration views defined in a mediator,
while they use correspondingly the term mediator template or mediator skeleton to denote the mediator system itself. Other works do not specify the exact
meaning of the term “mediator” and often use it in all three senses. We provide a precise definition of the mediator concept as we use it in in this work in
Sect. 3.4.
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At the semantic level of data integration there are two distinguished approaches to logically specify the relationship between a mediated schema and
the schemas of the data sources. In the first approach the integrated (also called
“global”) schema is described as views in terms of the local schemata of the
sources. This is the approach known as global-as-view (GAV). As opposed
to GAV, the second approach first defines a global integrated schema. Then
the contents of the sources is defined as views over this global schema. This
approach is known as local-as-view (LAV), since the source schemata is expressed as views in terms of the global view. An overview and comparison of
the two approaches can be found in [32, 52].
Very few systems fully implement the general mediator architecture described here. Most such systems are either centralized or have a fixed 2- or 3tier architecture. Furthermore, most such systems provide read-only access to
the data sources.
One of the advantages of using database technology as a basis for the implementation of mediator systems is that much of the research and practice in
the database area can be reused. Since both the integrated views and the user
information requests are expressed in terms of a query language, the area most
important to mediation is query processing. We discuss the general and the
mediation specific concepts related to query processing in Sect. 2.5.

2.4

Peer-to-peer Systems

According to the Oxford English Dictionary the primary meanings of the word
peer are “1. An equal in civil standing or rank; one’s equal before the law. 2.
One who takes rank with another in point of natural gifts or other qualifications; an equal in any respect”. The concept of peer-to-peer (P2P) is a general
software architecture paradigm at the same level of abstraction as client-server
computing. Systems with P2P architecture consist of software components,
called peers, that share and use each other’s resources to perform a common
task. The shared resources can be computing power, storage space, bandwidth,
and even human presence. Two recent overviews of the general aspects of P2P
and of the most popular P2P systems can be found in [3, 40].
Due to its general nature, the concept of P2P systems has been understood
and defined in various ways. Here we provide several recent definitions. The
Intel P2P Working Group3 defines P2P computing as “the sharing of computer
resources and services, including the exchange of information, processing cycles, cache storage, and disk storage for files, by direct exchange between
systems. P2P computing approach offers various advantages: (1) it takes advantage of existing desktop computing power and networking connectivity, (2)
3 www.peer-to-peerwg.org
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computers that have traditionally been used solely as clients communicate directly among themselves and can act as both clients and servers, assuming
whatever role is most efficient for the network, and (3) it can reduce the need
for IT organizations to grow parts of its infrastructure in order to support certain services, such as backup storage.” According to [49], “P2P is a class of
applications that takes advantage of resources - storage, cycles, content, human presence - available at the edges of the Internet. Because accessing these
decentralized resources means operating in an environment of unstable connectivity and unpredictable IP addresses, P2P nodes must operate outside the
DNS system and have significant or total autonomy from central servers”.
P2P systems are based on three fundamental principles [3]:
• Resource sharing requires that peers (some or all) share some of their resources with other peers.
• Decentralization means that a system consisting of many peers is not controlled centrally.
• Self-organization is required in view of decentralization so that autonomous
peers can coordinate to perform global activities based on local shared resources.
Initially the term P2P has been used for distributed file sharing and simple
keyword search, made popular by the Napster4 system. While P2P is often
considered equivalent to distributed file sharing applications used in systems
such as Gnutella, Kazaa.
However many other systems targeted at different application areas fall into
the P2P category. Distributed computing systems as SETI@home5 , Entropia6
use P2P technology to share processing power resources. Such systems are
useful for complex computational tasks that can be split into smaller ones and
then distributed among available peers. Another application area is collaboration. Such systems allow users to collaborate, often in real time to perform a
common task without relying on a central infrastructure. Popular applications
are Jabber7 for messaging, Groove8 for combined messaging and document
sharing, project management, etc. Another type of systems are P2P platforms
such as JXTA9 and FastTrack10 that provide generic APIs to build P2P systems.
Technically, two general types of P2P architectures are distinguished: pure
P2P systems do not have any centralized server or repository of any kind and
all nodes are equal, while hybrid P2P systems employ one or more central
4 www.napster.com
5 setiathome.ssl.berkeley.edu
6 www.entropia.com
7 www.jabber.org
8 www.groove.net
9 www.jxta.org
10 www.fasttrack.nu
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servers, e.g. to obtain meta-data such as network addresses of peers, and/or
have some nodes with special functionality. Super-peer architectures [59] are
a kind of hybrid architectures with hierarchical organization, where groups of
peers communicate with all other peers through super-peers.

2.5

Query Processing and Optimization

The main purpose of a mediator system is to retrieve, combine and enrich existing data through queries in a declarative language. Therefore one of the
most important functionalities of a mediator is the ability to efficiently process
queries. Query processing is a collective term that stands for all techniques
used to compute the result of a query expressed in a declarative language.
Usually query processing is performed in two distinct steps. Query optimization transforms declarative queries into an efficient executable representation
called query evaluation plan or query execution plan (QEP). Query evaluation
takes a QEP and interprets it against a database to produce query results.
Query
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Result

Figure 2.4: Simplified DBMS query processor
A simplified diagram of a DBMS query compiler is shown on Fig. 2.4.
The parser checks input queries for syntactic correctness and translates them
into an in-memory representation called parse tree. The parse tree is analyzed
for semantic correctness by the preprocessor. The semantic analysis includes
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checks such as whether relation and attribute names actually correspond to
existing relations with corresponding attributes, whether all attributes and constants are type-compatible with their usage, etc. Semantically correct parse
trees are translated into an internal representation. The actual compilation of
the query begins with this internal representation.
In most modern database compilers [53, 44] query optimization is performed in two main stages each using a different internal representation of the
query. The first, called query rewriting, is based on equivalent logical transformations of some kind of a calculus form of the query. A calculus is a nonprocedural representation of the query where the desired result is expressed
via a logical formula equivalent to some variant of predicate calculus. This
phase is performed by the rewriter. The goal of the calculus-based rewrites is
to simplify the query and to transform it into some normalized form suitable
for subsequent optimization.
The next compilation phase, called query optimization, accepts a calculus
query representation and transforms it into an equivalent algebraic form. This
phase is performed by the optimizer which applies algebraic laws to produce a
more efficient algebraic representation. An algebra is a formal structure consisting of sets and operations on the elements of those sets. For example relational algebra is a formal system for manipulating relations. The operands
of relational algebra are relations. Its operations include the usual set operations (since relations are sets of tuples), and special operations defined for
relations: selection, projection and join. Since algebraic operators have precedence and order of application of the operators, a query algebra is procedural
in the sense that it prescribes how to construct the result of a query. Abstract
algebraic operations may be implemented by various algorithms, each with
different execution cost. To produce an optimal QEP, the query optimization
phase usually searches the space of all logically equivalent algebraic expressions that compute a query, assigns to the logical operators all applicable algorithms and computes the cost of executing all the operators in the plan according to their order and chosen implementation. An algebraic representation of
a query where the operators are associated with evaluation algorithms and cost
functions for those algorithms is called physical algebra. In order to choose
the best possible QEP the optimizer uses a cost model to evaluate the quality
of each candidate plan. For this various measures can be used such as resource
consumption or total execution time.
An optimal physical algebra expression where all algebraic operations are
assigned an implementing algorithm can serve directly as a QEP of a query,
and can be directly interpreted. Optionally there may be a final phase, performed by the code generator, that transforms the algebraic expression into
some lower-level representation, e.g. CPU instructions.
Finally the resulting QEP can be executed by the execution engine or may
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be stored for future use.
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Figure 2.5: Simplified query processor of a mediator

Query processing for mediator systems introduces several more phases and
components shown on Fig. 2.5. In the figure the additional components are
denoted with continuous lines. A decomposer component identifies which
portion of the original query can be computed by each of the sources. Decomposition is performed either by the rewriter or by the optimizer or both, depending on the particular mediator architecture. Decomposition is also present
in query processors for distributed DBMS [44]. However, there the query processor needs not take into account the heterogeneous computing capabilities
of the data sources. As a result of decomposition the original plan is split into
sub-queries, each executable by one particular data source. The subqueries
are then submitted to the corresponding wrappers, which in turn translate them
into requests specific for the type of source accessed. The source return results
in their format which are mapped to the mediator CDM by the wrappers and
assembled by the execution engine as final results.
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A P2P Architecture for Mediation

In this section we present a software architecture for the integration of many
distributed and autonomous data sources that fulfills the need for scalable
data integration in a distributed and autonomous environment. As in [14] by
software architecture we mean “The structure of the components of a program/system, their interrelationships, and principles and guidelines governing
their design and evolution over time.” Software architectures provide a highlevel view of software systems that allows to define and reason about their
general properties. We define our architecture in a top-down fashion. To fulfill
requirements R1-R7 defined in Sect. 1 we base our architecture on two fundamental ideas - mediators and peer-to-peer systems. These two design choices
are justified in Sect. 3.1. For system architectures based on these two ideas
we use the term peer mediator system (PMS) architecture. Next we identify
some important requirements that stem from these design choices in Sect. 3.2.
Then we identify and describe the components of a PMS and how they form
together a PMS. Finally we discuss the interactions between the components
that meet the architecture specific requirements in Sect. 3.2. The presented
PMS architecture is partially implemented in the framework of the AMOS II
mediator system and is described in Paper B.

3.1

Design Motivation

Mediators.
We base our architecture on the mediator approach because the materialized
(data warehouse) approach is not suitable for our target environment for several
reasons. With a large number of sources it may not always be practical or
possible to materialize all data from all sources due to its volume or source
limitations. On the other hand if only a subset of the data in the sources is to
be materialized in a data warehouse, it may not be possible to know in advance
what queries will be issued in the future and thus what data to materialize. With
autonomous data sources it may not be always possible to access all their data
due to security or request size restrictions. For sources that compute their data
dynamically instead of storing it explicitly (such as simulations), the source
contents may be infinite and therefore impossible to pre-compute and store.
Even more, for sources that perform specialized computations it may not be
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possible to pre-compute and store all possible results. Such sources require
that results are computed on the fly depending on their input. Finally due
to potentially very large amounts of data in the data sources, it may not be
possible to update a data warehouse in a timely fashion, and to keep up data
warehouse updates with the change rate of the sources, which would result in
materialized views that are gradually getting older than the source data.
The mediator approach presents a solution to these problems. Since mediators are virtual databases that provide only a logically unified view of many
data sources, all data access and transformations are performed on the fly during query execution. This allows to:
• avoid the storage and update overhead of the materialized approach,
• answer any query over a virtual database with the most current data from
all sources without prior knowledge of a query workload,
• request only small portions of the sources’ data that relevant to a query,
• optimize query execution plans so that the least possible amount of data is
retrieved from the sources and transferred over the network,
• reuse the computational capabilities of the sources, such as feature extraction or pattern matching operations, and thus compute wider classes of
queries,
• take into account source security and access limitations.
In addition, mediators may transparently materialize and cache intermediate
results and some source data for improved performance.
Peer-to-peer architecture.
The mediator approach does not prescribe any particular architecture apart
from that there is a distinct middle layer between the user applications and
the data sources that separates the application logic from the data management
logic at the data source layer.
The simplest possible approach to design a mediator layer is to encapsulate
all mediation functionality in a single centralized mediator system. This is
the approach typically used in most existing mediator systems. However, with
a centralized approach only few of the general requirements R1-R7 can be
fulfilled. The main reason for that is the assumption that all integration can
be performed by a single entity (individual or organization), which is not true
in our target environment. On the contrary, when large numbers of distributed
data sources are available, it will be most likely that many independent domain
experts will have the knowledge of how to integrate only portions of the data
in a subset of all sources. Therefore in a centralized mediation architecture:
• only the autonomy of the data source owners can be preserved, but not that
of the domain experts that integrate the sources, who will have to reveal all
their specialized knowledge to the mediator owner,
• data integration will require the coordinated access to and modification of a
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one global virtual database schema by many independent entities, a process
that may not scale over many sources and many participants,
• central administration is required and therefore coordination between many
independent parties, which may not always be possible,
• it may be expected that a single mediator that covers many knowledge domains and accesses large number of sources of many different types will be
extremely complex and hard to maintain,
• finally, a centralized mediator presents a single point of failure.
In summary a centralized mediator architecture requires central management
and concentration of all knowledge required to integrate all sources in one
place, something that is hardly possible on a large scale across geographic and
organizational boundaries.
However, as envisioned originally in [55], a mediation system may in general consist of many distributed mediators specialized in some knowledge domain where each mediator integrates only a small subset of all available sources
and shares its data abstractions with a higher level of mediators and applications, a vision that naturally maps into a P2P architecture. Autonomy and decentralization are inherent properties of the P2P paradigm for distributed computing, therefore one natural way to design a distributed mediation system that
fulfills the organizational requirements for autonomy (R1) and decentralization (R2) is to design this system as a peer mediator system (PMS) consisting
of autonomous mediator peers that interact with each other and with the data
sources and user applications. Next we discuss some important requirements
for a PMS that follow from the design choice of peer-to-peer architecture.

3.2

Requirements

Before describing our architecture for peer mediators, we first discuss the important requirements that peers participating in a PMS should meet. We divide
these requirements into two groups. First are the ones that we address through
the contributions presented in this dissertation. For completeness, we present a
non-exhaustive list of additional requirements that are important for a successful implementation of a PMS, but are outside of the scope of this work. We
consider the next three requirements to be fundamental for the realization of a
PMS architecture which is why we chose to focus our work at their study and
fulfillment.
Logical composability.
The main value of a PMS is in its ability to not only distribute the integration
effort among many autonomous participants, but in that it provides the means
to assemble integrated views of both data sources and other integrated views
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and thus reuse human efforts and knowledge encoded in the mediators.
Two main approaches exist to realize compositions of distributed software
components. One is through distributed technologies such as RPC, CORBA, or
Web services. These approaches are procedural, require a lot of programming
effort, are rather static, and result in more or less tightly coupled distributed
systems that are hard to evolve. Therefore we do not consider these approaches
to be directly suitable for dynamic systems such as PMSs. We term distributed
systems that can interoperate through such procedural approaches as physically
composable.
A much more flexible and scalable approach is to specify mediator compositions logically in terms of a declarative language. This requires that the
peers in a PMS i) have a query language and a view definition mechanism that
provides constructs to refer to both views and stored data in other mediators,
that is define and access data in global views (queries) and ii) are able to share
their views and stored data with other peers, that is define some schema objects
as public and provide the means to access them. Having these two properties
allows to transitively define arbitrary logical compositions of peers in terms of
each other, a property we name logical composability.
Logical composability extends the concept of logical data independence in
traditional databases across many distributed peers and allows peers to evolve
without affecting each other as long as the view interfaces are kept intact. Another advantage of logical composability is that mediators can reuse indirectly
abstractions exported by other peers without even knowing their existence
which promotes reuse and autonomy.
Physical composability.
To realize logical composability it is necessary that peers are able to generate executable plans to compute the extensions of many transitively composed
global views. That is, peers must be able to translate logical view compositions
into physically composed access plans across many mediators and sources. In
order for such plans to be executed peers must support programmatic interfaces to communicate over a network. These programmatic interfaces can be
implemented via one or more of many available technologies for distributed
interoperability [33], such as RPC, CORBA [45], DCOM, and more recently
SOAP [2].
Location transparency.
Large number of computer nodes, typically used as “dumb” Internet clients,
connect to the Internet via temporary connections and identify themselves
through dynamic physical (IP) addresses (such as computers connected over
a modem, LANs with DHCP, subnetworks behind NAT) that may change over
time. Many of these nodes may host mediator peers managed by the node
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owner(s) and possibly used by other such nodes. Due to the mobility of many
computing devices, peer owners may migrate their peers from one node to
another (e.g. when a peer has been moved from an office workstation to a
portable node). To support such scenarios, peers should not be bound to physical addresses or to physical nodes. This requires that peers are somehow
uniquely logically identified within a PMS in a way that allows to dynamically
map logical peer identifiers to physical locations.
Logical identification of peers allows both users and peers to abstract from
the physical network details. In order to be able to refer to remote peers by
their logical identifiers, peers have to be able to perform name resolution, that
is, map logical identifiers to physical addresses. For a PMS to scale in number
of peers and users, name resolution must be performed in a fully automated
and transparent manner that scales over large numbers of peers.
Requirements outside of the dissertation scope.
An implementation of the PMS architecture that would be useful in practice
raises a number of additional problems that will not be addressed by this work.
Below we discuss some of these problems that we consider to be important for
a successful implementation of a PMS.
Information discovery: The task of identifying relevant sources of information is information discovery. These sources can be both other mediators
that provide already existing abstractions of data sources and other mediators, or directly data sources. The result of information discovery consists of logical identifiers of peers and optionally additional meta-data
about peer contents such as relation names and attributes, file names,
functions, etc. Information discovery requires that mediator peers are
able to store, exchange and query meta-data about other mediators and
data sources, a feature described as inspectable mediators in Sect. 2. In
a P2P architecture, information discovery poses additional performance
problems since there is no central meta-data repository and thus large
number of global meta-data requests may need to be processed. A related problem is that of bootstrapping a PMS with initial meta-data so
that a set of disconnected peers can “learn” about each other and form a
PMS together.
Schema integration: One of the most important problems in data integration
in general is how to describe mappings between an integrated schema
and the sources’ schemas. In a PMS this problem is exacerbated by the
potentially very large number of views distributed among autonomous
mediators. Thus, a PMS requires information modeling concepts at the
query language level that will provide the users with scalable tools to
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easily integrate large number of sources. In addition tools and methods are necessary to perform schema integration in an (semi-)automated
way.
Dynamic availability: Due to their autonomy, the peers in a P2P system may
control their own availability independent of other peers. At the same
time, on a global network some peers may become unreachable due to
network problems or simply because the nodes they reside on were disconnected from the network. That is why peers should be able to join
and leave a PMS at any time without disrupting the overall operation
of the system. This requires a mechanism for the peers to detect each
others’ availability and gracefully react when some peers are not available. The most challenging problem here is to define the semantics of
integrated views when some of the views’ sources are unavailable and to
process queries against such views in a way most suitable for the user.
Security: In a PMS system users may have conflicting interests and even
malicious intentions. Thus, care should be taken in a PMS that users
cannot access restricted information, tamper with information that travels through many peers, and disrupt the operation of the system as a
whole. Two problems specific for a PMS architecture are, e.g.: i) a
highly decentralized system catalog with security related information
such as users, groups, passwords, keys and permissions may lead to performance problems, and ii) when integrated views are defined, it may
happen that some global execution plans are non-executable due to local
security restrictions which requires the query processor of a PMS to be
able to take security restrictions into account.

3.3

External System Components

To describe our P2P mediation architecture we first analyze the types of software components that participate in a PMS. According to the conceptual mediation architecture described in Sect. 2.3, an integrated information system
consists of three types of software components, each with specific purpose and
functionality, divided into three layers: data sources, mediators and user applications. The data source components and their interfaces are given a priori.
Many applications exist that derive their data from various information systems
over standard interfaces. It is desirable that a data integration system provides
the means to reuse such applications. Therefore the design of a data integration
system can be viewed as a two step process. Existing sources and applications
require a bottom-up step that puts some requirements on the mediation layer.
After these requirements are stated, the design of the mediation layer itself can
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be done in a top-down fashion. That is why we first observe and analyze the
main properties of the components in the data source and the application layers which are external from the view point of the mediators. Then in Sect. 3.4
we define the internal architecture of the mediation layer so that it fits best our
observations and requirements.

3.3.1

Data sources.

Section 2.1 defines a data source as a uniquely identifiable couple of a software
component and its data where a method exists to acquire some source metadata that contains at least the source schema and possibly other information
about the source. In this section we investigate in more details the properties
important for data integration of the data source components.
Low-level interfaces.
Data sources provide access primitives that allow external components to invoke some computation at the data sources, and to send and receive data. The
collection of all access primitives of a data source comprises its low-level interface. We distinguish two kinds of such interfaces. Global data sources support
network-based interface(s) and are globally identifiable and globally accessible by remote systems over a network. Examples of global sources are Web
sites, Internet search engines, Web services, LDAP and DNS servers, etc. Local data sources do not have globally unique identifiers and there is no method
to access them by external components over a computer network. Typically
local interfaces are provided in the form of call-level APIs. Examples of local
sources are ODBC and JDBC sources, local files, and software components
accessible via an API (e.g. a B-tree index library). To make local data sources
globally accessible to all peers in a PMS, one or more mediator peers must
serve as intermediary between the local source and the rest of the PMS.
The large number and diversity of the low-level interfaces to existing and
future data sources, requires that a mediator system is easily extensible with
new functionality for the access to a variety of sources.
Computational capabilities.
A higher level of abstraction above low-level interfaces are the data sources’
capabilities which are related to, but often not equivalent to the low-level interface(s) supported by the sources. In fact the same capabilities may be accessible via different low-level interfaces, e.g. for RDBMS typically these are
ODBC, JDBC, and a call-level API all providing access to the same functionality. Thus capabilities are not equivalent to interfaces. By capabilities we mean
the abstract computations that a source can perform over some optional input
data. Based on similarities and differences in their supported capabilities the
data source components can be subdivided into four levels of abstraction.
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• Type of source. This is the most general classification of data sources according to which all sources with the same set of capabilities are of the same
kind. Some examples are all relational DBMSs that support the SQL’92
standard, or all installations of a particular DBMS like Oracle 9i or DB2
v7.2, or all installations of the Google search engine. All sources of these
kinds have their own specific capabilities either by virtue of being instances
of a particular software system or by fully implementing some standard.
Typically such data source kinds will be defined by standards or by some
well-known systems.
• Source instance. Many kinds of sources are customizable and extensible.
Thus, particular source instances (typically represented by a system of some
type being installed on a computer node) may differ in the functionality they
provide. For example a relational database may contain special user-defined
functions, created by its local administrator. Of course capabilities present
in one or few source instances may gradually become adopted by a vendor,
and then such group of capabilities may form a separate kind of sources.
• Schema instance. The above two classifications look at a source as a whole.
It is possible that a source can perform certain computations over some of
its data sets, but not over others. A typical example are Web forms where
scans can be performed over some data sets (e.g. get all countries), other
data sets may allow only selections (e.g. retrieve all cars of a specific make),
while third ones may allow only joins (e.g. get all parts supplied by suppliers in Sweden). Thus, the capabilities of a source may change with respect
to its current schema and are not inherent for the source instance. Such limitations may be due to only few queries being publicly accessible through a
Web interface, or because the data access is hard-coded in some procedural
language.
• Data instance. Finally at the lowest level of abstraction a source instance
with particular schema may have varying capabilities depending on its current data contents. For example, if a Web form presents a choice of cities
where users can look for housing, this page can be viewed as a source with
two data sets - that of cities and of properties. However, the housing information that can be retrieved depends on the contents of the cities data
set.
Given the wide variety of interfaces and capabilities of the data sources, one
of the major problems for mediator systems is how to utilize existing capabilities over the available low-level interfaces, how to compensate for missing capabilities, and finally how to find sources with some specific set of capabilities,
e.g. a matrix multiplication source or an image matching source. Solving this
problem requires that mediators are able to represent in some way the capabilities of the sources they access. Ideally such a representation of capabilities
should be easy to specify, query and manipulate both “manually” by humans
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and automatically by the mediators so that both new kinds of sources and new
source instances can be easily added, existing ones modified and queried for
their capabilities.
Relationships between data sources.
Data sources and/or the data items in the sources can be interrelated in a variety
of ways, the most common of which we discuss below.
• Data ↔ meta-data. One possible way to acquire source meta-data is to
retrieve it from another source. An example of such sources are XML files
with external DTD or XSchema descriptions, and Web services described
in UDDI registries. Thus data sources may be related by a data - meta-data
relationship. This relationship may be “known” to some of the involved
sources (e.g. as a URI in an XML document that points to its DTD), to
third source(s) or mediators, or to humans. To facilitate source discovery
and automated integration meta-data sources should be accessible in the
same way as other sources. To allow for uniform treatment of data and
meta-data at any level, we do not distinguish meta-data sources from data
sources, but we require that a mediator system can model this relationship
in terms of its CDM.
• Data ↔ index-data. Sources may also serve as indexes to other source’s
data. One example are text document indexes that provide fast access to
external documents either in a file system or on the Web. According to our
definition of a data source, indexes can be considered as data sources of their
own. In such case a relationship exists between the index source(s) and the
data source(s) it indexes. For example the Google and AltaVista Internet
search engines can be considered as indexes of most Web documents on
the Internet. Knowledge of the relationship between index and data sources
can be very important for the overall performance of a mediator system and
can provide alternative more efficient access paths to external data. In the
cases when a data source does not provide a “scan” interface, an index may
be the only way to access the data in the source. Utilizing the index - data
relationship is the only way to retrieve data from such limited sources.
• Data ↔ nested data. Certain data sources may have nested structure, that
is, access and combine data from other data sub-sources. Due to the diversity of all possible types of sources it is very hard to automatically detect
and model the structure of arbitrarily composed data sources. This may
not be possible either because the sources do not contain information about
their own structure or do not provide access to this information, or because
of security and privacy restrictions. Therefore in most cases data sources
can be considered to be atomic from the view point of an external system,
that is their nested structure is “invisible” to a mediation system.
However, such compound data sources may provide the means for external
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systems to inspect their internal structure. Typically such sources would
use a language to describe the composition of many sub-sources and would
provide some way of retrieving definitions of source compositions. Examples of such sources are DBMS products with support for external sources
in their data definition and query languages (e.g. the SQL/MED standard
[39]). In other cases the source structure may be specified manually by
a human. Either way a mediator system may benefit from the knowledge
of the relationship between sources and sub-source(s) in two ways. If the
sub-sources are directly accessible by an external system, then a mediator system may generate more efficient source access plans that bypass the
container source and access the sub-sources directly. If the container source
provides a language interface, then the mediator may generate more efficient requests in terms of the container source language, e.g. by combining
multiple requests.
• Inter-source semantic constraints. The contents of data sources may be
semantically related in various ways. A source may be a replica of another
source, or there may be functional dependencies between sources. A mediator may utilize this knowledge to provide integrated views with richer
semantics, to generate more efficient access plans to the sources and to generate integrated data with better quality.

3.3.2

Applications.

User applications send requests to the mediation layer on behalf of a user,
and deal with the presentation of mediator replies to the user. By definition
applications are not capable of processing requests by themselves.
Many applications or application development frameworks have been developed that provide advanced data analysis and visualization functionality,
and support standard interfaces for data access. To utilize such legacy applications and frameworks a mediator system must be able to support some data
access standards (such as ODBC/JDBC, EJB, etc.) and provide the means to
be easily extensible with new interfaces.
Since these standard interfaces are not developed with any particular system in mind, they may not be suitable for future applications that would access
integrated data through a mediation system. Standard interfaces suffer from
several deficiencies: i) they already assume a predefined set of functionalities
that may not be sufficient to express all capabilities of a mediator system, ii)
they are based on data models that may not be expressive enough to translate
all concepts at the mediator CDM, and iii) they may not provide the necessary level of performance. Therefore a mediator system should provide rich
specialized interfaces for more effective and efficient access to the mediation
layer by new applications. To support the needs of future applications, the
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mediators should provide at least two types of specialized interfaces.
To allow arbitrary applications to access arbitrary mediators across the network in a flexible manner, the mediators may provide a low-level network
interface directly based on some transport protocol as TCP/IP. Typically such
interface would be implemented by advanced applications that support a mediator network protocol, need data processing functionality not present in the
mediators and need to access more than one mediator. The advantages of a
network interface are that it allows for loose coupling between the application(s) and the mediator(s) that is independent from programming languages,
operating systems and hardware. However, such global applications require
more intelligence built in them so that they can discover and communicate effectively and efficiently with many distributed mediators and combine the retrieved data. Thus, low-level application-to-mediator network interfaces would
result in very complex applications that implement much of the functionality
already present in the mediators.
In order to avoid such complex applications, all functions related to the retrieval and combination of data from many mediators can be delegated to a
single, specially designed mediator that serves as the application’s gateway to
all other mediators. This approach allows applications to stay relatively simple
and delegate all tasks related to the efficient access to many remote mediators
to the gateway mediator. For this, a high-level function call interface is needed
to provide future and existing applications with the ability for simple and distribution transparent access to mediators. Such an interface would provide the
means for applications to be easily mediator-enabled either by directly embedding a mediator system in the application through an API or providing a
high-level client-server interface. Applications that access a gateway mediator
are called local because they are not aware of the distribution of the mediators
and they typically access only one gateway mediator.

3.4

Mediator components and their functionality

In this section we describe the functionality and architecture of the mediator
components which are the focus of our work. For the design of the mediator
components of a PMS we follow the mediator-wrapper approach described in
Sect. 2.3. We design each mediator as an autonomous extensible DBMS with a
query language interface, a view definition facility, local persistent storage, its
own catalog and query processor. All mediators share the same query language
and data model, and are capable of processing queries in terms of this query
language. A very important feature of the mediators is that they treat each
other as data sources, which serves as the basis for mediator composability.
To define what is a mediator, we first distinguish a mediator system and
a mediator instance. A mediator system is a software system represented by
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program code and initial data necessary for the system to operate. A mediator
instance is either a mediator system instantiated as a process on a computer
node, or a mediator system that was executing on a computer node and which
state was persistently stored so that the mediator instance can be fully restored.
Thus a mediator instance would normally be a mediator system that is being
used to integrate data sources, and contains integration views, and possibly
other stored data and meta-data defined by the user(s). For short, we will use
the term “mediator” in the sense of “mediator system”.

Figure 3.1: Distribution of mediator functionality across components.

At a high level, the mediators are divided into two architectural tiers: a
mediator DBMS (MEDBMS) tier that is responsible for information integration and processing of user queries, and a wrapper tier responsible for source
access1 . A mediator consists of one MEDBMS, one wrapper for external mediators and any number of optional wrappers for other types of sources. Wrappers are designed in a generic way so that one wrapper can access multiple
instances of the same data source type. For reusability, simplicity and flexibility of the mediators, the mediation functionality described in Sect. 2.3, p.
2.3, is distributed between the wrapper and the MEDBMS tiers as illustrated
on Fig. 3.1. In the next two sections we describe the functionality of the two
mediator tiers.

3.4.1

Wrappers

The wrapper components are responsible for data model mapping from the
source’s data model to the mediator CDM. Unlike other mediator architectures
[58, 51] wrappers are internal, non-autonomous components of a mediator,
that are tightly connected to and controlled by the mediator. Thus wrappers
are not components of a PMS by themselves and are “invisible” outside their
mediators. Each wrapper component consists of two main sub-components - a
source interface and an optional translator.
1 Thus we resolve the first naming problem mentioned in Sect. 2.3,

by naming the part of the
mediator complementary to the wrapper as “MEDBMS tier” instead of using the overloaded
term “mediator”.
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The source interface provides functions to connect to sources of some type,
access data and meta-data in the sources, manage session information, and,
when possible, retrieve source statistics. The data access functions of a wrapper are responsible for sending input data to the data source, the invocation of
some functionality at the data source, the retrieval of the resulting data, and
transformation of that data into the mediator CDM. Source interface functions
return to the MEDBMS data objects in terms of its own CDM. In addition,
during data transformation the source interface component may perform various data cleaning and semantic enrichment tasks, such as replacing missing
values with defaults, or inferring the type of retrieved data (e.g. recognizing
strings as dates or numbers). Source interfaces hide only some of the system
heterogeneity of the sources - that of their low-level interfaces.
As already mentioned in Sect. 3.3.1 many types of sources can still be
heterogeneous in their computational capabilities. For such sources wrappers need a translator component that “knows” how to translate operations
expressed in terms of the mediator query language into operations that can
be computed by the corresponding type of sources. A translator consists of
source capabilities descriptions and rewrite rules. Source capabilities roughly
describe the operations that a source supports, while rewrite rules provide detailed translation of expressions in the mediator query language into requests
or language expressions in executable the sources. Examples of data sources
for which only a source interface is sufficient are storage managers such as
BerkleyDB2 which provides simple data access operations that can be easily
mapped directly to operations in the MEDBMS.
An example of simple sources that require translation is a source that provides only range access via non-strict inequalities only. If queries to such
sources require strict inequalities, the strict inequality in the query has to be
translated into a combination of a non-strict inequalities that can be computed by the source and additional inequality tests that to be performed by
the MEDBMS. It is possible to access some types of data sources both only
through a source interface or with an additional translator for better performance. As an example we point to RDBMS sources. They can be treated simply as storage managers with a simple interface to scan tables and get tuples
by key. Then all other operations must be performed by the MEDBMS. For
better efficiency a translator may be added that would push whole query subexpressions to the relational source. This approach to wrapper building provides the means to construct wrappers incrementally - first provide a minimal
wrapper only with data and meta-data access functionality, and then gradually
add functionality for source statistics, and a translator with source capabilities
and rewrites.
2 www.sleepycat.com
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3.4.2

Mediator DBMS

The MEDBMS component provides functionality to perform schema integration of many data source instances and to query integrated schemas. This functionality is available through constructs of the mediator query language that
are suitable for the resolution of various types of information heterogeneity.
Unlike wrappers which are created for each data source type, the integration
constructs deal with the semantics of the data in the sources and therefore are
used at the data source instance level.
To fulfill requirement R7, Sect 1, our mediators provide a functional and
object-oriented (OO) common data model and a relationally complete query
language based on the Daplex functional data model [48]. The mediator data
model and query language are described in detail in Paper B. The functional
OO data model provides powerful modeling capabilities that allow to represent
the data in most most existing kinds of sources starting from flat files, to relational databases [12], object databases and even product models of engineering artifacts [29]. In particular, the concept of function in the query language
presents a perfect match to the view of data sources as sets of computations
that possibly require input data.
More specifically schema integration in our architecture is decomposed into
the following tasks.
• Data transformation. While the wrapper tier performs various data transformations, this is done automatically for all data sources of the same type.
Often these automatic transformations may not be sufficient and additional
transformations may be necessary that are related to the data semantics and
thus depend on the source instance. For example strings in a Web document
may be converted by a wrapper to numbers, but the application domain may
require these numbers to be rounded to some precision. Data transformations may also be necessary to extract individual items from complex values, e.g. to extract the first and last names of persons from a string, or to
merge individual items into one value. Data transformations are seldom
used alone. Typically they are used as parts of the more complex transformations described next.
• Schema restructuring is used to map both semantically and structurally
heterogeneous sources into uniform representations which can be further
integrated. Schema restructuring involves operations like: renaming of attributes and data sets, using data transformation to align attribute data types,
addition of new (possibly computed) attributes or merge of several attributes
into one, changing the schema concept used to represent a concept in a data
source, and restricting a data set to some subset. Schema restructuring is
performed over the schema elements of a data source instance. The result
of schema restructuring are schema elements that represent real-world entities from the same domain in the same way.
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• Unification of overlapping data. When integrating data sources that model
the same or related application domains, the sources may contain data items
that represent real world objects of the same kind. There are two general
cases: either some real-world entities are represented in more than one data
source overlapping sources, or there is no overlap between the sources. The
latter case is the simpler one. For non-overlapping sources it is sufficient to
restructure their schemas so that they have compatible structure, after which
the sources can be merged by a union operation.
The case when sources overlap poses two problems. First, it requires that
data objects which represent the same real-world entity are matched. This
requires object identity to be defined in some way and (possibly) different
representations of object identities to be mapped. This can be solved either
by applying schema restructuring, or by directly using data transformation.
Second, once object identity can be established, matching data items may
not agree on the values of some attributes. In some cases such data conflicts can be resolved automatically by default operations for each attribute
data type, e.g. always take attribute values from one of the sources, or always compute average of numeric values. However, in many cases the data
semantics may be more complex and may require a human to explicitly
specify data conflict resolution rules.
When source overlap, the user may want to define a view that contains various subsets of all objects in the sources. The most common case is a view
that contains all real world objects from all sources without the duplicates.
Another case is a view that contains only the objects present in all sources.
Finally a user may be interested in the real-world objects present only in
some sources.
• Reduction and summarization. The integration of many sources may result in views that contain very large amounts of data while a user may be
interested only in some general properties of data sets as a whole like trends
averages, etc. Data reduction and summarization tasks can be performed
as part of any of the previous two stages or separately over the integrated
views.
To support these schema integration tasks, our mediators’ query language
has several features that interact with each other: i) support for extensibility
through foreign functions, ii) a view definition facility, iii) reflectiveness, by
which schema objects are treated as other data items and can be queried, and iv)
global query facilities that allow for a mediator to specify queries in terms of
database objects in other data sources, including mediators. Next we introduce
our mediator data model and query language in terms of which these features
are realized and point out how the mediator language constructs realize the
data integration functions listed above.
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Data model and query language.
The basic modeling concept in the mediator data model is the object. Objects are classified in types. Attributes of objects and relationships between
types of objects are expressed through functions. While objects model realworld entities, in general functions represent computations. Depending on
how a computation is implemented we distinguish several kinds of functions stored functions store explicitly the result of a computation, derived functions
specify the result of a computation as a declarative query defined in terms of
other functions, database procedures describe computations in a procedural
language that uses the mediator data model, and foreign functions represent
computations specified in an external language(s) and/or module(s). To model
arbitrary computations, functions are annotated with binding patterns [34] that
specify inputs and outputs. Each binding pattern may have its own implementation that computes the foreign function in the most efficient way. To allow
the MEDBMS query processor to pick the best foreign function implementation when several are applicable, each binding pattern also has a cost function
associated with it. Functions that have more than one binding pattern associated with them are called multi-directional. All kinds of functions can be used
anywhere in the query language where a function can be used.
All objects of a type constitute the extent of that type. Thus types can be
viewed as named sets of objects with the same structure. All types are organized in a multiple inheritance hierarchy where the extent of a subtype is a
subset of the extents of its super-types (extent-subset semantics).
The mediator data model is reflective [38] in the sense that all data model
concepts are represented in terms of the data model by meta-objects classified in meta-types. Types and functions are objects themselves and are instances correspondingly of the meta-types Type and Function. Other metatypes describe various aspects of the schema of a mediator, its knowledge
about other mediators, data sources, applications and even its internal state.
Since all meta-type objects are no different from the user objects, mediators
are inspectable via their query language through queries that can freely mix
user types and meta-types. This approach provides flexibility when inspecting
mediators combined with the simplicity of using the same query language for
data and meta-data retrieval.
Data integration functionality.
Data transformation and data reduction and summarization are supported directly through foreign functions and database procedures. Since foreign functions can be implemented in external languages as C and Java, the mediator
user may add new functions that perform arbitrary specialized computations
to transform data in an application domain-specific manner (e.g. to apply an
image filter to image data) or to summarize domain-specific data (e.g. to com36

pute the average lightness of images). Foreign functions[34] are similar to,
but simpler and yet more expressive, than user-defined functions (UDFs) in
object-relational DBMS.
The mediator query language has a view3 definition capability through derived functions which are named and parameterized queries specified in terms
of an SQL-like select-from-where statements and derived types, which are
types with their extents specified as queries. Database views address different
aspects of schema restructuring and unification of overlapping data. For the
schema restructuring tasks it is sufficient to use derived functions. For schema
unification a more suitable construct are derived types which provide simple
to use syntax to specify rules to match data items from different data sources,
and rules to reconcile conflicting attribute values.
Views by themselves are not sufficient to integrate many data sources. For
that the mediator query language has the ability to refer to schema elements
and objects in other data sources and use them transparently in all language
constructs as if they are local. This allows free mixing of local and remote
functions, types and objects both in derived types and derived functions. We
call this feature global query facilities because the query language allows to
refer to any globally accessible object in a mediator or a data source. Logical
compositions of mediators and other data sources are defined declaratively in
terms of each mediator’s global query facilities when views in one mediator
are defined in terms of other data sources and views in other mediators.
The reflective nature of the mediator data model, combined with its global
query facilities and meta-model of data sources (described in Paper B), allows
queries to be issued over the meta-data of any mediator peer and/or data source.
This allows to perform information discovery in a network of mediators and
data sources through regular queries. The resolution of structural heterogeneity
can be approached by parameterizing schema elements in the integration views
(e.g. parameterized relation names) and mixing data and meta-data in the same
query or view.
Integrated schemas in terms of the mediator query language are constructed
from the sources’ schemas in a bottom-up fashion using the global-as-view
approach. First, storage elements and computations in the sources are mapped
by the corresponding source wrappers to mediator schema objects. After this
initial step, data sources logically become part of the mediator database, but
there still are semantic differences between the data in different objects. These
differences are reconciled through the definition of views (derived types and
functions) defined in terms of the source types and functions. These integrated
views are then available to other mediators for further integration according to
their needs and application domain.
3 Here we use the general term view to denote any declarative specification of derived data
from other stored or derived data in terms of a query language.
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3.5

Systems of Peer Mediators.

In this section we describe how the three types of software components, described in Sect. 3.3, form together a peer mediator system.
Originally mediators are defined [55] as a middle layer that is distinct both
from the underlying data source layer and the higher application layer. However, many software components that belong either to the data source or to the
application layer exhibit some functionality characteristic for mediator systems. Since mediators may serve both as intelligent data sources themselves
for other mediators and as applications for others, we will consider a Peer
Mediator System (PMS) to consist of not only the mediators themselves but
also of global data sources and global applications all of which communicate
over a network interface. This approach allows uniform treatment of all issues regarding the joint operation of applications, mediators and data sources.
In particular it allows to design a system that is capable of introspection and
through that to facilitate (semi-) automatic integration and adaptive behavior.
From our general mediation architecture it follows that a PMS has at least one
mediator, and any number of global applications that access any number of
data sources through the mediator(s). Collectively the mediators, the global
applications and global data sources are the peers in a PMS.
Every peer has a globally unique logical identifier called peer name independent of its physical network address. Since data source peers use global
naming schemes different from that of the PMS, there is at least one mediator
peer that provides a mapping between logical names in the PMS to networkdependent locations of the data sources. Global applications by definition support the inter-mediator interface and thus support the same naming scheme as
the mediators. The set of peers whose names are known to a peer are called
the peer neighbors and are related by a neighbor relationship.
We define a PMS instance as follows. Given a nonempty set of peers N with
at least one mediator peer, where the peers can physically reach each other over
a computer network, a PMS instance is the set of all peers P, P ⊂ N, formed
by the transitive closure of the relationship neighbor over the set of peers N
starting from one of the mediator peers in N.
Mediator peers can form named groups, called communities, which would
be typically formed because of common interests of the mediator owners.
Groups can be nested arbitrarily and mediators can participate in more than
one groups, as in [20, 7]. Some mediators act as meta-mediators that know
about other mediators and groups. Each group has at least one meta-mediator
that stores at least the logical identifiers of its members, their corresponding
physical addresses and the name of the group. Meta-mediators may store additional information both about mediators and mediator groups such as content
descriptions, statistics, etc.
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A PMS is completely decentralized - there is no global meta-data repository
(catalog) with information about all peers, and there is no central controller that
coordinates all peers. As a consequence:
• No peer has global knowledge about all other peers.
• Since the mediators are completely autonomous, there may be several mediators that define different (possibly conflicting) virtual databases over the
same set of sources.
• The only way that data and meta-data can be acquired by peers is by sending
requests (usually as queries) to known peers (which may trigger queries to
other peers).
Mediators cooperate directly with each other and all control, data and metadata are distributed among the mediators. Each mediator peer chooses the
peers it wants to cooperate with (both as its clients and/or servers) among its
neighbors, and has only limited knowledge about a subset of all available peers.
Each mediator locally plans its actions based on its local knowledge. Global
computations that involve many mediators are planned as a result of many local cooperative decisions. Applications and mediators may recursively initiate
cooperation between peers on behalf of other peers or applications.
Most importantly, there is no global integrated view as in federated database
systems and centralized mediators. Each mediator defines its own integrated
view over a subset of all data sources and mediators and makes some part of
its integrated view available to other mediators and applications for further integration or querying. Each mediator peer has total control of its own schema.
Finally, mediators may join and leave a PMS at any time.
Our definition of a PMS allows PMS instances to have a very wide range
of logical topologies from a client-server with many applications, 1 mediator,
and many data sources, to a “pure” P2P system where all applications have
gateway mediators and all data sources are embedded in mediators, and there
is a network of mediators between the application and the data source layer.
An example of a PMS is shown on Fig. 3.2 where several mediators are
defined in terms of other mediators and data sources. In the example, applications access data in several data sources of different kinds (two RDBMS, one
Internet search engine and a Web site) through a collection of composed mediator servers. The directed arcs connecting the mediator nodes and data sources
correspond to the relationship ”defined in terms of” between them, that is, the
mediators that point to other mediators or sources contain views that are defined in terms of views or data in the pointed to mediators and sources. We
illustrate this in the upper-left mediator in the figure, where a global view is
defined in terms of other two mediators. It is important to point out that mediator compositions are not defined as static networks of mediators but are
dynamically generated through the definition of queries or views. Each query
or a view uses only a subset of all logical links, defined by the transitive closure
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Figure 3.2: An example of a peer mediator system

of the logical relationship ”defined in terms of” between all views referred by
that particular query or view. Thus Fig. 3.2 is a simplified view of the union of
several superimposed logical mediator compositions.
The advantages of the P2P approach for mediation are that it allows the
domain experts to own and control independently their mediators in the same
way as data source owners have total control over the data sources. Each mediator may evolve at its own pace as long as it preserves its public interface.
In the foreseeable future it may be expected that data integration will remain a
predominantly “manual” task that requires a lot of domain knowledge and human participation. A P2P architecture allows to distribute the integration effort
between many autonomous domain experts and thus scale the integration process. The domain knowledge encoded in the mediators is shared so that other
more complex mediators can be composed in terms of simpler ones and thus
integrate data across many data sources and knowledge domains in a scalable
manner. Finally, a P2P architecture promotes reuse of computation resources
such as storage, CPU cycles, and specialized software and hardware.
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The Problem of Query Processing in Peer
Mediator Databases

A successful implementation of the PMS architecture presented in Sect. 3
must fulfill a wide range of requirements, some of which are discussed in
Sect. 3.2. Our focus is on the most fundamental requirement for the PMS
architecture, that of composability of mediators in terms of other mediators
and data sources. As discussed in Sect. 3.2 the fulfillment of this requirement
results in a data integration architecture that meets the general requirements
R1-R7 for large-scale data integration stated in Sect. 1.
The problem we address in this dissertation at a high-level is how to implement mediator composability effectively and efficiently in a PMS architecture
so that a PMS system can scale over the number of composed mediators. This
general problem can be decomposed into two sub-problems described below.
• Scalable integration. The first aspect of mediator composability is how
mediator compositions are defined so that many views from many mediators are integrated into higher-level reconciled views. Compared to centralized mediation architectures, in a PMS this problem has the additional
complication that the views are defined in many mediators and there is no
central repository that keeps track of all existing views in all mediators.
We address this problem by providing a query language with global query
capabilities. However, the problems remain i) how to discover the relevant views to a problem domain, and ii) how to specify in a scalable manner integrated views over large number of views. While these two problems are very important, in our work we assume that method(s) exist to
specify integrated global views over many mediators. This can be done
manually directly in terms of the global query capabilities of the mediator query language[23, 24], or (semi-) automatically through the use of visual tools and inference mechanisms[57]. In addition the mediator query
language may be extended with more expressive constructs for data integration. Given the high expressive power of the mediator query language
and data model, we believe that future tools or language constructs can be
expressed in terms of the existing language features. Thus in the rest of
our discussion we will assume that integrated global views are preexisting
and are specified in terms of the mediator query language as presented in
Paper B.
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• Query processing. Assuming that the means exist to specify mediator compositions, the next important problem is how to provide scalable performance for the computation of queries against composed mediators so that
a PMS is usable. Composability of mediators has two dimensions. Logical
composability is related to the means of specifying compositions of mediators in terms of a declarative query language. Physical composability is
related to the means by which mediators physically interact with each other
and with external sources as one distributed system. In order to compute
answers of queries in a PMS, logical mediator compositions must be represented as physical ones.
Our mediator compositions are described in terms of a query language,
therefore the process of translating logical view compositions into physical
ones is in fact query compilation, while the computation of query results
according to a physical composition of mediators is query execution.
The two problems are tightly interrelated. On one side various approaches
can be envisioned to integrate many mediators and views such as tools and
language constructs. On the other side only some of these approaches may be
viable because of limits on their performance. Based on our analysis of related
work in the area of data integration, we conclude that while a considerable
amount of work has been done in the area of data models and query languages
for data integration that can be applied to a PMS architecture, the problems
specific to query processing in peer-to-peer architectures for data integration
have not been adequately addressed.
Thus, query processing in peer mediators itself poses a wide variety of challenges. In the remaining of this section we discuss several interrelated subproblems that we address in this dissertation.
Capabilities of inter-mediator interfaces.
One of the most fundamental issues for a distributed system is how to design
the public interfaces of the components in this system so that they can interoperate, are easy to evolve, and are efficient. In large scale P2P systems it is also
important that the peer interfaces provide enough expressive power so that the
distributed system as a whole can self-organize itself to perform efficiently as a
whole. In particular the interfaces of the PMS components should be sufficient
for them to cooperatively process global queries in an efficient way.
As noted in our discussion on data sources in Sect. 3.3, low-level interfaces
provide the communication infrastructure for distributed systems, but they do
not solve the problems of the semantics and granularity of the interfaces, that
is, what functionality is exposed through an interface and what is the granularity of the interface. By functionality we mean what computations does one
system expose through its interfaces, and by granularity we mean at what granularity does a system provide a view of its internal state through an interface.
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Thus, independent of the low-level infrastructure used for interoperability
between the components in a PMS, there is a large space of design choices
related to the functionality that PMS components should expose to enable efficient cooperation between them. Paper B investigates what computational
capabilities a software component should provide in order for that component
to participate as a peer in a PMS.
Overhead of logical mediator compositions.
Logical composability and autonomy of mediators poses several challenges
to the computation of queries over integrated global views. Since there is no
global control in a PMS, every mediator owner has the freedom to compose
arbitrary global views defined in terms of any of the known and accessible mediators and data sources. This ability to compose new mediators in a globally
uncontrolled manner may result in enormous redundancy in large mediator
compositions. Typically a mediator will be aware of and will integrate a relatively small number of sources and neighbor mediators that provide information of interest. However, the neighbor mediators may derive their information
from any number of other mediators and sources not known directly to the first
one. In this way it may be common that data from the same mediator(s) and/or
source(s) is indirectly integrated by a mediator through many levels of other
mediators, where each one eventually adds some value by restructuring and
enriching the information from the lower levels.
If queries over such composed mediators are executed naively by following
the logical links between the mediators, this may result in many redundant
computations performed by each of the underlying mediators, as well as in
many redundant network accesses and data transfers, which may result in an
unusable PMS.
Therefore methods need to be developed that remove these redundancies
and generate efficient query execution plans (physical compositions of mediators). Since logical mediator compositions are essentially views defined in
terms of other views, these views can be expanded (unfolded) as in traditional
DBMS. However, in a P2P setting there is no central catalog and typically no
mediator “knows” the definitions of external views. Another issue is that in traditional database design the database schema is designed in a top-down fashion
and one may expect it to be relatively well designed and have relatively small
number of levels in the view definitions. However, due to the uncontrolled
bottom-up design of data integration solutions, it may be expected that very
large numbed of views will be nested very deeply. Finally, due to mediator
autonomy, some mediators may refuse to make their view definitions available to others, e.g. because they want to hide their information sources. To
respect each other’s autonomy, mediators should be able to negotiate if and
which views can be expanded, and be able to compile and execute queries in
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all cases. Therefore view expansion in a P2P setting may not be as “simple” as
in a traditional DBMS setting. Paper C studies the problem of view expansion
in the presented PMS architecture.
Decentralized query processing.
A decentralized architecture of many autonomous, but equal in capabilities
peers, such as the PMS architecture, presents new opportunities and problems
for the processing of global queries. In a centralized distributed DBMS system, there is one controlling peer, typically the peer where a query is issued,
that is responsible for the compilation and execution of its queries. This is
possible because there is a central catalog with all meta-data necessary to produce optimal QEPs, and because the component DBMSs give up their autonomy and leave the control to one peer. However, in a decentralized system,
no peer has global knowledge, or global control over the other peers. One
alternative to approach the lack of meta-data is to request it from the other
peers involved in a query. Another possibility is to use the fact that the other
mediator peers have their own query processors and local meta-data and thus
may take better decisions regarding local queries. Thus, instead of exchanging
meta-data, an alternative is to submit queries for remote compilation. In addition such distributed compilation provides the means for load balancing during
query compilation. Another side of the problem is query execution in a centralized system. There, one peer controls other peers during query execution.
As a result all data flows through the central peer. In a P2P mediator system,
where peers are distributed across a wide-area network with highly varying
link parameters, centralized data flow may be far from optimal. Instead, it
may be much more efficient to exchange data directly between peers that are
connected with fast links and and let them cooperate to compute intermediate
results which can be shipped to the query peer or some other intermediate peer.
As with cooperative compilation, such cooperative execution provides the additional possibility for utilization of the resources of all peers. In Paper D we
study one particular method for optimizing global queries through distributed
compilation that produces decentralized QEPs.
Distributed join methods for mediation.
Data integration problems often require cross- source or mediator join operations because of overlapping information in the sources and/or mediators. Join
is known to be the most expensive operation in database systems. The presented PMS architecture is different from centralized and distributed but homogeneous DBMS architectures in that joins have to be made between mediators and sources with limited capabilities or computational sources often over
slow network connections. With such sources, data produced by one of the join
operands is required by the other operand as input, and therefore this interme44

diate result data has to be shipped from one operand to the other. Such joins
are often called dependent because the execution of one of the join operands
depends on the execution of the other. Thus mediator systems need specialized
methods for the execution of dependent joins that take into account and reduce
data shipping costs together with the cost of join computation. The focus of
Paper E is the design and study of three mediation-specific join strategies.
Access to diverse sources.
A mediation system would typically access a wide variety of data sources. It
is hard to predict in advance even what will be the future kinds of sources
that need to be integrated as a data integration system evolves. Therefore the
mediator components must be designed in a way that allows new sources to
be added easily and dynamically. Since sources are accessed through wrapper
components, this amounts to the question how to design a generic mediatorto-wrapper interface and meta-model of data sources that allows the addition
of new wrappers for new kinds of sources. Another, more specific question
is, given the presented mediation architecture, is it flexible enough to easily
accommodate new kinds of sources? We address this problem in Paper F,
where we design and investigate a wrapper for several Internet search engines
as an example of non-database-like data sources.
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Related Work

In this section we overview works related to the PMS architecture which serves
as the basis for our work, we point out the similarities and differences between
our architecture and other projects, and summarize how these projects relate to
the query processing problems described in Sect. 4.

5.1

Distributed Database Systems

There is a large body of knowledge on query processing in distributed databases
[30] that may provide partial solutions for problems related to query processing in a PMS. However, the autonomy, distribution and extensible objectoriented data model of the PMS architecture proposed here, poses new problems different from the ones related to distributed databases [37]. In distributed
database systems (DDBMS) the peers are homogeneous, there is a single site
that controls query processing and a centralized catalog, usually replicated in
all databases. In contrast to that, in a P2P system there is no central controlling
site and all meta-data is distributed among the peers. Various new problems
arise from that. Here we mention only some of them: to produce a global QEP
all peers involved in a query have to cooperate in the compilation process because no peer has complete knowledge of execution cost; peers have to request
cost information from other peers over the network which incurs high cost of
getting the cost; due to autonomy, cost information may not be available at all
peers; peers cannot assume that every other peer is capable of the execution of
arbitrary query fragments; therefore predicates might not be freely pushed in
the QEP from one mediator to another.

5.2

Mediator Systems

A considerable number of mediator systems [10, 13, 18, 25, 51, 46, 35, 58]
have been proposed with varying architectures in terms of their degree of distribution, autonomy and data model.
Many of the mediator proposals and systems have a centralized architecture,
that is they consist of a single mediator component, interacting with the data
sources via wrapper components. The wrappers themselves may or may not
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be distributed with respect to the mediators. However, even in mediator architectures with distributed wrappers, all meta-data and control in the mediatorwrapper system as a whole are concentrated in the mediator, and wrappers
in such architectures are not autonomous. Therefore, we will consider mediator systems with distributed wrappers to have still centralized architectures,
where composability is not an issue. Typical example of centralized mediator
systems are Garlic [13] and DB2 Federated DBMS [18]. The TSIMMIS [13]
and Pegasus [10] projects mention that distributed mediators may access other
mediators, but no results are reported in this area.
Some mediation prototype systems have distributed architectures where
mediators access other mediators. Next we compare these mediator systems
with our PMS architecture.
The AURORA prototype [58] follows a fixed two-tier mediation model consisting of three types of distributed components. The first tier consists of homogenization mediators that deal with schematic mismatches on per-source
level, and distributed wrappers that provide access to the data sources. The
second tier consists of integration mediators responsible for integrating multiple homogenized sources through their respective homogenization mediators.
This distributed architecture is similar to our PMS architecture in that there
is no single monolithic integrated view, instead the integration process is distributed among many mediators. The main focus of the AURORA project is
a methodology for source homogenization and conflict resolution. Various
algebraic rewrite methods are proposed for pushing integration and standard
relational operations to the sources, but neither distribution of sources and/or
mediators is considered in any way, nor the effects of logically composing
the integration mediators in terms of many homogenization mediators. Query
processing in AURORA is considered only from the view point of a single homogenization mediator, and while not explicitly said, it seems to be performed
in a centralized manner. Our PMS architecture generalizes that of AURORA
because our mediators can be specialized to perform different roles as homogenization and/or integration, while there is no restriction on the number of
mediator tiers.
The DIOM project [46, 35] is one of the few mediator projects that points
out composability as an important property for scalable integration of many
sources. The project presents the implementation of a distributed mediator architecture where mediators can access other distributed mediators and/or wrappers. One feature that distinguishes DIOM from other mediator projects is that
it does not require conflicts to be resolved statically in an integrated schema.
Semantic conflict resolution is deferred to query result assembly time instead
before or at query compilation time. Thus users can dynamically specify the
information they are interested in and their preferences, and the mediator performs automatically source selection and conflict resolution based on user pref47

erences. The DIOM prototype features a query processor aware of the distribution of the sources and capable of dynamic query routing and scheduling,
but all query processing is performed in a centralized manner, such that query
compilation and execution are controlled by only one mediator. As a result
QEPs in DIOM are centralized and always follow the logical composition of
the mediators. To the best of our knowledge there are no reports of the actual
performance improvements achieved through the query processing approach
in DIOM. In particular all reported results describe processing of queries by
one mediator against several wrappers and do not address issues specific to
processing queries in mediator compositions.
The DISCO mediator system [51] also has a typical mediator-wrapper architecture with distributed wrappers accessible by distributed mediators. Since
every mediator is a wrapper, mediators can call other mediators as if they were
wrappers. One of the prominent features of DISCO is graceful handling of
unavailable sources through partial evaluation semantics that returns partial
answers to queries by processing as much of a query as possible and returning
the remaining non-processed part of the query to the caller. This approach to
handling source unavailability can be applied to our architecture to fulfill the
requirement for dynamic source availability described in Sect. 3.2. As in the
DIOM system, query processing in DISCO is described only for flat two-tier
cases and does not take into account problems (and optimization opportunities)
resulting from mediator compositions.
Our conclusion is that, while several projects mention mediator composability as an important feature, none of these projects addresses issues related
to query processing in many composed mediators, which is the main focus of
our work. However, the described projects address other issues, important for
scalable data integration of many data sources, that are complementary to our
work.

5.3

Peer Data Management Systems

Several recent works propose P2P architectures for data integration and for the
management of distributed and autonomous databases. The ideas presented in
these works are the closest to our PMS architecture, and therefore we discuss
them here in more detail.
Data management systems based on P2P computing paradigm are discussed
in [16, 19, 20, 6] where new problems and opportunities arising from the usage
of a P2P paradigm are identified. However, there is little work on implementation issues of such systems, especially related to large number of cooperating
query processors. Even more, these works point out problems specific to P2P
architectures some of which we address in this dissertation. In the vision paper [16] it is indicated that two fundamental problems in most P2P systems are
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the placement and retrieval of data and therefore DBMS technology can and
should be applied to P2P systems. At the same time P2P architectures can be
useful in DBMS systems to provide system robustness and scalability, eliminate proprietary interests, reduce administration effort and provide anonymity.
Of the two main problems mentioned, the paper describes in more detail the
problem of data placement. Solutions to this problem can be applied in our
PMS architecture, e.g. for efficient caching and replication of data at the mediator peers. One of the problems related to a P2P architecture is that of the
extent of knowledge sharing between peers. We analyze and provide some
answers to this problem in Paper A with respect to an architecture with no
centralized catalog.
Another vision work [6], addresses the problem of semantic inter-dependencies
in between autonomous peer databases in the absence of a global schema. The
paper introduces the Local Relational Model (LRM) as a data model specific
for P2P data management systems. Inter-peer semantic dependencies are described through coordination formulas that allow the synchronization of many
peer databases. The LRM can be used to mediate between multiple peers and
to propagate updates between peers so that consistency is preserved. The architecture proposed for the LRM is described at a very high-level of detail, and
at that level of detail it is similar to our PMS architecture. In terms of query
processing in the proposed LRM model, the paper lists several P2P-specific
problems, but no solutions are proposed.
At the architectural level, the works closest to ours are [20, 19]. Based
on the assumption that data integration systems have one global mediated
schema that integrates all sources, the two papers advocate the concept of peer
data management systems (PDMS), as systems that replace the single logical
schema of data integration systems with an interlinked collection of semantic
mappings between the peers’ schemas. The ideas described in the two papers
are implemented in the Piazza peer data management system. The main problem addressed in the two papers is that of schema mediation in a PDMS. To
specify schema mappings between peer databases the authors propose a language PPL that allows to express both GAV and LAV style mappings between
peer schemas. In [20] the PPL language is an extension of Datalog, and thus
suitable for peers supporting the relational data model. In [19] the mapping
language is modified to support RDF and XML sources. With respect to query
processing, both works deal with the problem of query answering (reformulation) in the presence of mixed GAV and LAV transitive mappings between
peers. The goal of query answering is to reformulate an initial query in terms
of schema mappings to a query in terms of the base relations. As the authors
notice in [19] they do not address the problem of efficient processing of queries
which is essential for the overall performance of a PDMS.
From an architectural perspective, at the level of detail presented in [16, 19,
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20, 6], all these proposals including ours are related. The main differences are
in the data models proposed, which is functional and object-oriented in our
case, and relational and RDF/XML in the other cases; the schema mapping
approaches used; and the query processing issues addressed in these works.
Regarding the problems related to query processing in a P2P architecture
which are our primary interest, our work and that of [20, 19] are complimentary in several ways. The query reformulation algorithms presented there fully
expand all views and rewrite all queries in terms of the base relations. As
shown in Paper C selective view expansion may often lead to better results
with substantially less compilation cost. Thus query reformulation in Piazza
can be simplified by not expanding all views (mappings), while our PMS architecture can benefit from a more general method of mapping peer schemas
and its query reformulation algorithm. Since the current work on the Piazza
system is focused on query reformulation, all our solutions related to query
processing in a PMS can be directly applied in Piazza and similar PDMSs.
In [42] a P2P distributed data sharing system, PeerDB, is presented and
some of its aspects are experimentally evaluated. PeerDB consists of arbitrary
number of autonomous peers each of which consists of a relational DBMS
(MySQL), an agent system DBAgent, and a cache manager. Peers find each
other through one or more global names lookup servers that provide each node
with a unique identity. PeerDB uses an information retrieval approach to the
discovery of relevant information. Each relation and attribute in the peers’
databases is tagged with keywords. Relevant relations are discovered through
keyword matching and ranking. Compared to our PMS architecture, PeerDB
does not provide global query facilities and does allow for the definition of
integration views across multiple peers. Since there is no global view definition capability, PeerDB does not provide logical composability and the peers
constitute a logically “flat” system. PeerDB naturally handles peer unavailability because there is no predefined integration schema. Query processing
in PeerDB is performed through “agents” that are dispatched to other peers
by the DBAgent component, but the paper neither defines what is an agent,
nor it describes by what algorithm(s) agents are dispatched to other peers. Finally, PeerDB does not address issues concerning access to external sources
with varying capabilities. Our conclusion is that PeerDB is suitable for the
sharing of structured data in a P2P fashion, but it cannot be applied to real data
integration problems.
A distributed relational query processor is proposed in [7], where the focus
is on dynamic extensibility and security. Advances in this project are complimentary to our work and can be applied in the presented PMS architecture.
The project does not specifically address the integration of heterogeneous data
sources, neither problems related to redundancy in compositions of many autonomous database.
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Summary of Contributions

The hypothesis underlying this work is that a peer-to-peer mediator architecture is more suitable for many real-world data integration problems than a
centralized one. It is shown to be possible to design a mediator system with a
peer architecture that can process queries efficiently and can scale in terms of
the number of peers. The main contributions described in this dissertation are:
• Analysis of the components of a PMS - applications, data sources and mediators. (Sect 3.3)
• Design and implementation of a P2P system for distributed data integration.
In the architecture autonomous peers share data and services with other
peers without a global coordinator. Mediator peers provide a unified and
knowledge-enriched view of many autonomous and heterogeneous sources
in terms of a functional and object-oriented common data model and query
language. The integrated views can be either queried directly or can be
used by other mediators to compose higher-level integration views in terms
of views in other peers. (Sect 3 and Paper A)
• Analysis of the inter-peer interfaces and corresponding computational capabilities of the peers, the meta-data that needs to be exchanged between the
peers, and the query processing techniques that can be used in the presence
of some capabilites and meta-data in order to implement a PMS. (Paper B)
• Technique, called distributed selective view expansion (DSVE), to efficiently
process queries against many composed mediator views. DSVE has been
implemented in practice in the AMOS II mediator system and based on
this implementation it has been experimentally evaluated. The experimental analysis of this technique shows that it is possible to provide good query
performance with low compilation cost in a peer mediator system. (Paper C)
• A distributed compilation technique to re-balance left-deep QEPs which
due to the autonomy of each peer, not only describe access to distributed
sources, but are distributed themselves. The QEP rebalancing technique improves the quality of the QEPs in a peer mediator system by enabling direct
decentralized communication between the peers involved in the computation of a query result. The QEP rebalancing technique was implemented in
the AMOS II mediator system and studied experimentally. (Paper D)
• Design, and experimental study of three join algorithms for a peer mediator
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system. Two of the algorithms, called ship-out, ship bindings from one of
the join operands (local or remote) to another remote operand and thus are
suitable for the computation of joins involving sources with limited capabilities. The third ship-in algorithm, ships all data to the join site, where the
join is computed. Ship-in joins are suitable for sources with a scan interface
accessible over a fast network. (Paper E)
• Application of mediation for Internet search engines (ISEs). Various ISEs
are integrated through a flexible wrapper manager sub-system, called objectrelational wrapper for ISEs (ORWISE), that utilizes external web wrapper
toolkits and allows for flexible and dynamic addition of new ISE wrappers.
The design of ORWISE shows that the basic facilities for extensibility in
the AMOS II system described in Paper A are powerful enough to support
such non-database-like sources with ease. (Paper F)
In addition, during my work various components of a peer mediator system
have been implemented as part of the AMOS II mediator system.
• Design and implementation of a meta-schema that models data sources. The
meta-schema allows for declarative manipulation of information related to
all data sources through the mediator query language. This allows mediator
users to query data source meta-data for discovery of relevant sources. In
addition the mediator kernel itself has been changed to reflectively utilize
the data source meta-data during query optimization. The meta-schema is
described in Paper A and Paper F.
• Experimental studies of a PMS require that large number of measurements
are performed and dependencies on many parameters are investigated. This
results in large volumes of distributed measurement data with complex structure. This requires that both the execution of experiments and experimental
data collection are performed in an automated way. A natural approach is
to use the mediator system itself to manage and collect the experimental
data. To enable the performance of large-scale computation experiments
in a PMS, I designed and implemented a declarative framework for automated computational experiments built on top of the AMOS II system. The
framework allows to configure and execute an experiment, collect all experimental data and plot various dependencies only through the query and
stored procedure language of the AMOS II system. The framework was
used to perform all experiments in Paper C.
• One of the most important types of data sources are RDBMSs. The most
wide-spread and standardized way to access RDBMS sources is ODBC. To
make our experimental studies more relevant, a wrapper for ODBC data
sources was implemented in AMOS II . The wrapper was used in all experiments in Paper C, Paper D and Paper E.
• Many improvements in most components of AMOS II were necessary to
implement the query processing techniques and to perform the experiments
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described in this dissertation. Some of the improvements led to orders of
magnitude less memory consumption and smaller compilation times.
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Summary of Appended Papers

The papers included in this dissertation and summarized in this section are
inter-related in the following ways. Paper A describes an implementation of
a PMS that uses some of the results of Paper B to process global queries.
Paper B investigates inter-peer interfaces and capabilities required for the interoperability between mediator peers and/or data sources in a PMS, and the
applicable query processing techniques in the presense of these interfaces. Paper C studies in detail how to process queries over mediator compositions
specified in the query language described in Paper A using the view shipping
approach described in Paper B. Paper D investigates query optimization techniques based on the query shipping approach described in Paper B. Paper E
describes distributed join methods for the PMS described in Paper A. Finally,
Paper F describes how to add new wrappers for Internet search engines to the
PMS presented in Paper A as a test case for mediator extensibility.
The overall structure of the dissertation is depicted on Fig. 7.1 where the
thin lines represent the relationship “uses results from”.
Paper C

Requirements
for distributed
data integration

General
PMS
Architecture

Paper A

Paper D

Paper B

Paper E

Requirements
for peer
mediators

Paper F

Figure 7.1: Logical organization of the dissertation.

7.1

Paper A: Functional Data Integration in a Distributed
Mediator System

This paper describes an implementation of the PMS architecture presented in
Sect. 3 in the framework of the AMOS II (Active Mediator Object System)
mediator system. In this section we will summarize the main features of the
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AMOS II mediator system from Paper A and will point out their relationship
to the other works that constitute this dissertation. We will also point out the
limitations of the current implementation with respect to the general PMS architecture.
With respect to the requirements for a PMS listed in Sect. 3.2, AMOS II mediators are fully composable at the logical and physical level. Location transparency is supported through unique names assigned to each mediator and a
name resolution service described below. Peer discovery is supported through
the data source meta-schema that models data sources and can be queried via
the AmosQL query language. The issues that are not addressed in the current
implementation of the PMS architecture are dynamic availability of sources,
security, replication and caching.
With respect to the general mediator architecture, the AMOS II mediator
system described in this paper is different in that there is only one metamediator, called nameserver that stores the mapping between logical mediator names and physical network addresses. The second difference is that all
data sources are treated as local by the mediators, and thus even if the same
global data source is accessed by several mediators, such information cannot
be discovered and utilized by the mediators.
Further details about the data model and query language of AMOS II , its
reconciliation primitives, and its query processing can be found in Paper A and
its references.
Comments
The main contribution I made to this paper is in the design and description
of the data source meta-model and description and clarification of the multidatabase query processing. I wrote the respective sections and participated in
other parts of the paper clarifying various aspects of the functional approach
to distributed mediation.

7.2

Paper B: Interface Capabilities for Query Processing in Peer Mediator Systems

Each peer in a PMS must provide an interface to its data and meta-data sufficient to allow the cooperative processing of queries in a PMS. In Paper B
we analyze the computational capabilities and meta-data that a software system has to export through its interfaces in order to participate as a peer in a
PMS, and the corresponding query processing techniques that can be applied
in the presence of some meta-data and capabilities of the peers. Our analysis
is based on the functional data model and query language for data integration,
presented in detail in Paper A. We model data collections in remote peers as
proxy functions that describe the data types and relationship of the data items
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in a remote data collection. Proxy functions may be implemented in different
ways, and queries over such functions may be also processed in different ways
depending on the computational capabilities of the peers in a PMS. Based on
the concept of proxy functions, we identify and compare six classes of peer
capabilities with increasing complexity, summarized below.
• Single-directional proxy functions (SDPF). The simplest possible way to
interface peers in a PMS, so that mediators can compute inter-peer queries,
is to assume that remote peers provide some interface to directly access
their data and to associate each proxy function with an implementation that
computes the results of the function by using the data access interfaces at the
remote peers. Proxy functions implemented in this way are computable in
RPC-like manner only in one direction - from their input parameters to their
results, and thus are termed as single-directional proxy functions (SDPF).
• Multi-directional proxy functions (MDPF). Often it may happen that several SDPFs represent different directions of the same abstract relationship
stored at a remote source. As a result users have many alternative ways to
specify the same query, each with potentially very different performance.
To offload the user from performance considerations, we introduce multidirectional proxy functions (MDPFs) that tie together several SDPFs into
one multi-directional proxy function. MDPFs provide higher degree of abstraction for the mediator users than SDPFs, and better query performance
through query optimization.
• Multi-peer proxy functions. Some of the functions referenced in a global
query may be computable at more than one peer. With SDPFs or MDPFs
it is up to the user to choose which alternative to use which requires users
to deal with performance issues and may result in sub-optimal query performance. To alleviate this, we introduce an additional level of abstraction
through multi-peer proxy functions (MPPFs), where one MPPF relates together all MDPFs (or SDPFs) that represent the same computation in different peers. Thus MPPFs shift the task of choosing the optimal peer for a
function from the user to the mediator query processor.
• Plan shipping. All previous three interface classes assume simple peers
that provide only direct access to their data through some interface, and all
query operators, such as join, must be performed at the query peers. This
requires that all data during query execution is shipped through the query
mediator in a centralized manner. However, remote peers may be capable
of computing groups of database operations in the form of query plans.
Such capability can be utilized by the mediator peers through plan shipping
where the mediators compile an inter-peer QEP, identify the portions of this
QEP, called sub-plans, that can be computed by other peers, and ship these
sub-plans to the remote peers for execution.
• Query shipping. Many data sources, such as relational DBMS the medi56

ators themselves, provide a declarative query interface to their data. Thus,
an alternative to plan shipping is to group together through query decomposition the query operations computable at the same remote peer into subqueries, and to ship them for compilation and execution to the corresponding peer.
• View definition shipping. In a PMS, mediator peers can be freely composed logically in terms of other mediators and data source peers through
database views. This may result in a network of logically composed peers
with redundancy, where many peers integrate the same source peers and
even the same remote views through many different logical paths. This logical redundancy may result in many redundant computations and network
data transfers. To discover and remove such redundancy, the peers must be
capable of exchanging view definitions, so that the query peers can analyze
and optimize together the expanded view definitions.
The analysis of inter-peer interface capabilities and the related query processing techniques presented above is based on our experiences from the implementation of the AMOS II peer mediator system. We describe the implementation of a PMS in the AMOS II mediator system with peer capabilities
within each group. The description of our PMS implementation relates together the results of most of the papers in this dissertation. Since queries over
many peers are always reduced to SDPFs, and join is one the most common
and expensive database operation, in Paper E we design and study the performance of three algorithms for computing inter-peer joins over SDPFs. In
Paper D we study an application of query shipping for rebalancing left-deep
global query execution plans to produce decentralized inter-peer QEPs. Finally, Paper C investigates techniques to implement view definition shipping
that improve the quality of QEPs with low compilation cost.
Comments
The work described in this paper was done by me with discussions with Tore
Risch.

7.3

Paper C: Scalable View Expansion in a Peer Mediator System

Views are the central concept for data integration in the PMS architecture.
This paper studies in detail the view shipping query processing for peers with
view shipping capabilities described in Paper B as a promising technique for
efficient processing of global queries over views defined in many peers.
There are two well-studied approaches to implement distributed information systems. The first treats each of the distributed modules of an information
system as black boxes. The modules communicate with each other through
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some protocol without revealing the implementation of the services they export. This is the approach used in CORBA based systems [1]. On the other
end are distributed database systems where database views are fully expanded
[44] independent of the location of the base tables and views that are used in a
view definition. We term the first approach as the black-box and the second as
transparent box approach.
The black-box approach provides full autonomy of the mediators, while at
the same time compiling queries without expanding all view definitions may
result in sub-optimal execution plans due to missed optimization opportunities
and many redundancies in mediator compositions. Without view definitions
being expanded, client mediators cannot ‘see’ that their sub-mediators have
views implemented in terms of the same common sub-mediator. As the experiments in this paper show, such redundancies often lead to very inefficient
QEPs.
To solve the problems of the black-box approach, DBMS query compilers
expand view definitions. This ‘reveals’ to the query compiler the information
‘hidden’ in the view definitions which allows for better quality execution plans
by optimizing together queries with all directly and indirectly referenced view
definitions. In a PMS, view expansion may also allow to combine the view
definitions from various mediators, discover and remove redundant accesses to
intermediate mediators and push the resulting merged query down to the mediator(s) that actually contain/produce the data of interest. As one may expect,
such compilation techniques lead to several orders improvement in the quality
of a QEP. However, expanding all participating mediator definitions may result
in high compilation cost as many more mediators may become ‘visible’ to the
mediator that compiles a query and many more predicates are added to the initial query. In large mediator compositions this may lead to prohibitively high
compilation cost because of very large queries and large number of mediators.
A natural idea is to combine both approaches and treat the mediators as
grey boxes with varying level of transparency. This paper presents and studies
experimentally an implementation of the grey-box approach in a new query
compilation technique for P2P mediators - distributed selective view expansion
(DSVE). In DSVE for better performance mediators can control the level of
transparency by selectively expanding only some multi-mediator views. To
preserve their autonomy, mediator peers can decide whether to fulfill or not
view definition requests. The performance improvements with DSVE are due
to more selective queries, smaller data flows between the servers, fewer servers
involved in the query execution while spending relatively little effort in query
compilation.
DSVE is implemented in the AMOS II mediator system described in Paper A. The implementation is studied experimentally in two scenarios with up
to 20 mediator peers to determine the effects of selective expansion of multi58

mediator views on the quality of QEPs. The study shows that one of the most
important factors for the overall performance of a P2P mediator system is the
topology of the logical mediator composition (i.e. of the graph defined by the
mediator peers as graph nodes and the relationship ‘defined in terms of’ as
graph arcs). Our experiments show that in mediator compositions with 10 and
more peers DSVE reduces query compilation time with orders of magnitude
with minor losses in the QEP quality and thus DSVE allows for efficient query
processing in logically composed mediators.
Comments
I am the main author of the paper. My main contribution to the paper was in
the scenario description, view expansion algorithm description and the experimental section. I proposed the idea to selectively expand views as a generalization of traditional full view expansion. An initial implementation of full
view expansion was done by Vanja Josifovski. I modified and extended this
implementation to support both full and partial view expansion. I also proposed and implemented the mediation scenario and designed and performed
all experiments.

7.4

Paper D: Optimizing Queries in Distributed and Composable Mediators

One of the challenges in processing queries against many composed mediators
is how to determine an optimal data flow between the mediators during query
execution and where to compute intermediate join results. The approach typically taken in mediator architectures is that the mediator to which a query is
posed, called client mediator, compiles locally and executes by itself a global
QEP for that query. As a result all data and control flow pass through that
mediator in a centralized manner, where all inter-mediator joins between its
sub-mediators are computed. Depending on the quality of the physical links
between all participating mediators and their processing resources, such centralized plans may not be always the most efficient. For example, when the
links between the sub-mediators are faster than the links between them and
the client mediator it may be more efficient to let those mediators directly
exchange data and compute intermediate results without involving the client
mediator. As pointed out in Paper B, for this mediators must support either
a plan shipping or a query shipping functionality, so that the client mediator
can instruct its sub-mediators to process global sub-queries that directly access
other sub-mediators.
For the optimization of global queries over many levels of composed mediators we take a two-phase approach which we have implemented in the
AMOS II PMS described in Paper A. In the first phase, the client mediator
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decomposes global queries into sub-queries, each of them local with respect
to some remote sub-mediator. To reduce the cost of query optimization, at this
phase the optimizer searches only the space of left-deep QEPs. The resulting
left-deep query plan tree, stored at the client mediator, specifies the order in
which the client mediator will perform joins between the remote sub-queries
in the sub-mediators, and may contain additional local operations. Since all
joins are performed at the client mediator, this results in centralized plans.
In order to produce decentralized plans where sub-mediators communicate
directly and perform some of the joins themselves, the initial QEP has to be
decentralized into one or more global sub-plans that are computed by the submediators. This is performed by a second query optimization step, called query
plan tree distribution, or tree distribution for short. The tree distribution optimization phase is the focus of this paper.
One way to decentralize an initial QEP is to let the client mediator’s optimizer explore all possible allocations of joins to sub-mediators and then to send
join sub-plans (via plan shipping) to those sub-mediators using the plan shipping approach described in Paper B. In a PMS architecture this approach has
several problems: i) it would require centralized decision making for which
the client mediator would need to know the cost of executing joins by other
mediators, ii) since there is no global catalog this would incur many costing
requests, and iii) it is does not respect the autonomy of the sub-mediators.
A second possibility is to reuse the mediator’s capability to accept subqueries and locally compile them for further execution. Since each mediator
provides a global query language, requests for the execution of global subplans can be submitted to remote sub-mediators in a declarative form using the
query shipping approach and let the sub-mediators decide on the exact execution plan. In this way a global query is compiled cooperatively by the participating mediators, where each mediator both compiles and executes a piece
the global QEP. The advantages of this approach are that: i) mediators can
make cost estimates without performing remote cost requests, ii) mediator’s
autonomy is respected since each one can decide whether and how to execute
a sub-query, and iii) better load distribution is achieved not only during query
execution, but also at query compilation time.
The main contribution of this paper is a tree distribution algorithm based on
the query shipping approach. The algorithm starts with a centralized left-deep
global QEP. This initial tree is transformed by a series of plan node merge operations. A node merge operation takes two randomly chosen neighbor nodes,
generates a sub-query that describes the join of the two nodes and replaces the
two original nodes with one that accesses the merged sub-query. A node merge
operation is performed only when it reduces the total QEP cost. For that the
merged sub-query is compiled at both sub-mediators, the current plan cost is
compared with the costs of the two new plans, and the cheapest of the three
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is chosen. The process continues until no beneficial merge operations can be
performed. The node merge operations replace the inner relations of the initial QEP with composite joins, therefore the algorithm essentially re-balances
the initial centralized left-deep global QEP into a set of interacting distributed
QEPs, which if looked at one plan distributed among many mediators would
have a bushy instead of linear topology.
Comments
The general idea to re-balance distributed QEPs was suggested by Vanja Josifovski. I designed and implemented a distributed QEP rebalancing algorithm
on top of the multi-mediator query compiler of AMOS II . I also designed, implemented and performed the experiments that evaluate the performance improvements resulting from the algorithm and wrote the experimental section
of Paper D that describes the experimental results. The rest of the paper was
written jointly by Vanja Josifovski, Tore Risch and myself.

7.5

Paper E: Evaluation of Join Strategies for Distributed
Mediation

The distributed mediation architecture described in Sect. 3 and Paper A requires that mediators are able to cooperate at the physical level to compute
answers of queries over integrated views. One of the most common tasks in
data integration is to match overlapping entities in different sources. Since the
mediators in the PMS architecture are essentially DBMS, matching of overlapping entities is logically expressed through a join. Join is one of the most
expensive operations in a DBMS and therefore much attention has to be paid
to its physical implementation. While many join variants have been proposed
for centralized and distributed DBMS, a PMS system requires new algorithms
that support inter-peer joins between mediators and sources with varying capabilities. Thus the design of join methods for a PMS have to take into account
two aspects - efficiency and applicability. This paper proposes and evaluates
three distributed join algorithms suitable for the computation of inter-mediator
and mediator-source joins in a PMS.
Two ship-out algorithms ship data from a joining mediator towards the
sources. In these algorithms, intermediate result tuples are shipped to the
sources where they are used as parameters to remote subqueries or function
calls. The first algorithm is an order-preserving semi-join, PCA which is suitable when there are no duplicates in the outer collection. The second algorithm, SJMA, uses a temporary hash index of possibly limited size to reduce
the number of accesses to the data sources. It is suitable when there are duplicates in the outer collection. Both ship-out algorithms are streamed and
the data is shipped between the mediator servers in bulks that contain several
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tuples to avoid the message set-up overhead. The third algorithm is a shipin join, where the data for the inner join operand is shipped from the remote
source into the joining mediator.
The ship-out algorithms are applicable to joins with remote sources that
need input data to execute local parameterized computations. If these computations are viewed as relations, then the sources are said to have limited capabilities because elements in these relations can not be retrieved by arbitrary
attribute(s). To fully implement the algorithms the remote sources must be
also able to accept and store locally whole bulks of data and then locally compute over them. The ship-in join algorithm is applicable to joins with remote
sources that can ship to a mediator upon request the whole extent of a query or
a computation. Such sources may or may not accept parameters. If they accept
parameters, then both ship-out and ship-in join algorithms are applicable.
To analyze the performance of the three join algorithms we have fully implemented them in the PMS architecture presented in Paper A. Our performance study shows that the ship-out joins perform better that the ship-in join
when: i) early first results are important, ii) joins are performed over slow lines,
iii) mediator memory is limited. In particular, the PCA algorithm is simpler to
implement, while the SJMA algorithm performs considerably better for outer
collections with duplicates. The ship-in join generally performs better when
the communication is over a fast network. Finally the ship-out algorithms shift
the CPU load to the sources, while the ship-in join puts more of the CPU load
on the join mediator.
Comments
The join algorithms described in this paper were proposed and implemented
by Vanja Josifovski. I designed and performed the experiments and wrote the
experimental section of the paper. Parts of the supporting code for the implementation was done by me together with various improvements necessary to
make the implementation complete.
The published version of the paper contains a technical error - in Table 1
and Table 2 the resulting temporary relation tmp has to be inverted together
with the final result of the example join.

7.6

Paper F: Object-Oriented Mediator Queries to Internet Search Engines

An important issue in design of a mediation system is its ability to easily incorporate new types of sources. In the mediation architecture presented in
Sect. 3 and Paper A, mediators access data sources through wrapper components which interact with the mediator system through its facilities for extensibility - foreign functions, user-defined types and a call-level interface. The
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work presented in this paper investigates the flexibility of the extensibility facilities related to the design and addition of new wrappers. For that, an “exotic”
(from database view point) type of global sources is chosen - Internet search
engines (ISEs). Internet search engines differ from typical database-like data
sources in several ways:
• Their data access interfaces are non-standard, typically requiring programmatic access to HTML forms.
• Their contents is represented as semi-structured documents without an explicitly defined schema. The structure of the ISEs’ content differs in structure among ISEs and even often changes over time for each ISE.
• ISEs do not have a standardized query language.
This requires that a system that accesses ISEs is very flexible. Due to the dynamic nature of the ISEs, it should be possible to easily modify and update
existing ISE wrappers, preferably in a dynamic “on-the-fly” manner. Since
the data delivered by ISEs have varying structures the mediator system has
to be able to model the schemata of the ISEs and to reconcile the semantic
differences between them. A large body of work exists that targets the problem of automatic schema extraction from semi-structured data. That is why a
desirable feature of a wrapper solution for Web sources (as ISEs) is to easily
incorporate new and existing wrapper toolkits that perform automatic schema
extraction.
The paper describes a component of the AMOS II mediator system described in Paper A, called ORWISE (Object-Relational Wrapper of Internet
Search Engines) that allows to easily add new ISE wrappers or update existing
ones. Each kind of search engines is modeled as a subtype of the type ISE
under DataSource, described in Paper A. New ISE wrappers are added to a
mediator through the foreign function orwise that is overloaded for each ISE
sub-type. Each implementation of orwise takes a query string in the language
of the particular kind of ISE (e.g. Google) and invokes the wrapper specific for
that kind of ISE through the ORWISE component. The ISE wrapper submits
the ISE query through a low-level wrapper generated by a wrapper toolkit to
the ISE. The data returned by the ISE is then parsed by the low-level wrapper
typically into strings. Finally the ORWISE component semantically enriches
the resulting ISE data by translating it into objects of type DocumentView that
describe Web documents. This enrichment uses routines built-in ORWISE that
map strings into AMOS II types.
In summary, the ORWISE component provides i) the ISE schema for describing and querying data from any ISE in terms of subtypes of type DataSource and the overloaded function orwise, ii) a mechanism to specify search
engine specific translators by redefining orwise and adding new ISE subtypes,
and iii) facilities to allow different wrapper toolkits to be easily plugged into
the system.
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The design of ORWISE shows shows how to include a global data source
the PMS framework. In addition it shows that the approach to use foreign functions, overloading and user-defined types to develop new wrappers is indeed
very flexible and can easily accommodate even non-database-like global data
sources as ISEs.
Comments
The initial idea to wrap ISEs proposed by myself. I also designed the ORWISE
component with discussions with Simon Zürcher. Simon Zürcher implemented
and tested ORWISE. The paper was written jointly by me and Tore Risch using
as a basis a technical report from Simon Zürcher.
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Future Work

The presented mediation architecture poses a wide range of problems to be
solved as shown by our analysis of requirements in Sect. 3.2. The fulfillment
of each of these requirements is a research area of its own. Here we focus on
some future directions that follow directly from the main focus of this work scalable performance in composable mediators.

Topology-aware heuristics for view expansion
A direct continuation of the work presented in Paper C is to design an efficient heuristic for selective view expansion that utilizes the knowledge of the
topology of the logical composition of mediators and targets the view expansion process towards those mediator views that will produce highest increase
in QEP quality with the least compilation effort. In our ongoing work we evaluate several such heuristics.
Adaptivity in mediator compositions
Ideally query processing in a PMS should scale up to hundreds and even thousands of mediator peers. In most cases it is impossible to perform precise cost
and selectivity estimates when integrating many mediators and diverse data
sources over a global network. This may lead to sub-optimal query execution
plans. Even if all necessary statistics information is available it is also infeasible to perform full cost-based query optimization in the traditional System R
style due the potentially very large number of mediators, sources and views.
Our current experience from experiments with mediator compositions of over
20 mediators show that incorrect cost and selectivity estimates can lead to orders of magnitude worse query execution plans (QEP). Several factors specific
to peer mediators contribute to the incorrect cost estimates. In most cases it is
not possible to acquire statistics about the data stored in the data sources. This
is even harder when the data in a source is actually computed and not stored.
Imprecise cost modeling may result in that the errors in cost and selectivity
estimates increase by orders when propagated through many mediators. Finally data sources, network conditions and mediator load can all change in an
unpredictable manner. Therefore it is essential for a mediator system to adapt
to an unpredictable and changing environment.
Adaptive query processing for single-site query processors has been addressed by various works [54, 26, 4], to name a few. A good overview of
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adaptive query processing can be found in [21, 15]. Many of the proposed
approaches can be integrated with the solution proposed here to implement
adaptive behavior of each of the mediator peers. However these approaches
do not address all the complexity of the problem of adaptivity in a P2P mediator architecture. A centralized query processor usually has direct access to
the data structures of a QEP and therefore it has the full power to modify the
QEP at any time and adapt its execution accordingly. In a P2P mediator system a QEP is distributed among all peers participating in the evaluation of a
query. Because of autonomy, no peer has direct access to the fragments of a
global QEP in the other peers. Instead, the query processors of autonomous
peers have to cooperate through network protocols in order to change a global
QEP and adapt during query processing. Thus adaptivity in P2P mediators
requires not only single-site adaptation, but also cooperative adaptation by all
participating peers, so that sub-optimal global execution plans can gradually
converge to more efficient ones.

Integrated self-profiling
As a basis for adaptivity, mediator systems should be able to measure various
parameters of their environment and their own operation and that of neighbor
sources and mediators, store this measurements and use them to detect suboptimality and to adapt by recomputing the affected QEPs.
One approach to measure system performance and manage measurement
data is to integrate a database-based profiling system with the query processor
of each mediator peer. This will enable the query processor of a mediator to
measure parameters related to its own operation, the sources it accesses and
the network, and then use the accumulated information for better future decisions. The main idea behind such an integrated profiling approach is to use the
mediator system itself in a reflective manner to store all measurement data in
the database itself. The benefits of this approach are that the full power of the
mediator query language will be available to update, retrieve and analyze the
distributed measurement data. Potentially there may be large amount of profile
data with dynamically changing distribution across many mediator peers. Using the global query capabilities of the mediator system in a reflective manner
to access the profile data would allow to let the system automatically compute
the best access path to the data without the need to hard-code it and to easily
modify the decision-making procedures inside the optimizer.
With a main-memory mediator database system, such as AMOS II, we can
expect very fast updates and retrievals of the measurement data. This will allow
to minimize the the performance penalty of profiling during normal system
usage. The extensibility of AMOS II allows to define custom data structures
and functions to store and update profiling data in the most efficient manner
while still preserving a query interface to that data. Finally the architecture
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of the AMOS II mediator system allows any system component to be profiled
in a generic manner. An interesting direction is to profile the operation of all
critical components of the query engine and to introduce adaptivity not only
at the level of the query execution plans but other system components as well,
e.g. the query compiler itself.
The major challenges are how to minimize the performance penalty of profiling, to ensure that the necessary profiling data can be accessed very fast as
this will be done from inside the query engine and finally the ability to dynamically control what parameters are being measured.

Adaptive rebalancing of global QEPs
One potentially useful application of the integrated self-profiling is to adapt
the distributed data flow of global QEPs. In Paper D we investigated rebalancing of global QEPs that allows the query compiler to generate decentralized
plans at each mediator. QEP rebalancing takes a centralized plan where all
communication between one mediator and all its direct sub-mediators passes
through the controlling mediator and transforms it whenever favorable into a
plan with side-wise information passing, where some of the communication is
performed directly between the sub-mediators. For this sub-plans of the centralized QEP are sent to the nearest mediators (in terms of logical composition)
and further compilation of the sub-plans is delegated to neighbor peers. The
peers in turn may further decide to apply rebalancing to the sub-plans received
for compilation.
While Paper D shows that distributed QEP rebalancing removes some of
the overhead of logical mediator composition, this is done in a static manner.
Future work for this project is to extend QEP tree rebalancing to allow mediators to automatically adapt the data flow of distributed QEPs to changes that
may occur in a P2P mediator system.
Important research issues related to adaptive QEP rebalancing, and to adaptivity in general are: detecting sub-optimal performance and adapting to it;
reuse parts of a QEP when re-adapting to save compilation work; reuse of
the intermediate query execution results - if only some of mediators’ plans
are reoptimized only the execution of a sub-plan could be restarted instead of
recomputing the whole result from scratch.
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Abstract
Amos II (Active Mediator Object System) is a distributed mediator
system that uses a functional data model and has a relationally complete functional query language, AmosQL. Through its distributed multidatabase facilities many autonomous and distributed Amos II peers can
interoperate. Functional multi-database queries and views can be defined where external data sources of different kinds are translated through
Amos II and reconciled through its functional mediation primitives. Each
mediator peer provides a number of transparent functional views of data
reconciled from other mediator peers, wrapped data sources, and data
stored in Amos II itself. The composition of mediator peers in terms
of other peers provides a way to scale the data integration process by
composing mediation modules. The Amos II data manager and query
processor are extensible so that new application oriented data types and
operators can be added to AmosQL, implemented in some external programming language (Java, C, or Lisp). The extensibility allows wrapping
data representations specialized for different application areas in mediator peers. The functional data model provides very powerful query and
data integration primitives which require advanced query optimization.
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Introduction

The mediator/wrapper approach, originally proposed by [43], has been used
for integrating heterogeneous data in several projects, e.g. [16, 42, 14, 5].
Most mediator systems integrate data through a central mediator server accessing one or several data sources through a number of ’wrapper’ interfaces
that translate data to a common data model (CDM). However, one of the original goals for mediator architectures [43] was that mediators should be relatively
simple distributed software modules that transparently encode domain-specific
knowledge about data and share abstractions of that data with higher layers of
mediators or applications. Larger networks of mediators would then be defined

through these primitive mediators by composing new mediators in terms of
other mediators and data sources.
The core of Amos II is a open, light-weight, and extensible database management system (DBMS) with a functional data model. Each Amos II server
contains all the traditional database facilities, such as a storage manager, a
recovery manager, a transaction manager, and a functional query language
named AmosQL. The system can be used as a single-user database or as a
multi-user server to applications and to other Amos II peers.

Distribution
Amos II is a distributed mediator system where several mediator peers communicate over the Internet. Each mediator peer appears as a virtual functional
database layer having data abstractions and a functional query language. Functional views provide transparent access to data sources from clients and other
mediator peers. Conflicts and overlaps between similar real-world entities being modeled differently in different data sources are reconciled through the
mediation primitives [18, 17] of the multi-mediator query language AmosQL.
The mediation services allow transparent access to similar data structures represented differently in different data sources. Applications access data from
distributed data sources through queries to views in some mediator peer.
Logical composition of mediators is achieved when multi-database views in
mediators are defined in terms of views, tables, and functions in other mediators
or data sources. The multi-database views make the mediator peers appear to
the user as a single virtual database. Amos II mediators are composable since
a mediator peer can regard other mediator peers as data sources.

Wrappers
In order to access data from external data sources Amos II mediators may
contain one or several wrappers which process data from different kinds of
external data sources, e.g. ODBC based access to relational databases [11, 4],
access to XML files [28], CAD systems [25], or Internet search engines [22]. A
wrapper is a program module in Amos II having specialized facilities for query
processing and translation of data from a particular class of external data
sources. It contains both interfaces to external data sources and knowledge of
how to efficiently translate and process queries involving accesses to a class of
external data sources. In particular external Amos II peers known to a mediator
are also regarded as external data sources and there is a special wrapper for
accessing other Amos II peers. However, among the Amos II peers special
query optimization methods are used that take into account the distribution,
capabilities, costs, etc. of the different peers [20].

The name server
Every mediator peer must belong to a group of mediator peers. The mediator
peers in a group are described through a meta-schema stored in a mediator
server called name server. The mediator peers are autonomous and there is
2

no central schema in the name server. The name server contains only some
general meta-information such as the locations and names of the peers in the
group while each mediator peer has its own schema describing its local data
and data sources. The information in the name server is managed without
explicit operator intervention; its content is managed through messages from
the mediator peers. To avoid a bottleneck, mediator peers usually communicate
directly without involving the name server; it is normally involved only when
a connection to some new mediator peer is established.

AmosQL
AmosQL is functional language having its roots in the functional query languages OSQL [31] and DAPLEX [38] with extensions of mediation primitives
[18, 17], multi-directional foreign functions [29], late binding [13], active rules
[39], etc. Queries are specified using the select - from - where construct as
in SQL. AmosQL furthermore has aggregation operators, nested subqueries,
disjunctive queries, quantifiers, and is relationally complete.

Query optimization
The declarative multi-database query language AmosQL requires queries to
be optimized before execution. The query compiler translates AmosQL statements first into object calculus and then into object algebra expressions. The
object calculus is expressed in an internal simple logic based language called
ObjectLog [29], which is an object-oriented dialect of Datalog. As part of the
translation into object algebra programs, many optimizations are applied on
AmosQL expressions relying on its functional and multi-database properties.
During the optimization steps, the object calculus expressions are re-written
into equivalent but more efficient expressions. For distributed multi-database
queries a multi-database query decomposer [20] distributes each object calculus query into local queries executed in the different distributed Amos II peers
and data sources. For better performance, the decomposed query plans are
rebalanced over the distributed Amos II peers [17]. A cost-based optimizer
on each site translates the local queries into procedural execution plans in the
object algebra, based on statistical estimates of the cost to execute each generated query execution plan expressed in the object algebra. A query interpreter
finally interprets the optimized algebra to produce the result of a query.

Multi-directional foreign functions
The query optimizer is extensible through a generalized foreign function mechanism, multi-directional foreign functions. It gives transparent access from
AmosQL to special purpose data structures such as internal Amos II metadata representations or user defined storage structures. The mechanism allows
the programmer to implement query language operators in an external language
(Java, C or Lisp) and to associate costs and selectivity estimates with different
user-defined access paths. The architecture relies on extensible optimization of
such foreign function calls [29]. They are important both for accessing external
3
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Figure 1: Distributed mediator communication

query processors [4] and for integrating customized data representations from
data sources.

Organization
Next the distributed mediator architecture of Amos II is described. Then the
functional data model used in Amos II is described along with its functional
query language followed by a description of how the basic functional data model
is extended with data integration primitives. After that there is an overview
of the distributed multi-mediator query processing. Finally, related work is
discussed followed by a summary.

2

Distributed Mediation

Groups of distributed Amos II peers can interoperate over a network using
TCP/IP. This is illustrated by Fig. 1 where an application accesses data from
two distributed data sources through three distributed mediator peers. The
thick lines indicate communication between peers where the arrows indicate
peers acting as servers.
The name server is a mediator peer storing names, locations, and other
general data about the mediators in a group. As illustrated by the dotted lines,
mediators in a group communicate with the name server to register themselves
in the group or obtain information about other peers.
The figure furthermore illustrates that several layers of mediator peers can
call other mediator peers. Notice, however, that the communication topology
is dynamic and any peer can communicate directly with any other peer or data
source in a group. It is up to the distributed mediator query optimizer to
automatically come up with the optimal communication topology between the
peers for a given query. The query optimizers of the peers can furthermore
exchange both data and schema information in order to produce an optimized
distributed execution plan.
4

In the figure, the uppermost mediator defines mediating functional views
integrating data from them. The views include facilities for semantic reconciliation of data retrieved from the two lower mediators.
The two lower mediators translate data from a wrapped relational database
and a web server, respectively. They have knowledge of how to translate
AmosQL queries to SQL [11] through JDBC and, for the web server, to web
service requests.
When an Amos II system is started, it initially assumes stand-alone singleuser mode of operation in which no communication with other Amos II systems
can be done. The stand-alone system can join a group by issuing a registration
command to the name server of the group. Another system command makes
the mediator a peer that accepts incoming commands from other peers in the
group.
In order to access data from external data sources Amos II mediators may
contain one or several wrappers to interface and process data from external
data sources. A wrapper is a program module in a mediator having specialized
facilities for query processing and translation of data from a particular kind
of external data sources. It contains interfaces to external data repositories
to obtain both meta-data (schema definitions) and data. It also includes data
source specific rewrite rules to efficiently translate and process queries involving
accesses to a particular kind of external data source. More specifically the
wrappers perform the following functions:
• Schema importation translates schema information from the sources into
a set of Amos II types and functions.
• Query translation translates internal calculus representations of AmosQL
queries into equivalent API calls or query language expressions executable
by the source.
• Source statistics computation estimates costs and selectivities for API
calls or query expressions to a data source.
• Proxy OID generation executes in the source query expressions or API
calls to construct proxy OIDs describing source data.
• OID verification executes in the source query expressions or API calls
to verify the validity of involved proxy OIDs, in case they have become
invalid between different query requests.
Once a wrapper has been defined for a particular kind of source, e.g. ODBC
or a web service, the system knows how to process any AmosQL query or view
definition for all such sources. When integrating a new instance of the source
the mediator administrator can define a set of views in AmosQL that provide
abstractions of it.
Different types of applications require different interfaces to the mediator
layer. For example, there are call level interfaces allowing AmosQL statements
to be embedded in the programming languages Java, C, and Lisp. The call-in
interface for Java has been used for developing a Java-based multi-database
object browser, GOOVI [6].
5

The Amos II kernel can also be extended with plug-ins for customized query
optimization, fusion of data, and data representations (e.g. matrix data). Often specialized algorithms are needed for operating on data from a particular
application domain. Through the plug-in features of Amos II , domain oriented algorithms can easily be included in the system and made available as
new query language functions in AmosQL. It is furthermore possible to add
new query transformation rules (re-write rules) for optimizing queries over the
new domain.

3

Functional Data Model

The data model of Amos II is an extension of the Daplex [38] functional data
model. The basic concepts of the data model are objects, types, and functions.

3.1

Objects

Objects model all entities in the database. The system is reflective is the sense
that everything in Amos II is represented as objects managed by the system,
both system and user-defined objects. There are two main kinds of representations of objects: literals and surrogates. The surrogates have associated object
identifiers (OIDs), which are explicitly created and deleted by the user or the
system. Examples of surrogates are objects representing real-world entities
such as persons, meta-objects such as functions, or even Amos II mediators as
meta-mediator objects.
The literal objects are self-described system maintained objects which do
not have explicit OIDs. Examples of literal objects are numbers and strings.
Literal objects can also be collections, representing collections of other objects.
The system-supported collections are bags (unordered sets with duplicates)
and vectors (order-preserving collections). Literal are automatically deleted
by an incremental garbage collector when they are no longer referenced in the
database.

3.2

Types

Objects are classified into types making each object an instance of one or several
types. The set of all instances of a type is called the extent of the type. The
types are organized in a multiple inheritance, supertype/subtype hierarchy. If
an object is an instance of a type, then it is also an instance of all the supertypes
of that type; conversely, the extent of a type is a subset of all extents of the
supertypes of that type (extent-subset semantics). For example if the type
Student is a subtype of type Person, the extent of type Student is also a
subset of the extent of type Person. The extent of a type which is multiple
inherited from other types is a subset of the intersection of its supertypes’
extents.
There are two kinds of types, stored and derived types. Derived types
are used mainly for data reconciliation and are described in the next section.
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Stored types are defined and stored in an Amos II peer through the create
type statement, e.g.:
create
create
create
create

type
type
type
type

Person;
Student under Person;
Teacher under Person;
TA under Student, Teacher;

The above statements extend the database schema with four new types: A TA
object is both a Student and a Teacher. The extent of type Person is the
union of all objects of types Person, Student, Teacher, and TA. The extent
of type TA is the intersection of the extents of types Teacher and Student.
All objects in the database are typed, including meta-objects such as those
representing the types themselves. The meta-objects representing types are
also stored types and instances of the meta-type named Type. In the example
the extent of the type named Type is the meta-objects representing the types
named TA, Teacher, Student, and Person.
The root in the type hierarchy is the system type named Object. The
system type Userobject is the root of all user defined types and the extent of
type Userobject contains all user-defined objects in the database.
The major root types in the type hierarchy are illustrated by the function
diagram on Fig. 2 where ovals denote types, thin arrows denote functions, thick
arrows denote type inheritance, and literal function result types are omitted for
readability. The type Datasource and its subtypes and functions are explained
later in Sect. 4.2.
Every object has an associated type set, which is the set of those types that
the object is an instance of. Every object also has one most specific type which
is the type specified when the object is created. The full type set includes
the most specific type and all types above the type in the type hierarchy. For
example, objects of type TA have the most specific type named TA while its full
type set is {TA, Teacher, Student, Person, Userobject, Object}.
The type set of an object can dynamically change during the lifetime of
the object through AmosQL statements that change the most specific type of
7

an object. The reason for such facilities is because the role of an object may
change during the lifetime of the database. For example, a TA might become
a student for a while and then a teacher.

3.3

Functions

Functions model the semantics (meaning) of objects. They model properties of
objects, computations over objects, and relationships between objects. They
furthermore are basic primitives in functional queries and views. Functions are
instances of the system type Function.
A function consists of two parts, the signature and the implementation:
The signature defines the types, and optional names, of the argument(s) and
the result of a function. For example, the signature of the function modeling
the attribute name of type Person would have the signature:
name(Person)->Charstring
Functions can be defined to take any number of arguments, e.g. the arithmetic
addition function implementing the infix operator ’+’ has the signature:
plus(Number,Number)->Number
The implementation specifies how to compute the result of a function given
a tuple of argument values. For example, the function plus computes the
result by adding the two arguments, and name obtains the name of a person
by accessing the database. The implementation of a function is normally nonprocedural, i.e. a function only computes result values for given arguments and
does not have any side effects. The exception is database procedures defined
through procedural AmosQL statements.
Furthermore, Amos II functions are often multi-directional meaning that
the system is able to inversely compute one or several argument values if (some
part of) the expected result value is known [29]. Inverses of multi-directional
functions can be used in database queries and are important for specifying
general queries with function calls over the database. For example, the following
query, which finds the age of the person named ’Tore’, uses the inverse of
function name to avoid iterating over the entire extent of type Person:
select age(p) from Person p where name(p)=’Tore’;
Depending on their implementation the basic functions can be classified
into stored, derived, and foreign functions. In addition, there are database
procedures with side effects and proxy functions for multi-mediator access as
explained later.
• Stored functions represent properties of objects (attributes) locally stored
in an Amos II database. Stored functions correspond to attributes in
object-oriented databases and tables in relational databases.
• Derived functions are functions defined in terms of functional queries
over other Amos II functions. Derived functions cannot have side effects
8

and the query optimizer is applied when they are defined. Derived functions correspond to side-effect free methods in object-oriented models and
views in relational databases. AmosQL has an SQL-like select statement
for defining derived functions and ad hoc queries.
• Foreign functions provide the low level interfaces for wrapping external
systems from Amos II. For example, data structures stored in external
storage managers can be manipulated through foreign functions. Foreign
functions can also be defined for updating external data structures, but
foreign functions to be used in queries must be side effect free.
Foreign functions correspond to methods in object-oriented databases.
Amos II furthermore provides a possibility to associate several implementations of inverses of a given foreign function, multi-directional foreign functions, which informs the query optimizer that there are several
access paths implemented for the function. To help the query processor,
each associated access path implementation may have associated cost and
selectivity functions. The multi-directional foreign functions provide access to external storage structures similar to data ’blades’, ’cartridges’,
or ’extenders’ in object-relational databases.
• Database procedures are functions defined using a procedural sublanguage
of AmosQL. They correspond to methods with side effects in objectoriented models and constructors. A common usage is for defining constructors of objects along with associated properties.
Amos II functions can furthermore be overloaded meaning that they can
have different implementations, called resolvents, depending on the type(s)
of their argument(s). For example, the salary may be computed differently
for types Student and Teacher. Resolvents can be any of the basic function
types1 . Amos II’s query compiler chooses the resolvent based on the types of
the argument(s), but not the result.
The extent of a function is a set of tuples mapping its arguments and its
results. For example, the extent of the function defined as
create function name(Person)-> Charstring as stored;
is a set of tuples < Pi , Ni > where Pi are objects of type Person and Ni are
their corresponding names. The extent of a stored function is stored in the
database and the extent of a derived function is defined by its query. The
extents are accessed in database queries.
The structure of the data associated with types is defined through a set of
function definitions. For example:
create
create
create
create
create
1A

function
function
function
function
function

name(Person) -> Charstring as stored;
birthyear(Person) -> Integer as stored;
hobbies(Person) -> Bag of Charstring as stored;
name(Course) -> Charstring as stored;
teaches(Teacher) -> Bag of Course as stored;

resolvent cannot be overloaded itself, though.
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create function enrolled(Student) -> Bag of Course as stored;
create function instructors(Course c) -> Bag of Teacher t as
select t
where teaches(t) = c; /* Inverse of teaches */
The above stored function and type definitions can be illustrated with the
function diagram of Fig. 3.
The function name is overloaded on types Person and Course. The function
instructors is a derived function that uses the inverse of function teaches.
The functions hobbies, teaches, and enrolled return sets of values. If ’Bag
of’ is declared for the value of a stored function it means that the result of the
function is a bag (multiset)2 , otherwise it is an atomic value.
Functions (attributes) are inherited so the above statement will make objects of type Teacher have the attributes name, birthyear, hobbies, and
teaches.
We notice here that single argument Amos II functions are similar to relationships and attributes in the entity-relationship (ER) model and that Amos II
types are similar to ER entities. The main difference between an Amos II function and an ER relationship is that Amos II functions have a logical direction
from the argument to the result, while ER entities are direction neutral. Notice that Amos II functions normally are invertible and thus can be used in
2 DAPLEX

uses the notation ->> for sets.
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the inverse direction too. The main difference between Amos II types and the
entities in the basic ER model is that Amos II types can be inherited.

Multi-directional foreign functions
As a very simple example of a multi-directional foreign function, assume we
have an external disk-based hash table on strings to be accessed from Amos II.
We can then implement is as follows:
create function get_string(Charstring x)-> Charstring r
as foreign "JAVA:Foreign/get_hash";
Here the foreign function get string is implemented as a Java method get hash
of the public Java class Foreign. The Java code is dynamically loaded when
the function is defined or the mediator initialized. The Java Virtual Machine
is interfaced with the Amos II kernel through the Java Native Interface to C.
Multi-directional foreign functions include declarations of inverse foreign
function implementations. For example, our hash table can not only be accessed
by keys but also scanned, allowing queries to find all the keys and values stored
in the table. We can generalize it by defining:
create function get_string(Charstring x)->Charstring y
as multidirectional
("bf" foreign "JAVA:Foreign/get_hash"
cost {100,1})
("ff" foreign "JAVA:Foreign/scan_hash"
cost "scan_cost");
Here, the Java method scan hash implements scanning of the external hash
table. Scanning will be used, e.g., in queries retrieving the hash key for a given
hash value. The binding patterns, bf and ff, indicate whether the argument or
result of the function must be bound (b) or free (f) when the external method
is called.
The cost of accessing an external data source through an external method
can vary heavily depending on, e.g., the binding pattern, and, to help the query
optimizer, a foreign function can have associated costing information defined
as user functions. The cost specifications estimate both execution costs in
internal cost units and result sizes (fanouts) for a given method invocation. In
the example, the cost specifications are constant for get hash and computed
through the Amos II function scan cost for scan hash.
The basis for the multi-directional foreign function was developed in [29],
where the mechanisms are further described.

3.4

Queries

General queries are formulated through the select statement with format:
select <result>
from
<type extents>
where <condition>
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For example:
select name(p), birthyear(p)
from
Person p
where birthyear(p) > 1970;
The above query will retrieve a tuple of the names and birth years of all persons
in the database born after 1970.
In general the semantics of an AmosQL query is as follows:
1. Form the cartesian product of the type extents.
2. Restrict the cartesian product by the condition.
3. For each possible variable binding to tuple elements in the restricted
cartesian product, evaluate the result expressions to form a result tuple.
4. Result tuples containing NIL are not included in the result set; queries
are null intolerant.
It would be very inefficient to directly use the above semantics to execute
a query. It is therefore necessary for the system to do extensive query optimization to transform the query into an efficient execution strategy. Actually,
unlike in SQL, AmosQL permits formulation of queries accessing indefinite extents and such queries are not executable at all without query optimization.
For example, the previous query could also have been formulated as:
select nm, b
from Person P, Charstring nm, Integer b
where b = birthyear(p) and
nm = name(p) and
b > 1970;
In this case, the cartesian product of all persons, integers, and strings is infinite
so the above query is not executable without query optimization.
Some function may not have a fully computable extent, e.g. arithmetic
functions have an infinitely large extent. Queries over infinite extents are not
executable, e.g. the system will refuse to execute this query:
select x+1 from Number x;

4

Functional Mediation

For supporting multi-database queries, the basic data model is extended with
proxy objects, types, and functions. Any object, including meta-objects, can be
defined by Amos II as a proxy object by associating with it a property describing its source. The proxy objects allow data and meta-data to be transparently
exchanged between mediator peers.
On top of this, reconciliation of conflicting data is supported through regular
stored and derived functions and through derived types (DTs) [18, 19] that
define types through declarative multi-database queries.
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4.1

Proxy objects

The distributed mediator architecture requires the exchange of objects and
meta-data between mediator peers and data sources. To support multi-database
queries and views, the basic concepts of objects, types, and functions are generalized to include also proxy objects, proxy types, and proxy functions:
• Proxy objects in a mediator peer are local OIDs having associated descriptions of corresponding objects stored in other mediators or data sources.
They provide a general mechanism to define references to remote objects.
• Proxy types in a mediator peer describe types represented in other mediators or data sources. The proxy objects are instances of some proxy
types and the extent of a proxy type is a set of proxy objects.
• Analogously, proxy functions in a mediator peer describe functions in
other mediators or sources.
The proxy objects, types and functions are implicitly created by the system
in the mediator where the user makes a multi-database query, e.g.:
select name(p) from Personnel@Tb p;
This query retrieves the names of all persons in a data source named Tb.
It causes the system to internally generate a proxy type for Personnel@Tb in
the mediator server where the query is issued, M . It will also create a proxy
function name in M representing the function name in Tb. In this query it is not
necessary or desirable to create any proxy instances of type Personel@Tb in
M since the query is not retrieving their identities. The multi-database query
optimizer will here make such an optimization.
Proxy objects can be used in combination with local objects. This allows for
general multi-database queries over several mediator peers. The result of such
queries may be literals (as in the example), proxy objects, or local objects. The
system stores internally information about the origin of each proxy object so
it can be identified properly. Each local OID has a locally unique OID number
and two proxy objects are considered equal if they represent objects created in
the same mediator or source with equal OID numbers.
Proxy types can be used in function definitions as any other type. In the
example one can define a derived function of the persons located in a certain
location:
create function personnel_in(Charstring l) -> Personnel@Tb
as select p from Personnel@Tb p
where location(p) = l;
In this case the local function personnel in will return those instances of
the proxy type for Personnel in mediator named Tb for which it holds that
the value of function location in Tb returns 1. The function can be used in
local queries and function definitions, and as proxy functions in multi-database
queries from other mediator peers.
Multi-database queries and functions are compiled and optimized through a
distributed query decomposition process fully described in [20] and summarized
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later. Notice again that there is no central mediator schema and the compilation and execution of multi-database queries is made by exchanging data and
meta-data with the accessed mediator servers. If some schema of a mediator
server is modified, the multi-database functions accessing that mediator server
become invalid and must be recompiled.

4.2

Data source modeling

Information about different data sources is represented explicitly in the Amos II
data model through the system type Datasource and its subtypes (Fig. 2).
Some subtypes of Datasource represent generic kinds of data sources that
share common properties, such as the types Relational and SearchEngine
[22] representing the common properties of all RDBMSs and all Internet search
engines, respectively. Other subtypes of Datasource like ODBC DS and JDBC DS
represent specific kinds of sources, such as ODBC and JDBC drivers. In particular the system type Amos represents other Amos II peers. Instances of
these types represent individual data sources. All types under Datasource are
collectively called the datasource types.
Since wrappers and their corresponding datasource types interact tightly,
every wrapper module installs its corresponding types and functions whenever
initialized. This reflexive design promotes code and data reuse and provides
transparent management of information about data sources via the Amos II
query language.
Each datasource type instance has a unique name and a set of imported
types. Some of the (more specific) subtypes have defined a set of low-level
access functions. For example the type Relational has the function sql that
accepts any relational data source instance, a parameterized SQL query, and
its parameters. Since there is no generic way to access all relational data
sources this function only defines an interface. On the other hand the type
ODBC DS overloads this function with an implementation that can submit a
parameterized query to an ODBC source. These functions can be used in lowlevel mediator queries which roughly corresponds to the pass-through mode
defined in the SQL-MED standard [32]. However normally the low-level data
access functions are not used directly by the users. Instead queries that refer
to external sources are rewritten by the wrapper modules in terms of these
functions. In addition datasource types may include other functions, such as
source address, user names, and passwords.

4.3

Reconciliation

Proxy objects provide a general way to query and exchange data between mediators and sources. However, reconciliation requires types defined in terms of
data in different mediators. For this, the basic system is extended with derived
types (DTs), which are types defined in terms of queries defining their extents.
These extent queries may access both local and proxy objects.
Data integration by DTs is performed by building a hierarchy of DTs based
on local types and types imported from other data sources. The traditional
inheritance mechanism, where the corresponding instances of an object in the
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super/subtypes are identified by the same OID, is extended with declarative
query specification of the correspondence between the instances of the derived
super/subtypes. Integration by sub/supertyping is related to the mechanisms
in some other systems as, e.g., the integrated views and column adding in the
Pegasus system [9], but is better suited for use in an object-oriented environment.
The extents of derived subtypes are defined through queries restricting the
intersection of the extents of the constituent supertypes. For example:
create derived type CSD_emp under Personnel p
where location(p)=’’CSD’’;
This statement creates a derived type CSD emp whose extent contains those
persons who work in the CSD department. When a derived type is queried the
system will implicitly create those of its instance OIDs necessary to execute
the query.
An important purpose of derived types is to define types as views that reconcile differences between types in different mediator servers. For example, the
type Personnel might be defined in mediator Tb while Ta has a corresponding
type Faculty. The following statement executed in a third mediator, M , defines a derived type Emp in M representing those employees who work both in
Ta and Tb.
create derived type Emp
under Faculty@Ta f, Personnel@Tb p
where ssn(f)=id_to_ssn(id(p))
Here the where clause identifies how to match equivalent proxy objects from
both sources. The function ssn uniquely identifies faculty members in Ta, while
the function id in Tb identifies personnel by employee numbers. A (foreign)
function id to ssn in M translates employee numbers to SSNs.
The system internally maintains the information necessary to map between
OIDs of a derived type and its supertypes.
An important issue in designing object views is the placement of the DTs
in the type hierarchy. Mixing freely the DTs and ordinary types in a type hierarchy can lead to semantically inconsistent hierarchies [24]. In order to provide
the user with powerful modeling capabilities along with a semantically consistent inheritance hierarchy, the ordinary and derived types in Amos II are placed
in a single type hierarchy where it is not allowed to have an ordinary type as a
subtype of a DT. This rule preserves the extent-subset semantics for all types
in the hierarchy. If DTs were allowed to be supertypes of ordinary types, due
to the declarative specification of the DTs, it would not have been possible to
guarantee that each instance of the ordinary type has a corresponding instance
in its supertypes [24].
The DT instances are derived from the instances of their supertypes according to an extent query specified in the DT definition. DT instances are
assigned OIDs by the system, which allows their use in locally stored functions
defined over the DTs in the same way as over the ordinary types. A selective
OID generation for the DT instances is used to avoid performance and storage
overhead.
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The concept of derived types and its use for data integration is fully described in [18].
The regular DTs, defined by subtyping through queries of their supertypes,
provide means for mediation based on operators such as join, selection, and
projection. However, these do not suffice for integration of sources having
overlapping data. When integrating data from different mediator servers it
is often the case that the same entity appears either in one of the mediators
or in both. For example, if one wants to combine employees from different
departments, some employees will only work in one of the departments while
others will work in both of them.
For this type of integration requirements the Amos II system features a special kind of DTs called Integration Union Types (IUTs) defined as supertypes
of other types through queries. IUTs are used to model unions of real-world
entities represented by overlapping type extents. Informally, while the regular DTs represent restrictions and intersections of extents of other types, the
IUTs represent reconciled unions of (possibly overlapping) data in one or more
mediator server or data sources. The example in Fig. 4 illustrates the features
and the applications of the IUTs.
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Figure 4: An Object-Oriented view for the computer science department
In this example, a computer science department (CSD) is formed out of the
faculty members of two universities named A and B. The CSD administration
needs to set up a database of the faculty members of the new department in
terms of the databases of the two universities. The faculty members of CSD can
be employed by either one of the universities. There are also faculty members
employed by both universities. The full time members of a department are
assigned an office in the department.
In Fig. 4 the mediators are represented by rectangles; the ovals in the rect16

angles represent types, and the solid lines represent inheritance relationships
between the types. The two mediators Ta and Tb provide Amos II views of the
relational databases University A DB and University B DB. In mediator Ta
there is a type Faculty and in mediator Tb a type Personnel.
The relational databases are accessed through an ODBC wrapper in Ta
and Tb that translates AmosQL queries into ODBC calls. The ODBC wrapper interface translates AmosQL queries over objects represented in relations
into calls to a foreign function executing SQL statements [4]. The translation
process is based on partitioning general queries into subqueries only using the
capabilities of the data source, as fully explained in [20].
A third mediator M is setup in the CSD to provide the integrated view.
Here, the semantically equivalent types CSD A emp and CSD B emp are defined
as derived subtypes of types in Ta and Tb:
create derived type CSD_a_emp
under Faculty@Ta f
where dept(f) = ’CSD’;
create derived type CSD_b_emp
under Personnel@Tb p
where location(p) = ’Building G’;
The system imports the external types, looks up the functions defined over
them in the originating mediators, and defines local proxy types and functions
with the same signature but without local implementations.
The IUT CSD emp represents all the employees of the CSD. It is defined
over the constituent subtypes CSD a emp and CSD b emp. CSD emp contains one
instance for each employee object regardless of whether it appears in one of
the constituent types or in both. There are two kinds of functions defined over
CSD emp. The functions on the left of the type oval in Fig. 4 are derived from
the functions defined in the constituent types. The functions on the right are
locally stored.
The data definition facilities of AmosQL include constructs for defining
IUTs as described above. The integrated types are internally modeled by the
system as subtypes of the IUT. Equality among the instances of the integrated
types is established based on a set of key attributes. IUTs can also have locally
stored attributes, and attributes reconciled from the integrated types. See [19]
for details.
The type CSD emp is defined as follows:
CREATE INTEGRATION TYPE CSD_emp
KEYS ssn Integer;
SUPERTYPE OF
CSD_A_emp ae: ssn = ssn(ae);
CSD_B_emp be: ssn = id_to_ssn(id(be));
FUNCTIONS
CASE ae
name = name(ae);
salary = pay(ae);
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CASE be
name = name(be);
salary = salary(be);
CASE ae, be
salary = pay(ae) + salary(be);
PROPERTIES
bonus Integer;
END;
For each of the constituent subtypes, a KEYS clause is specified. The instances
of different constituent types having the same key values will map into a single
IUT instance. The key expressions can contain calls to any function.
The FUNCTIONS clause defines the reconciled functions of CSD emp, derived
from functions over the constituent subtypes. For different subsets of the constituent subtypes, a reconciled function of an IUT can have different implementations specified by the CASE clauses. For example, the definition of CSD emp
specifies that the salary function is calculated as the salary of the faculty
member at the university to which it belongs. In the case when s/he is employed by both universities, the salary is the sum of the two salaries. When the
same function is defined for more than one case, the most specific case applies.
Finally, the PROPERTIES clause defines the stored function bonus over the IUT
CSD emp.
The IUTs can be subtyped by derived types. In Fig. 4, the type Full Time
is defined as a subtype of the CSD emp type, representing the instances for
which the salary exceeds a certain number (50000). The locally stored function
office stores information about the offices of the full time CSD employees. The
type Full Time and its property office have the following definitions:
create derived type Full_Time under CSD_emp e
where salary(e)>50000;
create function office(Full_Time)->Charstring
as stored;

5

Query Processing

The description of type hierarchies and semantic heterogeneity using declarative multi-database functions is very powerful. However, a naive implementation of the framework could be very inefficient, and there are many opportunities for the extensive query optimization needed for distributed mediation.
The query processor of Amos II, illustrated by Fig. 5, consists of three main
components. The core component of the query processor is the local query
compiler that optimizes queries accessing local data in a mediator. The multidatabase query compiler, MQC allows Amos II mediators to process queries that
also access other mediator peers and data sources. Both compilers generate
query execution plans (QEPs) in terms of an object algebra that is interpreted
by the QEP interpreter component. The following two sections describe in more
detail the sub-components of the local and the multi-database query compilers.
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Figure 5: Query processing in Amos II

5.1

Local query processing

To illustrate the query compilation of single-site queries we use the sample ad
hoc query:
select p, name(parent(p))
from person p
where hobby(p) = ’sailing’;
The first query compilation step, calculus generation, translates the parsed
AmosQL query tree into an object calculus representation called ObjectLog [29].
The object calculus is a declarative representation of the original query and is
an extension of Datalog with objects, types, overloading, and multi-directional
foreign functions.
The calculus generator translates the example query into this expression:
{ p, nm |
p = P ersonnil→P erson () ∧
pa = parentP erson→P erson (p) ∧
nm = nameP erson→Charstring (pa) ∧
0
sailing 0 = hobbyP erson→Charstring (p)}
The first predicate in the expression is inserted by the system to assert the type
of the variable p. This type check predicate defines that the variable p is bound
to one of the objects returned by the extent function for type Person, P erson(),
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which returns all the instances (the extent) of its type. The variables nm and
pa are generated by the system. Notice that the functions in the predicates
are annotated with their type signatures, to allow for overloading of function
symbols over the argument types.
The calculus optimizer of the query optimizer first transforms the unoptimized calculus expression to reduce the number of predicates, e.g. by exploring
properties of type definitions. In the example, it removes the type check predicate:
{ p, nm |
pa = parentP erson→P erson (p) ∧
nm = nameP erson→Charstring (pa) ∧
0
sailing 0 = hobbyP erson→Charstring (p)}
This transformation is correct because p is used in a stored function (parent
or hobby) with argument or result of type Person. The referential integrity
system constrains instances of stored functions to be of correct types [29].
The local cost-based optimizer will use cost-based optimization to produce
an executable object algebra plan from the transformed query calculus expression. The system has a built-in cost model for local data and built-in algebra
operators. Basically the cost-based optimizer generates a number of execution
plans, applies the cost model on each of them, and chooses the cheapest for
execution. The system has the options of using dynamic programming, hill
climbing, or random search to find an execution plan with minimal cost. Users
can instruct the system to choose a particular strategy.
The optimizer is furthermore extensible whereby new algebra operators are
defined using the multi-directional foreign functions, which also provide the
basic mechanisms for interactions between mediator peers in distributed execution plans.
The query execution plan interpreter will finally interpret the execution plan
to yield the result of the query.

5.2

Queries over derived types

Queries over DTs are expanded by system-inserted predicates performing the
DT system support tasks [18]. These tasks are divided into three mechanisms:
(i) providing consistency of queries over DTs so that the extent-subset semantics is followed; (ii) generation of OIDs for those DT instances needed to execute
the query; and (iii) validation of the DT instances with assigned OIDs so that
DT instances satisfy the constraints of the DT definitions. The system generates derived function definitions to perform these tasks. During the calculus
optimization the query is analyzed and, where needed, the appropriate functions definitions are added to the query. A selective OID generation mechanism
avoids overhead by generating OIDs only for those derived objects that are either needed during the execution of a query, or have associated local data in
the mediator database.
The functions specifying the view support tasks often have overlapping
parts. [18] demonstrates how calculus-based query optimization can be used
to remove redundant computations introduced from the overlap among the
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system-inserted expressions, and between the system-inserted and user-specified
parts of the query.
Each IUT is mapped by the calculus optimizer to a hierarchy of system generated DTs, called auxiliary types [19]. The auxiliary types represent disjoint
parts of the outerjoin needed for this type of data integration. The reconciliation of the attributes of the integrated types is modeled by a set of overloaded
derived functions generated by the system from the specification in the IUT
definition. Several novel query processing and optimization techniques are developed for efficiently processing the queries containing overloaded functions
over the auxiliary types, as described in [19].

5.3

Multi-database query processing

The Multi-database Query Compiler (MQC) [20, 17] is invoked whenever a
query is posed over data from more than one mediator peer. The goal of
the MQC is to explore the space of possible distributed execution plans and
choose a ’reasonably’ cheap one. As the local query compiler, the MQC uses
a combination of heuristic and dynamic programming strategies to produce a
set of distributed object algebra plans.
The distributed nature of Amos II mediators requires a query processing
framework that allows cooperation of a number of autonomous mediator peers.
The MQC interacts with the local optimizer as well as with the query optimizers
of the other mediator peers involved in the query via requests to estimate
costs and selectivities of subqueries, requests to expand the view definitions
of remote views, and requests to compile subqueries in remote mediator peers.
The generated local execution plan interacts with the execution plans produced
by the other mediator peers.
The details of the MQC are described in [20]. Here we will overview its
main sub-components.
• The query decomposer identifies fragments of a multi-database query, subqueries, where each subquery can be processed by a single data source.
The decomposer takes as input an object calculus query and produces a
query graph with nodes representing subqueries assigned to an execution
site and arcs representing variables connecting the subqueries. The benefit of decomposition is twofold. First, complex computations in subqueries
can be pushed to the data sources to avoid expensive communication and
to utilize the processing capabilities of the sources. Second, the multidatabase query optimization cost is reduced by the partitioning of the
input query into several smaller subqueries.
Query decomposition is performed in two steps:
1. Predicate grouping collects predicates executable at only one data
source and groups them together into one or more subqueries. The
grouping process uses a heuristic where cross-products are avoided
by placing predicates without common variables in separate subqueries.
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2. Site assignment uses a cost-based heuristics to place those predicates
that can be executed at more than one site (e.g. θ-joins), eventually
replicates some of the predicates in the subqueries to improve the
selectivity of subqueries, and finally assigns execution sites to the
subqueries.
• The multi-database view expander expands remote views directly or indirectly referenced in queries. This may lead to significant improvement in
the query plan quality because there may be many redundancies in large
compositions of multi-database views.
The multi-database view expander traverses the query graph to send expansion requests for the subqueries. In this way, all predicates defined in
the same database are expanded in a single request. This approach allows
the remote site to perform calculus simplifications of the expanded and
merged predicate definitions as a whole and then return the transformed
subquery. However, when there are many mediator layers it is not always beneficial to fully expand all view definitions, as shown in [21]. The
multi-database view expander therefore uses a heuristic to choose the
most promising views for expansion, a technique called controlled view
expansion. After all subqueries in the query graph have been view expanded the query decomposer is called again for predicate regrouping.
• The multi-database (MDB) query optimizer decides on the order of execution of the predicates in the query graph nodes, and on the direction
of the data shipping between the peers. Execution plans for distributed
queries in Amos II are represented by decomposition trees. Each node in
a decomposition tree describes a join cycle through a client mediator (i.e.
the mediator where the query is issued). In a cycle, first intermediate
results are shipped to the site where they are used. Then a subquery
is executed at that site using the shipped data as input, and the result
is shipped back to the mediator. Finally, one or more post-processing
subqueries are performed at the client mediator. The result of a cycle is
always materialized in the mediator. A sequence of cycles can represent
any execution plan. As the space of all execution plans is exponential
to the number of subqueries in the input query graph, we examine only
the space of left-deep decomposition trees using a dynamic programming
approach. To evaluate the costs and selectivities of the subqueries the
multi-database optimizer sends compilation requests for the subqueries
both to the local optimizer and the query compilers of the remote mediators.
• The decomposition tree rebalancer transforms the initial left-deep decomposition tree into a bushy one. To avoid that all the data flows through
the client mediator, the decomposition tree rebalancer uses a heuristic
that selects pairs of adjacent nodes in the decomposition tree, merges the
selected nodes into one new node, and sends the merged node to the two
mediators corresponding to the original nodes for recompilation. From
the merged nodes, each of the two mediators generate different decomposition sub-trees and the cheaper one is chosen. In this way, the input
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decomposition tree is rebalanced from a left-deep tree into a bushy one.
The overall execution plan resulting from the tree rebalancing can contain plans where the data is shipped directly from one remote mediator to
another, eliminating the bottleneck of shipping all data through a single
mediator. See [17] for details.
• The object algebra generator translates a decomposition tree into a set of
inter-calling local object algebra plans.

6

Related Work

Amos II is related to research in the areas of data integration, object views,
distributed databases, and general query processing. There has been several
projects on intergration of data in a multi-database environment [5, 8, 10, 12,
14, 16, 23, 27, 30, 41, 42]. The integration facilities of Amos II are based on
work in the area of OO views [1, 3, 15, 26, 33, 36, 37, 40].
Most of the mediator frameworks reported in the literature (e.g. [16, 42, 14])
propose centralized query compilation and execution coordination. In [9] it
is indicated that a distributed mediation framework is a promising research
direction, but to the best of our knowledge no results in this area are reported.
Some recent commercial data integration products, as IBM’s Federated DB2,
also provide centralized mediation features.
In the DIOM project [30] a framework for integration of relational data
sources is presented where the operations can be executed either in the mediator
or in a data source. The compilation process in DIOM is centrally performed,
and there is no clear distinction between the data sources and the mediators
in the optimization framework.
The Multiview [36] object-oriented view system provides multiple inheritance and a capacity-augmented view mechanism implemented with a technique called Object Slicing [26] using OID coercion in an inheritance hierarchy.
However, it assumes active view maintenance and does not elaborate on the
consequences of using this technique for integration of data in autonomous and
dislocated repositories. Furthermore, it is not implemented using declarative
functions for the description of the view functionality.
One of the few research reports describing the use of functional view mechanisms for data integration is the Multibase system [8]. It is also based on a
derivative of the DAPLEX data model and does reconciliation similar to the
IUTs in this paper. An important difference between Multibase and Amos II
is that the data model used in Multibase does not contain the object-oriented
concept of OIDs and inheritance. The query optimization and meta-modeling
methods in Amos II are also more elaborate than in Multibase.
The UNISQL [23] system also provides views for database integration. The
virtual classes (corresponding to the DTs) are organized in a separate class
hierarchy. However, the virtual class instances inherit the OIDs from the corresponding instances in the ordinary classes, which prohibits definition of stored
functions over virtual classes defined by multiple inheritance as in Amos II.
There is no integration mechanism corresponding to the IUTs.
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[35] gives a good overview of distributed databases and query processing. As
opposed to the distributed databases, where there is a centralized repository
containing meta-data about the whole system, the architecture described in
this paper consists of autonomous systems, each storing only locally relevant
meta-data.
One of the most thorough attempts to tackle the query optimization problem in distributed databases was done within the System R* project [7] where,
unlike Amos II, an exhaustive, cost-based, and centrally performed query optimization is made to find the optimal plan. Another classic distributed database
system is SDD-1 [2] which used a hill-climbing heuristics as the query decomposer in Amos II.

7

Summary

We have given an overview of the Amos II mediator system where groups of distributed mediator peers are used to integrate data from different sources. Each
mediator in a group has DBMS facilities for query compilation and exchange
of data and meta-data with other mediator peers. Derived functions can be defined where data from several mediator peers are abstracted, transformed, and
reconciled. Wrappers are defined by interfacing Amos II systems with external
systems through its multi-directional foreign function interface. Amos II can
furthermore be embedded in applications and used as stand-alone databases.
The paper gave an overview of Amos II’s architecture with references to other
published papers on the system for details.
We described the functional data model and query language forming the
basis for data integration in Amos II. The distributed multi-mediator query
decomposition strategies used were summarized.
The mediator peers are autonomous without any central schema. A special
mediator, the name server, keeps track of what mediator peers are members of
a groups. The name servers can be queried for the location of mediator peers
in a group. Meta-queries to each mediator peer can be posed to investigate the
structure of its schema.
Some unique features of Amos II are:
• A distributed mediator architecture where query plans are distributed
over several communicating mediator peers.
• Using declarative functional queries to model reconciled functional views
spanning over multiple mediator peers.
• Query processing and optimization techniques for queries to reconciled
views involving function overloading, late binding, and type aware query
rewrites.
The Amos II system is fully implemented and can be downloaded from
http://user.it.uu.se/∼udbl/amos. Amos II runs under Windows and Unix.
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Abstract
A peer mediator system (PMS) is a decentralized mediator system based on
the P2P paradigm, where mediators integrate data sources and other mediators
through views defined in a multi-mediator query language. In a PMS mediator
peers compose views in terms of views in other peers - mediators and sources,
or directly pose queries in the multi-mediator query language to some peer. All
peers are fully autonomous and there is no central catalog or controller. Each peer
in a PMS must provide an interface to its data and meta-data sufficient to allow
the cooperative processing of queries by the PMS. We analyze the computational
capabilities and meta-data that a software system has to export in order to participate as a peer in a PMS. For the analysis we identify and compare six classes of
peer interfaces with increasing complexity. For each class we investigate the performance and scalability implications that result from the available capabilities
and required meta-data. Our results are two-fold: i) we provide guidelines for the
design of mediator peers that can make best use of the interfaces provided by the
data sources, and ii) we analyze the tradeoffs in the design of inter-mediator interfaces so that mediator peers can efficiently cooperate to process queries against
other composed mediators. Finally we describe the choices made in a concrete
implementation of a PMS.

1

Introduction

Global computer networks, and the Internet in particular, provide the technical means
to interconnect large numbers of distributed software systems owned and maintained
by many independent persons and organizations. This capability to interconnect many
such systems presents many new opportunities for information sharing and reuse.
Most of these distributed systems are deployed and maintained independently of each
other in ways that suit best the local needs of their users. This results in fully autonomous systems that are heterogeneous at many levels starting from the use of
different platforms and languages to heterogeneity at the logical level in the ways
real-world concepts are modeled.
The area of data integration is concerned with the problem of integration of heterogeneous data managed and/or produced by many heterogeneous and autonomous
systems, called data sources to emphasize the data access/management aspect of software systems. One approach to integrate many such data sources is mediation [53, 54]
where data from many sources is accessed and combined “on-the-fly” in a coherent

view through a network of mediator components, each specialized in some knowledge domain. Most existing mediator systems, such as [20, 16], reduce the general
mediation concept to centralized architectures that consist of one mediator that integrates many data sources into a coherent view. Such data integration solutions are
suitable for enterprise contexts, due to more or less centralized organizational control
and data ownership. However, as recognized by recent research on data integration
[18, 22, 41, 7], many new application areas exist where centralized coordination is not
feasible, such as scientific cooperation, distributed engineering, and dynamic company
alliances. These areas of human activity may benefit enormously from the ability to
combine information shared by others to produce new information enriched with their
local knowledge.
Peer mediators.
For the integration of many autonomous data sources we use a decentralized data integration system architecture based on the initial mediation paradigm [53] where many
domain-specialized mediators share their data source abstractions so that other mediators can reuse and combine these abstractions for higher levels of applications and/or
mediators. To allow each of the mediators to be maintained by independent experts
or groups of experts, we design the mediators as database systems with a high-level
query language that allows to define logical compositions of peers by defining views
in the mediator peers in terms of views in other mediator and data source peers. The
mediator owners integrate data sources and other mediators through the definition of
views in terms of the mediator query language, and export some of these integrated
views to other mediators and applications. The mediators and the sources are organized in a distributed system that follows the peer-to-peer (P2P) paradigm, called Peer
Mediator System (PMS) [25, 31, 46, 30]. In a PMS there is no central catalog or coordinator of any kind, and the mediators are fully autonomous peers that cooperate
together to process queries to their integrated views. A PMS consists of three types of
peers divided into three layers - data sources, mediators and applications. Data sources
manage stored and/or computed collections of data and provide programmatic interfaces for the access to their data. Mediators access relevant data from one or more data
sources, transform the data into a common representation, and match and integrate the
transformed data so that mediator users are presented with logically coherent views of
the data sources. Applications accept information requests from the users, send these
requests to the mediator layer and deal with the presentation of mediator replies to the
users. Applications always access the data sources through one or more mediators,
thus any PMS consists of at least one mediator and any number of applications and
data sources. In order to compute answers to user queries, the mediators have their
own query processors that translate logical peer compositions into physical compositions that consist of interacting implementations of query operators organized into
query execution plans (QEPs).
The advantages of a P2P approach for mediation are that it allows the domain
experts to own and control independently their mediators in the same way as data
source owners have total control over the data sources. Each mediator may evolve at
its own pace as long as it preserves its public interface. Furthermore, in a PMS for
better scalability the integration effort can be distributed among many domain experts
and reused through logical compositions of mediators. Finally, a P2P architecture
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promotes reuse of computation resources such as storage, CPU cycles, and specialized
software and hardware.
Problem description.
Among the most important issues in the design of any distributed system are the program interfaces between the components of the system, the underlying computational
capabilities exposed through these interfaces, and the information that needs to be exchanged between the system’s components, so that all components can cooperate to
execute a common task. Since the main purpose of a PMS is to integrate many data
sources and to fulfill information requests through a declarative query language, the
common task to be executed by all peers in a PMS is that of processing queries. Thus,
an important problem in the design of a PMS is the relationship between the interfaces
of the peers to their data and meta-data, the corresponding computational capabilities
available through these interfaces, and the meta-data that the peers require, so that the
mediator peers can efficiently process queries against many logically composed peers.
Peer interfaces In a PMS there are three types of program interfaces - application to
mediator, mediator to mediator (inter-mediator), and mediator to data source. In general it is possible to envision applications that will need to combine data from many
mediators. However such applications will duplicate much of the mediator functionality. To simplify such applications, they may always access a network of mediators
through a designated “gateway” mediator. Thus we can consider that applications use
the same inter-mediator interface as the mediators. Since mediator peers can serve as
powerful data sources for other mediators, we treat mediator and data source peers uniformly and we indicate the specific type of peers only when necessary. This uniform
treatment of mediators simplifies and generalizes our discussion and allows conclusions to be drawn both about a range of design alternatives for the capabilities and
meta-data for the inter-mediator interfaces together with conclusions about the mediator to source interfaces and required meta-data.
Interface capabilities Peer interfaces can be considered at two levels of interoperability. At a syntactic level interfaces must match in the data types that can be
exchanged between peers and the agreed protocol. This level of interoperability is addressed by a wide variety of standards and protocols, here called physical interfaces,
starting from message-based protocols implemented directly on top of some transport
protocol as HTTP, to higher abstraction remote procedure call based protocols such as
RPC [8], CORBA [11], JavaRMI, SOAP [4], and even to some degree database access
protocols as ODBC and JDBC. All these access methods provide different degrees of
abstraction and performance. However, most of these interoperability standards provide none or very limited means to describe the semantics of the functionality that is
invoked through them, e.g. even ODBC varies in terms of the SQL dialects accepted
by data sources. In addition, most of these access methods can be simulated on top of
the others, e.g. CORBA calls can be used to send complex XML documents as asynchronous messages, while HTTP can be used to transport SOAP messages that describe remote procedure calls. Thus the same computational capability implemented
by a remote peer may be accessed through a variety of physical interfaces independent
of the capability itself.
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A higher level of abstraction above physical interfaces are the computational capabilities of the data sources. By capabilities we mean the abstract computations that
a source can perform over some optional input data. The computational capabilities
of a peer available through its low-level interfaces are called the interface capabilities
of the source. For example the typical interface capabilities of a relational DBMS include the ability to compile SQL queries and store them for future execution1 and the
ability to directly execute SQL statements or precompiled queries. In this paper we
abstract ourselves from the low-level interfaces, the choice of which has been studied elsewhere [29, 35, 45]. Our goal is to consider what are the publicly available
computation capabilities, that is interface capabilities, of the peers in a PMS.
In the literature the terms “limited source capabilities” or “limited capabilities” are
usually understood in two ways based on modeling sources as collections of relations.
The first, used in e.g. [56, 14], which we name limited access capabilities, refers to the
the fact that many sources, such as Web forms and specialized computation sources,
require that some of the attributes of a source relation must be provided in order for a
source relation to be accessible, thus the source’s relations have limited access paths
compared to corresponding relational tables. In relational terminology this means
that source relations do not provide a scan interface. The second view on limited
source capabilities, used in e.g. [52] and here called limited query capabilities, is more
general and considers capabilities as the set of queries that a source can compute with
respect to some query language. Our concept of interface capabilities also includes
arbitrary computations that a peer may perform, e.g the ability to precompile a query
and return a query handle, as long as they are accessible by other peers.
Interface capabilities, meta-data, and query processing. Due to the complete decentralization of PMSs, the peers have very little information about each other, unlike
distributed DBMSs [44] where there is a centralized catalog. This requires that at
query processing time the peers exchange information needed to compile and evaluate
queries that involve many peers. This can be information about the schema, data statistics, resources, availability, capabilities, etc. of the peers. We use the term meta-data
to denote all kinds of data used to describe the properties of the actual data that is of
interest to the end users and the properties of the system that is used to manage/access
that data. In particular a schema is a special kind of meta-data that describes the structure and relationships of data. Schema information is used both by the user to specify
queries and the system to efficiently access the requested data. Technical meta-data
describes technical aspects of data and data sources which are usually not of interest
to the end-user, such as data distribution, access cost, etc. Technical meta-data is used
in query processing, ideally without user involvement.
The more meta-data is available to the peers, the more sophisticated query processing can be performed that results in better QEPs either because more alternative
plans can be considered, or because of more precise data statistics.
On the other hand one may expect that the more meta-data is exchanged between
the peers, the higher the overhead both in the exchange and the utilization of the metadata. For example, a cost-based query optimizer may send very large numbers of cost
requests to other peers to evaluate the time or resources to compute some operation at
the peers. At the same time a query optimizer “aware” that certain operations can be
1 This

corresponds to the “prepare” functionality in ODBC/JDBC.
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computed at more than one peer, may need to explore much larger space of alternative
plans to find an optimal assignment of operations to peers. In large compositions of
peers this may lead to prohibitively high query compilation costs.
The exchange of one kind of meta-data may trigger exchange of other kinds of
meta-data, e.g. view expansion may require the exchange of additional schema information such as new data types and the schema of new relations; once new remote relations become visible to a query compiler, their access costs have to be retrieved/estimated.
Therefore the design of an efficient and effective PMS has to take into account
the tradeoffs between several inter-dependent factors: i) the computation capabilities
of the peers available through their interfaces, ii) the meta-data the peers depend on,
and iii) the query processing techniques that can be applied in the presence of particular meta-data and interface capabilities. In addition, the more meta-data, the more
advanced interfaces are used by the peers and the more advanced query processing
techniques are applied that utilize this meta-data and interfaces, the more complex can
be the implementation of the mediator peers.
Contributions
This paper investigates qualitatively the relationship between the interface capabilities,
meta-data, and query processing in a PMS and their implications on the performance
and complexity of a PMS implementation.
To make our discussion more concrete, we base it on a specific functional and
object-oriented mediator data model and query language, described in Sect. 2, that
we have implemented in the AMOS II mediator system [46]. We compare six classes
of peer interface capabilities with increasing degree of complexity. In each of them
more meta-data is exchanged between the peers. This allows the mediator peers to
perform more sophisticated query processing and to explore more alternative QEPs.
Our results are based on our experiences with the implementation of some of these
interface classes and the corresponding query processing techniques in the AMOS II
mediator system.
For each class we investigate the performance and scalability implications that
result from the available capabilities and required meta-data. Our results are:
• for each interface class we identify the minimum requirements for the capabilities and the meta-data that a software system has to make available through its
program interfaces to other systems in order to participate as a peer in a PMS
and allow the processing of inter-peer queries,
• we analyze the tradeoffs in the design of inter-mediator interfaces so that mediator peers can efficiently cooperate to process queries against other logically
composed mediators,
• we provide some guidelines how to design mediator peers that can make best
use of the interfaces provided by the data sources,
• finally we indicate how these interface classes have been used for query processing in the AMOS II mediator system [46].
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Organization.
The following Sect. 2 introduces the functional mediator data model and query language, and related concepts that we use in the rest of this paper for our analysis. In
section 3 we analyze the six interface classes, each in a separate sub-section. We
describe our implementation of the interface classes in the AMOS II peer mediator
system in Sect. 4. Section 6 provides an overview of related work. Finally we summarize and discuss our findings in Sect. 6.

2

Functional Peer Mediators - data model, query language and terminology

Many kinds of data sources have an object-oriented (OO) data model, while others
have relational or semi-structured data models. Therefore we believe that objectorientation is necessary for the integration of many types of data sources with complex
data typically found in, e.g. the scientific and engineering areas. The data sources
may or may not have OO features; however, the mediators in a PMS should have a
data model sufficiently expressive to model all types of data sources.
Below we describe the functional and object-oriented mediator data model and related concepts that we will use throughout the rest of this paper. A detailed description
of the mediator data model and query language can be found in [46].
Basic concepts. The basic modeling concept in our functional mediator data model
is the object. Objects are classified in types. Attributes of objects and relationships
between types of objects are expressed through functions. While objects model realworld entities, in general functions represent computations. Functions consist of two
parts - a type signature and an implementation. The type signature defines the types of
the arguments and the results of a function, and a logical direction from the function
inputs to its outputs. For example the function :
grade(student, course) -> integer;
that models the relationship between courses, students and their grades in a university
database, would have the signature student, course → integer. The extent of a function is the set of all tuples that describe the mapping of all inputs to corresponding
outputs.
Kinds of functions. Depending on how a function implementation computes its result(s) we distinguish several kinds of functions. Stored functions store explicitly the
result of a computation, derived functions specify the result of a computation as a
declarative query defined in terms of other functions and types, and foreign functions
represent computations specified in an external language(s) and/or module(s).
Connection to the SQL data model. We relate functions to concepts in the SQL:1999
object-relational data model (as the most popular one) in the following way. Stored
functions correspond to stored relations (tables), derived functions correspond to views,
and foreign functions correspond to user-defined functions (UDFs). Thus, functions
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are a unifying concept for stored tables, views and various kinds of UDFs (scalar and
table functions, stored procedures) in the relational data model. The uniformity of
the concept of functions greatly simplifies the discussion of many aspects of query
processing that neither depend on the implementation of functions (whether they are
stored, derived or foreign), nor they depend on the kind of functions (whether they
are single or bag-valued, etc.). This allows us to relate our discussion to different data
models and query languages.
Binding patterns and multi-directional functions. In order to model arbitrary nary relationships computable in different directions, functions can be multi-directional,
that is, given values for some of the function input and/or output variables, the mediator can compute the corresponding values for the remaining variables. Function
variables for which values are provided are said to be bound, all other variables are
free, thus the computation direction of a function is determined by its bound and the
free variables. The computation direction where the bound variables coincide with the
logical inputs of the function is called the forward direction, all other combinations of
bound and free variables are inverses. Functions computable only in one direction are
said to be single-directional.
Stored functions are computable in all possible directions, however foreign functions that model arbitrary computations are in general computable only in some directions. To model n-ary relationships that are computable only in some directions,
multi-directional functions are annotated with binding patterns. A binding pattern B
is a mapping from the set of variables V of a function definition into the set of symbols
{b, f }, where b denotes a bound variable, and f a free variable. Binding patterns can be
expressed positionally as sequences of {b, f }, hx1 , . . . , xn i, where each xi corresponds
to the variable vi at position i in a function definition.
In general different directions of a relationship have to be computed in different
ways. For example the foreign function
power(number base, number exp) -> number root;
can be thought of as an abstract 3-way relation between numbers. This relation is
computable only in four of all possible six directions. These four directions are described positionally by the binding patterns: bb f , f bb, b f b, and bbb. Each of the first
three binding patterns requires a different algorithm, correspondingly implemented
by functions that compute the power, the root, and the logarithm of a two numbers.
Thus, each binding pattern is also associated with a concrete implementation in some
procedural language. To allow a cost-based query optimizer to pick the best foreign
function implementation, each binding pattern also has a cost function associated with
it that computes the execution cost and selectivity of the particular implementation. In
our power funcion example, if the function is invoked with the bbb binding pattern,
all three implementations can be used to check if three numbers are related by a power
relationship. However we may expect that one of the three algorithms is more efficient
than the others.
Multi-directional functions tie together implementations of algorithms for traversing relationships in different directions. The concept of a multi-directional function is
similar to that of a relation adorned with binding patterns as in [51]. Multi-directional
functions and cost-based optimization with multi-directional functions are described
in more detail in [37].
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Global queries. A database query is a declarative specification of the result of some
computation. A view is a named query. Queries are expressed through a SQL-like
select statements. For example the query:
select name(s)
from student s
where birthyear(s) > 1980;
finds the names of all students born after 1980. Queries that refer to data and/or metadata in other peers are called global queries.
When a query is posed to a mediator peer, we call that mediator the query peer. All
other peers that contain database objects referenced by a query are called remote peers.
Both terms are relative to the query and the role of the peer. In order for a mediator
peer to express global queries and views that involve data from other peers, external
meta-data needs to be represented somehow. The term proxy denotes a reference
to any remote database object stored in another peer. In accordance with the basic
functional data model presented above, mediator peers model the contents of other
peers in terms of proxy objects, proxy functions, and proxy types. Similar to local
functions, proxy functions model both data collections in remote peers, computations
in remote peers, and attributes of remote data items. Proxy types correspond to the
types (or classes) of the remote data items. Proxy objects correspond to individual
data items in remote peers.

3

Classes of Peer Mediator System Interface Capabilities

This section describes and analyses six classes of PMS interface capabilities in terms
of the functional data model presented in Sect. 2. We present each of the interface
classes in order of increasing amount of meta-data needed for query processing, and
increasing space of QEPs that needs to be considered for each class. Each new interface class allows for strictly larger plan spaces to be explored, in which there may
exist better QEPs compared to the preceding classes of interfaces.
The ordering we provide is not definite - some of the interface classes are independent of each other and can be combined to form more complex interface classes.
For such complex interface classes the combined effect of the properties of each constituent must be considered, which we leave outside of the scope of this discussion.
Our discussion assumes that there is one mediator peer, the query peer, to which
queries are posed and the queries reference one or more data sources and/or mediator
peers. The mediator peers may further integrate other logically composed peers. In our
discussion of query optimization for each interface class for brevity we assume that
the mediators use cost-based query optimization, however most of our conclusions
are independent of the particular optimization method, e.g. whether it is exhaustive or
not, or whether it is static (performed before query execution) or dynamic (performed
at query execution time). In Sect. 6 we discuss the importance of dynamic approaches
to query optimization [23, 17] for a PMS and some of the concequences of dynamic
query optimization for each of the interface classes.
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3.1

Single-Directional Proxy Functions

The simplest possible way to interface peers in a PMS so that mediators can compute
queries that refer to data in other peers is to make proxy functions directly computable.
That is, to associate each proxy function with an implementation that computes the
results of the function by invoking the corresponding computation at a remote peer.
With this approach the interface capabilities of each remote peer are determined by
its proxy functions, and the results of these functions directly represent the contents
of the peers. For example a university may provide a Web site with five HTML forms
that allow to list all students, all courses, all students taking a course, all courses of a
student, and the grade of a student for a course. This Web site can be represented by
five proxy functions2 :
all_courses() -> bag of course;
all_students() -> bag of student;
enrolled_in(course) -> bag of <student, grade>;
signed_for(student) -> bag of <course, grade>;
grade(student, course) -> grade;
Figure 1: University data source

3.1.1

Functionality

An implementation of a proxy function has to: i) translate the function parameters
into a format understandable to the remote peer, ii) package the translated parameters
together with additional meta-data that specifies the corresponding remote computation into a remote procedure call descriptor, and ship this call descriptor to a remote
peer, iii) invoke the corresponding computation at the remote peer, iv) ship back the
computation result(s), and v) translate the results into the local data representation and
return them to the query processor of the mediator peer. We term this functionality as
call shipping.
In order to compute a proxy function through call shipping, all logical inputs of
the proxy function must be bound prior to execution. The result of call shipping is
in general a bag of tuples described by the logical outputs of the function. Since
call shipping computes proxy functions only in their logical direction, we call such
functions single-directional proxy functions (SDPF). Notice that with call shipping
the logical direction of an SDPF coincides with its physical direction, thus the type
signature of an SDPF specifies the variable bindings as well. An SDPF F is fully
specified by a 4-tuple hT, I, P, Ci, where T is its type signature, I is an implementation
of F that realizes a call shipping functionality, P is the peer that contains the remote
data collection modeled by F, and C is an identifier for the data collection in the
remote peer.
Since the result of a remote call can be generally multi-valued (a multi-set of
tuples), it can be either fully materialized at the remote peer and shipped back as
a whole, partially materialized and shipped in bulks of tuples, or fully streamed and
2 We

use bago f to model collections with duplicates (multisets).
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shipped one tuple at a time to the query peer. The feasibility of these strategies depends
on the capabilities of the source peer. For example many Web sources return their
results as separate pages and provide a navigational interface to retrieve the next set of
results. Such pages with results correspond naturally to bulks of tuples. Simpler Web
sources may fully materialize request results as large documents. Similarly, sources
such as ODBC provide a tuple-at-a-time iterator interface to request results.
3.1.2

Related approaches

We notice that at this level of description, the execution of proxy functions is conceptually the same as that of fine grain remote procedure calls, as implemented by e.g.,
Sun RPC [1], CORBA, and SOAP. By “fine grain” we mean the type of access where
remote procedures access and return individual data items or individual data sets. For
example if CORBA is used to implement peer interoperability, then each proxy function corresponds to a CORBA operation, each proxy type to a CORBA interface, and
each proxy object to a CORBA object.
3.1.3

Querying

Since user queries over many sources with varying capabilities are defined in terms of
proxy functions, an important question is what is the degree of abstraction provided
to the user by the SDPF class of peer interface capabilities?
Many data source peers, especially Web sources, may provide many ways to query
their contents that require or produce overlapping data. As a result there may be more
than one way to retrieve the same information, because there may be several ways
to combine proxy functions into queries that are equivalent. For example, assume
a mediator user wants to specify the following query to the university Web source
described above: “What are the students who have grade ’5’ in all courses?”. Three
variants of the query, specified below in the mediator query language on Fig. 2, are:
Q1) select all courses in the university and all students with their grades enrolled in the
courses, and filter the students with grade ’5’, Q2) select all students in the university
and all courses they are signed for with corresponding grades, and filter the students
with grade ’5’, and Q3) select all courses and all students in the university, get their
grade through the grade relationship, and check if that grade is ’5’.
The queries express the same information request. However, depending on the
number of students, number of courses and distribution of students per course, one of
the queries may have orders of magnitude better performance that the others. Given
that realistic data sources may have large number of data collections with many ways
to access their data, SDPF interfaces require that the user is familiar with the data
statistics of the source data in order to write efficient queries. An additional problem
is that users may not always be able to discover the right proxy functions to answer
their information need even if they are familiar with the schema of the remote peers.
3.1.4

Query processing

With the SDPF class of interfaces users have to choose themselves the proxy functions that directly correspond to specific ways of accessing the data at the remote
peers. This not only complicates the task of the mediator users, but also prevents the
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Query Q1:
select s
from student s, course c, grade g
where c = all_courses() and
<s,g> = enrolled_in(c) and
g = 5;
Query Q2:
select s
from student s, course c, grade g
where s = all_students() and
<c,g> = signed_for(s) and
g = 5;
Query Q3:
select s
from student s, course c, grade g
where c = all_courses() and
s = all_students() and
g = grade(s,c) and
g = 5;
Figure 2: Three ways to express the same query with SDPFs.

mediator query optimizer from choosing the best way to retrieve relevant information.
With the SDPF class of interface capabilities query processing costs are distributed
as follows. All query compilation is performed at the query mediator peer because
all other peers are only capable of computing the results of proxy functions for given
arguments. Functions with arguments can be looked at as selections and functions
without arguments as scans. Since these are all operations that remote peers perform,
all other database operations, such as join and union, must be performed by the query
peer. The only functionality the remote peers have from the perspective of a mediator
query peer is that of selections and scans; therefore query execution is fully controlled
by the query peer. Since all communication between the peers is performed via remote
call requests, all data from all remote peers always flows through the query peer. Thus
if the result of some proxy function is needed as input to another one that is computed
at the same remote peer, all data will nevertheless flow through the query peer in a
centralized manner.
To summarize, all query processing except for the computation of the proxy functions is performed by the query peers in a centralized manner with respect to each mediator peer. When many levels of peers are composed in terms of each other through
views, query peers can “see” only their immediate neighbors. If these neighbors are
mediators themselves that integrate other peers through views, requests sent to these
mediator peers trigger similar centralized execution, which is “invisible” to the query
mediator that submits a request. As a result all query execution follows exactly the
logical composition of the mediator peers.
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3.1.5

Meta-Data

A PMS where peers inter-operate through SDPF interfaces requires two kinds of metadata. Schema information is necessary that maps the structure of the data items in the
source peers to types in the mediator data model. The proxy functions that model
collections and attributes of data items in remote peers are defined over the mediator
proxy types that represent the corresponding remote data items, student, course, and
grade. This schema information is used by mediator users to specify queries and views
over data in other peers, by the implementations of the proxy functions to convert data
between the mediator and the remote peer data models, and by the query processor
to perform semantic analysis of queries. To allow the mediator to perform cost-based
optimization of queries over many peers, the minimal technical meta-data required is
the cost and selectivity of each proxy function. In addition, other schema information
may be supplied, such as uniqueness constraints for some data item attributes and extent semantics for proxy functions that are known to compute the complete extension
of remote data collections.
Since many data sources provide very little or no meta-data at all, the mediator data
definition language (DDL) should provide the means for the mediator programmer to
specify all this meta-data when defining the mapping from proxy types and functions
to the corresponding concepts at the remote peers.
Other data source peers, such as RDBMS and the mediator peers themselves, provide programmatic access to their meta-data. The access to such meta-data can be
implemented based on the reflective nature of the functional data model by using
meta-data proxy functions that access the meta-data interfaces of remote peers and
return meta-objects of type Function and T ype. Thus meta-data proxy functions can
implement automated mapping between data models of remote peers and the local
data model, so that a schema of any remote peer can be automatically imported as part
of the local schema of a mediator peer.
3.1.6

Discussion

The advantages of the SDPF approach are its simplicity and non-intrusiveness. Proxy
functions can be added to a relational query processor extensible with user-defined
functions (UDFs) because they can be directly implemented as UDFs. The distribution
of the peers is fully encapsulated in the implementation of the UDFs, thus a query
optimizer does not need to deal with distribution. Typically UDFs provide some way
for cost and selectivity information to be associated with them, which allows also to
hide the cost of of distribution. The SDPF interface class also requires very little metadata to be exchanged between the peers and does not violate peer autonomy because
the implementation of remote functions is hidden for the other peers.
The problems with the SDPF approach are in that i) users must have knowledge
of data statistics at the sources to produce efficient queries, ii) query specification is
hard due to potentially large numbers of proxy functions and their combinations, iii)
query processing is centralized which requires most processing to be performed by the
query mediator peers, iv) all computations at remote peers are treated as black boxes
modeled by proxy functions, and, as a result, v) the execution of global queries follows
the path of the logical composition of the peers which may result in many redundant
computations because the same computations in the same peers may be redundantly
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invoked via many different logical paths.
In summary, this is a simple, but potentially very inefficient approach to add MDB
capabilities to a single-site optimizer.

3.2

Multi-Directional Proxy Functions

One of the main disadvantages of the SDPF approach is that it does not provide truly
declarative means for the users to specify queries and views that integrate many peers.
Users need to know which of several alternative ways to access data is the most efficient one. The main reason for this deficiency is that when proxy functions are
implemented with the SDPF approach, they are executable only in one direction because they are directly mapped to some procedures at the remote peer. As a result
several proxy functions may represent different ways to access various subsets of the
same data collection, as in Fig. 2.
To alleviate this problem, we notice that all single-directional proxy functions that
access the same data collection can be viewed as alternative ways to compute some
generic function that logically describes the contents of a remote data collection. In
the context of our university Web site example, we notice that the proxy functions
enrolled in, signed f or, and grade (from Fig. 1) in fact relate the same information about students - the courses they take and their grades, that is they compute the
same relationship in several directions corresondingly described by the binding patterns f b f , b f f , and bb f . Thus we can represent the three SDPFs through one abstract
proxy function
student_info(student, course) -> grade;
that relates together all three SDPFs as representing the same relationship, and let
the query processor of the mediator choose which SDPF results in best query performance depending on the query where the abstract function is used, and the statistics
for each SDPF. As a result remote peers are modeled through sets of such abstract
proxy functions that can be computed in multiple directions, and therefore called
multi-directional proxy functions (MDPF).
3.2.1

Functionality and query processing

Unlike single-directional proxy functions, multi-directional proxy functions are not
always directly computable. Instead, they only describe abstract relationships between
objects of different types at remote peers. An MDPF can be computed cooperatively
by a query peer and the peer where it is defined in two ways that depend on the
capabilities of the source peers.
First, a query peer can substitute at query compile time an MDPF with a concrete
implementation that invokes some computation at a remote peer. For this, an implementation of multi-directional proxy functions must provide a way to relate an MDPF
with the actual implementations that compute the MDPF in particular directions.
This relationship can be established by defining an MDPF M as a tuple hT, {F j , B j }i
where T is a type signature, and {F j , B j } is a set of SDPFs F j , and corresponding binding patterns B j . Each binding pattern B j defines a permutation of the variables in M,
such that the logical inputs of F j correspond to the bound variables in M. This permutation of variables is required because the SDPFs are computable only in the forward
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direction. Thus, an implementation of an MDPF must be able to reorder its inputs
to fit the variable order of the invoked SDPF and the results of the SDPF to fit the
signature of its MDPF. With this approach, the query compiler reduces the problem
of computing an MDPF to the computation of some SDPF. Because of this reduction,
this approach is applicable to all kinds of peers accessible through SDPFs.
The second possibility to compute MDPFs is to delegate the choice of the most efficient computation of an MDPF to the source peer during query execution time. This
requires that the source peer is capable of accepting an MDPF reference together with
the bound parameters and deciding on the fly which is the best implementation to access the data collection modeled by the MDPF. The main problem with this approach
is that the query compiler at the query peer can not easily estimate the execution cost
and selectivity of MDPF remote calls at compile time, because variable bindings can
not be known before execution. It remains to be investigated how to process queries
with such dynamic MDPFs.
3.2.2

Related approaches

The ODL object-oriented data definition language, which is a part of the ODMG standard [10], provides facilities to define inverse relationships as special kind of class
properties. Unlike our functional approach, relationships in ODL can be only binary.
The main limitation of ODL relationships is that it is not possible for the users to
specify user-defined methods that compute the same relationship in different directions. Instead, the system maintains the relationships transparently for the user. This
is convenient for top-down database design, but limiting when specifying interfaces to
sources with specialized and/or limited capabilities.
3.2.3

Querying

Queries over peers modeled as collections of MDPFs can be expressed in a more
simple and declarative way because many related interface capabilities at the peers
are “hidden” behind one abstract proxy function. For example, all three queries from
Fig. 2 can be expressed through the single query on Fig. 3.
select s
from student s, course c, grade g
where c = all_courses() and
student_info(s,c) = g
g = 5;
Figure 3: Example of query with MDPF interface class.

3.2.4

Meta-Data

Compared to the SDPF interface class, MDPFs require additional meta-data that relates several interface capabilities at a remote peer as computing the same relationship
between data items in different directions. Many data sources do not provide such
meta-data, therefore users must be able to manually define MDPFs in the mediator
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data definition language, and relate the MDPFs to their corresponding implementations and binding patterns based on the user’s knowledge of the sources. For some
data sources, such as RDBMS, it may be known in advance that specific kinds of
data collections, e.g. tables and views, can be always accessed in all possible directions. Such sources allow MDPFs to be automatically generated and related to their
corresponding implementations for different binding patterns.
Since an MDPF relates data items of the same types no matter in what direction it is computed, all schema related meta-data can be encoded in the MDPF itself.
However, to allow a query processor to choose the most efficient implementation of
an MDPF, the MDPF interface class requires the same technical meta-data as in the
SDPF interface class.
3.2.5

Discussion

The MDPF approach has three major advantages - first, it reduces the total number
of functions that a user must deal with which simplifies the task of specifying queries
and views, second, the user does not have to consider alternative queries for performance reasons, and third, the query processor automatically selects the most efficient
implementations of generic proxy functions. Thus the MDPF interface class provides
higher level of abstraction while at the same time it provides improved performance
compared to the SDPF interface class. Practical implementations of MDPF interfaces
require that a mediator query processor can optimize queries in the presence of limited binding patterns and thus are more complex than that of peers based on the SDPF
interface class. Query processing with limited binding patterns is studied, e.g., in [37]
and later in [14]. Finally, since MDPF is reduced to SDPF, MDPF interface carry over
all other problems characteristic of SDPF.

3.3

Multi-peer Proxy Functions

In a peer mediator system peers may have overlapping capabilities and therefore there
might be a choice where to perform some of the computations in a QEP and consequently where to ship the data necessary for those computations. This choice may
lead to considerable differences in query performance in particular when the processing power and network link capacity varies between the peer nodes. Using our
approach to model remote peers as collections of proxy functions, overlapping peer
capabilities mean that two or more proxy functions represent equivalent computations
implemented at different peers. Two functions are equivalent if for the same input
they always produce the same output and this holds for all possible legal inputs. Thus
a function can be freely substituted for any of its equivalent functions. Function equivalence does not necessarily mean that two remote computations are implemented in
the same way. If a proxy function represents data that is explicitly stored at a peer,
then equivalent proxy functions represent data replicas. In addition equivalent proxy
functions may represent other equivalent computations, such as an image similarity
matching operator available at several peers. Thus, data replication becomes a special
case of equivalent proxy functions. This means that a query processor that takes into
account function equivalence will automatically take into account data replication.
Since proxy function equivalence stems from the equivalence of the corresponding
computations at remote peers, in the general case the concept of equivalence has to be
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applied to the participating SDPFs. Equivalence of MDPFs can be defined in different
more or less “strict” ways. Here we consider two MDPFs as equivalent if they are
computable in the same directions and for each direction the corresponding SDPFs
are equivalent. This definition can be relaxed in various ways which are outside the
scope of this work.
3.3.1

Functionality

As we already noticed, one SDPF may be computed through several equivalent computations that are implemented differently in different peers. For example, let us
add to our university scenario one more source peer that provides access to its data
through an ODBC physical interface, and is known to contain a replica of the function
enrolled in. In this case the implementations of the two functions that access the same
data in different peers will be different - one will submit HTTP requests, the other ODBC calls. Therefore we can consider that for each set of equivalent SDPFs that
correspond to concrete computations in some peers, there is some abstract function
with a binding pattern common for all the SDPFs. We call such abstract functions
multi-peer proxy functions (MPPF). An MPPF is fully described by a tuple hT, {F j }i
where T is a type signature, and F j is either an SDPF or an MDPF.
3.3.2

Related approaches

The idea of equivalent proxy functions relates to the concept of location transparency
in distributed DBMS (DDBMS) [44], federated DBMS (FDBMS) [48], and mediator systems [53]. In a DDBMS, for performance and reliability, (partially) replicated
relations are distributed among many nodes. A DDBMS provides full location transparency by choosing automatically which replicas to use for querying, thus all replicated relations at the query language level are similar to MPPFs. There are two main
differences between replication in DDBMSs and MPPFs. First, table replicas in a
DBBMSs are specified in a top-down fashion by the user and are then automatically
maintained by the system, and the users cannot “tell” the DBMS that some external
data collections are in fact replicas. In contrast to that, MPPFs allow mediator users
to specify the equivalence of arbitrary remote data collections that are outside of the
control of the mediator. This can be done on per remote data collection basis either
manually by the mediator users based on their knowledge or automatically by the
mediator system whenever equivalence can be discovered automatically. The second
main difference is that, unlike replication in DDBMSs that relates only stored data,
MPPFs provide a uniform way to treat as equivalent both computations and stored
data in external sources. Both this differences make MPPFs more suitable for data
integration than the automatic top-down approach to replication of DDBMSs.
A federated DBMS integrates multiple export schemas into a federated schema
that includes information about the distribution of the export schemas and the mapping between different schema elements of the export schemas and the corresponding
element in the federated schema. At the level of a federated schema data distribution
is invisible for the user in the same way as through MPPFs. However, the design of
a federated schema also requires that semantic heterogeneity of the export schemas
is resolved, thus federated schemas are more general than MPPFs with respect to the
heterogeneity of the component databases.
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The concept of local-as-view (LAV) schema mappings in mediator systems [36,
50] is similar in that it provides a single logical view over many distributed data collections as MPPFs. However, LAV schema mappings relate not only equivalent data
collections but also ones that represent similar real-world concepts. LAV mappings
are more general than MPPFs and can deal also with semantic data heterogeneity and
specify how to restructure and reconcile related data collections into one coherent
view. MPPFs only account for data collection equivalence and can not handle heterogeneity, however query processing with LAV mappings [36] is much more complex
that that with MPPFs.
3.3.3

Query processing

To enable processing of queries over MPPFs, it is necessary that a mediator query
processor takes into account the equivalence of remote functionality, and that it explores alternative plans where the computation of equivalent functions is performed at
various peers. Thus a mediator query compiler needs to explore a larger search space
where not only the order of the operations matter, but also the peers where operations
are executed. It is shown in [34] that for a System R style optimizer the time complexity of such distributed query optimization is O(s3 ∗ 3n ), where s is the number of peers
and n the number of relations, while in a single-site optimizer it is O(3n ) as shown
in [42]. These results apply only to the case when there are no binding patterns to
consider. The combination of MPPFs with MDPFs may result in even bigger search
spaces for a query optimizer, because it has to consider both alternative peers for the
computation of functions and alternative binding patterns. As a result we may expect
higher compilation cost that increases with the number of peers referenced in a query.
One special type of optimization that a mediator peer should perform is when it
implements locally some function referenced in a global query, that is some of the
MPPFs have local SDPFs in their definitions. In such cases it is always possible to
replace an MPPF with a corresponding local function in its definition to avoid communication.
In all other cases, even when several functions in a QEP can be executed at the
same remote peer, all the data passed between these functions still has to be shipped
through the query peer in a centralized manner. This is due to that MPPFs in a QEP
are replaced by SDPFs which allow only centralized query execution, i.e. the peers
cannot exchange data directly.
3.3.4

Querying

MPPFs provide an even higher level of abstraction above MDPFs because they “hide”
many functions that perform the same computation behind one abstract function. This
reduces even further the number of functions a user must deal with to specify queries.
For example, if several peers provide the same operation, e.g. an image comparison
operation, if the equivalence of these operations is not known to the mediator system,
then it is the user who must choose one of these alternative implementations. In a
similar way as MDPFs provide an advantage over SDPFs, MPPFs are more general
than SDPFs and can be combined with MDPFs to provide a more expressive tool to
describe peer sources. Once the equivalence of functions across peers is established
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through MPPFs, users need not be aware of distribution and may concentrate on query
semantics, letting the mediator query compiler select the most appropriate peers.
The second advantage of MPPFs is that queries specified in terms of MPPFs need
not be changed when peers are added and removed, or their capabilities are modified. The only changes needed when the functionality of a peer changes or the peer
is added/removed is that of the definitions of the affected MPPFs. Then the mediator query compiler can automatically recompile all affected queries without any user
intervention.

3.3.5

Meta-Data

In addition to the meta-data needed by the SDPF and MDPF interface classes, the definition of MPPFs needs meta-data about the equivalence of functions and operations
defined in different peers. Function equivalence can be established in several ways.
Users can explicitly specify function equivalence via the mediator DDL. Knowledge
about standards, query languages and particular systems can be used, e.g. equivalence of built-in functions in DBMSs can be easily established. Automatic and semiautomatic means can be used to detect function equivalence as in [55], e.g. functions
with the same name and signature can be considered to have the same semantics. For
functions implemented in a declarative language as parameterized queries the notion
of query equivalence [24] can be used to detect function equivalence. However, in the
general case it is not possible to infer automatically function equivalence. Therefore it
is essential that some peers provide the means for the user to specify and store function
equivalence information. Ideally this information is stored as part of the meta-schema
of the peer(s). MPPFs inherit all other meta-data requirements of SDPFs/MDPFs.

3.3.6

Discussion

Modeling remote peers through MPPFs can considerably reduce query execution times
due to lower network overhead, better utilization of processing power and utilization
of more efficient data access paths at the remote peers. Once the equivalence of some
functionality in a PMS is established, the users may transparently specify queries using functions as generic concepts without the need to take into account where these
functions are implemented and what are the query performance consequences. MPPFs
also provide better scalability in the data integration process because they allow mediators to automatically adjust to changes through query recompilation.
The cost of these advantages is more complex query processing that requires a
distribution-aware query processor. The use of MPPFs expands the search space of a
query compiler which allows more efficient QEPs to be found than in the SDPF and
MDPF approaches. However this may result in considerably higher compilation costs
compared to the use of only SDPFs/MDPFs. As with MDPFs, multi-peer proxy functions inherit all other disadvantages of SDPFs because they are directly replaced by
SDPFs at compile time. Finally, with MPPFs mediators can consider only capabilities
that are already present at the peers.
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3.4

Plan Shipping

The analysis of the previous three classes of inter-peer interfaces, collectively called
proxy function interfaces, shows that in order to achieve better performance, it is necessary that the peers provide more powerful ways to access their data than through
simple RPCs modeled as directly computable proxy functions. The disadvantages
of the proxy function interfaces are rooted in that from the perspective of the query
peers, all other peers are capable only of computing proxy functions that correspond
to individual data collections or object properties. Thus, query processing based on
proxy function interfaces has to be performed centrally, and data is always shipped
to the computation in the form of call parameters and results. Such centralized query
processing can be suboptimal because i) even if several computations in a QEP are
performed at the same peer, all intermediate data is transferred across the network
through the query peer, and ii) intermediate results between operations in different
remote peers are always communicated through the query peer.
To overcome both limitations it is necessary to decentralize the processing of
global queries in a PMS. Then, computations that can be executed at the same peer
can be grouped together and sent to that peer for execution, so that network transmission of intermediate results is replaced by in-process communication. Operation
grouping may also result in reduction of network traffic because the combined execution of several operations may produce less data than the execution of each operation
separately. Intermediate results between operations that do not involve the query peer
can be communicated directly between the remote peers much more efficiently than
through the query peer, depending on the network links between the peers.
To decentralize the processing of queries in a PMS, the query peers should be
able to delegate to other peers the computation of portions of queries, here called
query fragments, as whole units of processing. This requirement means that source
peers must have the capability to “understand” and compute such query fragments.
Query fragments, as queries in general, can be represented in two ways - either as
algebraic expressions that describe how to compute a query fragment, or as declarative
expressions that logically specify the desired result. In this section we will consider
the first case when query fragments are communicated as algebraic expressions. The
following Sect. 3.5 discusses the second alternative - that of communicating query
fragments between peers in the form of sub-queries.
In order for a query peer to instruct other peers to perform complex computations
via algebraic expressions, the remote peers must be able to store and execute such
expressions on peer’s request. We term this interface capability as plan shipping.
3.4.1

Functionality

Plan shipping is useful for systems that provide an algebraic interface to their data, but
have no query language or query compiler. Since few systems provide public interfaces that allow them to accept QEPs (and thus directly expose their query processors),
and there is no standard for query plans, plan shipping is most applicable to peers of
the same kind that “know” each other’s QEP format, and thus are able to generate and
exchange such sub-plans.
To implement plan shipping it is required that, as minimum, query peers can PSq1)
decompose global plans into sub-plans, each executable by some remote peer, and
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PSq2) invoke remote plans via some mechanism. Source peers should be able to
PSs1) receive a QEP in some form, and PSs2) compute and return the result of an
invocation of a QEP. Having only these two capabilities means that a query peer has
to submit sub-plans every time it executes an global query. To avoid this overhead,
source peers should be able to PSs3) install sub-plans, that is, to locally store received
plans, return handles for such plans, and invoke plans through such handles.
To enable cost-based query compilation the query peers should be able to PSq3)
estimate the cost of executing sub-plans in another peer, the selectivity of these subplans, and the costs of network communication. Query peers can achieve this either
by running probing queries, or using historical information about query execution. In
addition source peers may be capable of PSs4) exporting statistics information about
their data.
3.4.2

Related approaches

Plan shipping is used in some DDBMS such as distributed INGRES [12] where one
“master” site decomposes an initial query into sub-queries and sends these subqueries
to its “slave” sites for execution. Some mediator systems with distributed architecture
use plan shipping as well to communicate QEPs to their components. The DISCO
system [49] sends algebraic expressions in terms of a logical algebra to their wrappers. The mediators and the wrappers implement the same universal abstract machine. Wrappers evaluate sub-queries in this abstract algebra. The MOCHA mediator
system [47] consists of one query processing coordinator (QPC) that performs query
optimization and controls query execution of client queries, and of a number of data
access providers (DAPs) that provide the QPC with a uniform access mechanism to
remote data sources. Similar to DISCO wrappers, DAPs contain a query execution
engine that accepts and executes query plans.
3.4.3

Query Processing

In order to utilize the plan shipping capabilities of the remote peers in a PMS, a mediator query processor must be able to i) decompose queries into sub-plans each computable at some peer, and an assembly plan computable at the mediator that composes
the sub-plans, ii) optimize these sub-plans and the mediator assembly plan, iii) eventually translate the sub-plans into a representation understandable by the remote peers,
and iv) execute the sub-plans, collect their results and compute with them the assembly
plan to produce the final query result.
Due to the similarity of plan shipping and query shipping (described in Sect. 3.5),
we defer the discussion of query processing for plan shipping to Sect. 3.5.3 where
we point out the differences between query processing for both interface classes and
discuss their advantages and disadvantages.
3.4.4

Meta-Data

Plan shipping assumes that the remote peers are only capable of executing a QEP in
some form, but neither of generating nor refining a QEP. Therefore the query peers
must be able to generate and ship only correct sub-plans to be processed by other
peers. For that a query peer has to “know” about the query capabilities of other peers.
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By query capabilities here we mean not only the functions and operators that can be
computed by a peer, but also how these functions and operators can be combined to
form complex expressions. As with all other classes of peer interfaces, when a peer
has incomplete knowledge of the query capabilities of other peers, it can compensate
with its own capabilities and perform by itself the computations it can not send to
other peers. Therefore peers must have some way of acquiring, representing and using
knowledge about other peer’s query capabilities.
How can a peer acquire this knowledge? Humans can describe the query capabilities supported by various kinds of peers and store this meta-data at some peer(s). Peers
may export meta-data about their and other peers’ capabilities, and then query peers
can automatically retrieve capability related information. It is very likely that only
incomplete or no knowledge about peer query capabilities is available. In such cases
peers may learn about each other’s capabilities by trial-and-error as in [20]. For this,
it is necessary that a peer can reply that it received an illegal plan. Then other peers
may send various QEPs to probe whether they are executable. Finally, a combined
approach allows to manually describe query capabilities, then other peers can retrieve
this meta-data, and when it is incomplete allow peers to infer query capabilities via
probing.
How to represent and use query capability information? Ideally capabilities should
be modeled explicitly in terms of the data model of the mediator peers. This allows
for high-level declarative access to capabilities meta-data, where all available query
processing techniques can be used in a reflective manner to retrieve and manipulate
this data. Another alternative is to embed the knowledge about peer capabilities in
translator modules that “know” how to generate a QEP executable at a remote peer
from a query in terms of the mediator query language. In this way all knowledge
about peer capabilities is implicit in the code of the translator.
3.4.5

Discussion

Compared to the proxy function interfaces, plan shipping can be expected to provide
considerably better performance due to reduced network costs and load distribution at
query execution time. When a whole sub-plan for a query is executed at another peer,
network costs are reduced because all the data between the operators is exchanged
inside the same peer and therefore network communication is replaced by several order of magnitude faster intra- or inter- process communication (depending on the peer
implementation). Plan shipping also reduces the number of RPC calls made across the
network and replaces them with intra- or inter- process calls. Considering that RPC
calls are orders of magnitude slower than function call in the same process and that in
a query typically there are millions of such calls, we may expect considerable benefits.
Finally, plan shipping can reduce the amount of data transferred over the network by
combining data-reducing operations in the same query fragment.
Peers that have the capability PSs3) to store sub-plans for future execution raise
the problem of how to keep the remote sub-plans consistent with the corresponding
plans in the query mediators. There are many kinds of peers such as Web sources,
Internet search engines and RDBMSs, to name a few, that do not export interfaces to
their internal plan representation and therefore plan shipping is not applicable to them.
Another problem with plan shipping is that it requires from the query peer to have very
detailed knowledge about the capabilities of other peers and execution costs of each
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function and operation. Plan shipping also puts all the query compilation load on the
query peer. In a system with many peers this compilation cost may be substantial.
Finally, plan shipping requires that peers give up their execution autonomy to the
query peers. Many of the disadvantages with plan shipping are alleviated by the more
general query shipping to be discussed next.

3.5

Query Shipping

Many important kinds of data sources, such as database systems, provide access to
their data through high-level declarative interfaces via some query language. Such
sources typically do not allow external systems to submit a pre-compiled QEP in a
directly executable form. Therefore the plan shipping approach can not be applied to
this type of data source peers. An alternative way to delegate the execution of query
fragments to remote peers is to send the query fragments in a declarative form as subqueries in terms of a query language supported by the corresponding peers. Peers with
the capability to accept queries through some interface are said to have query shipping
interface capabilities.

3.5.1

Functionality

For peers to inter-operate via query shipping, the query peers must be able to QSq1)
identify the query fragment(s) of a query that can be computed by remote peers, and
QSq2) submit data requests in the form of sub-queries expressed in the query language
of a source peer.
Compared to all other interface classes discussed so far, query shipping demands
the most advanced capabilities from the source peers. Such peers should be able to
QSs1) accept sub-queries in terms of some query language and locally compile those
sub-queries into sub-plans, and QSs2) execute sub-plans and return their results to
their query peers. Similarly to plan shipping, source peers that allow only QSs1) and
QSs2), may require that the query peers ship the same sub-queries many times during
the execution of a query, and these sub-queries are compiled and executed at the source
peers on the fly. This approach is simple, but can be very expensive. Therefore, the
source peers should provide a way to QSs3) precompile a sub-query, store the QEP
for the sub-query, and return a handle for that QEP, and QSs4) allow remote systems
to invoke a QEP through a handle.
Sub-queries are normally computed as parts of larger queries, therefore the same
sub-query may be invoked many times with different values for the constants in the
sub-query. One example is when a remote sub-query produces the data for the inner
collection of a join. Then the sub-query is invoked for each value of the outer collection. A naive approach to execute remote sub-queries is to generate and send one
sub-query per each set of input constants. This can lead to a large number of queries
being sent and compiled at the source peers. Therefore, for better performance, source
peers should be able to QSs5) compile and execute parameterized queries in a way
similar to the prepare facility in ODBC and JDBC.
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3.5.2

Related approaches

Query shipping is widely used for query processing in DDBMS [44]; multidatabase
systems, e.g., [39, 43]; and mediator systems, e.g., [20, 16, 38], to name a few. Large
number of projects have considered query processing issues related to query shipping
both for distributed DBMS and centralized mediators. A PMS adds additional complexity to the problem because of the autonomy and decentralization of the peers. As a
result, schema and data statistics are not readily available as in DDBMS, the peers are
not homogeneous in their capabilities and interfaces. Thus query processing in a PMS
must take into account the additional cost of acquiring data statistics and schema information about other peers, and compensate for missing capabilities at the remote peers.
In the following sub-section we overview the main query processing steps typical for
query processing with query and plan shipping. Many aspects of these techniques
have been addressed in large number of works, many of which are overviewed in [44]
and in [33].
3.5.3

Query Processing

Similar to plan shipping, query shipping requires that mediator peers identify the
query fragments computable by other peers and request the execution of these fragments in some way. Thus, to utilize the query shipping capabilities of the peers, query
processing in the mediator peers requires the same steps as plan shipping - query
decomposition, fragment translation, fragmented query optimization and fragmented
query execution. Below we describe each of these steps.
• Query decomposition. The most important functionality required to process
queries against peers with both query and plan shipping interfaces is query decomposition - the capability of the query peers to split a query into fragments
that can be computed by the source peers. Query decomposition takes a global
query, identifies the remote peers referenced in the query, and splits the query
into query fragments computable at the source peers. The peers in a PMS system are heterogeneous in terms of their capabilities, therefore query decomposition has to take into account the varying capabilities of the peers and utilize these
capabilities. At the same time query decomposition must leave to the query
peer the computation of functions and operations that cannot be processed by
any other source peer. The result of query decomposition is an equivalent representation of a query, called a fragmented query, where the query fragments can
be treated as atomic units of processing composed in an assembly query computable at the mediator that composes the intermediate results from the query
fragments into the final query result. The difference between query and plan
shipping is that with query shipping the query fragments are in a declarative
form, here called sub-queries, while with plan shipping the query fragments
have to have a directly executable algebraic representation as sub-plans.
• Fragmented query optimization. There may be many alternative ways with
different performance to decompose a query into query fragments, and to compose these fragments into an assembly plan. Therefore, a mediator query processor must be able to find an optimal decomposition of a query into fragments,
and an optimal execution order of the fragments in an assembly plan. The tradi23

tional database approach [44, 33] is to use cost-based query optimization to find
optimal global QEPs. In the context of query shipping, cost-based optimization
requires that it is possible to estimate the execution cost and selectivity of each
sub-query at each corresponding peer, and the execution cost of the overall QEP
that combines the results of the query fragments. Given that the cost is known
for each sub-query, the compilation and optimization of the sub-queries themselves must be delegated to the respective remote peers, while the mediator peer
optimizes only the assembly plan. If plan shipping is used, the mediator query
optimizer must consider the execution costs of each individual proxy function
and database operation in a query, and find the optimal order of all operations
both in the sub-plans and in the assembly plan.
• Fragment translation. When source peers accept query fragments in a form
different from the one used by the query peer, query fragments have to be translated in terms of the source peer data access interfaces. This translation step has
to take into account differences in the data models, data representations, and
data access methods. The translation process can augment query fragmentation when the capabilities meta-data is not detailed enough, so that only correct
translations are produced. In such cases if the translation of a fragment fails it
can be considered that the fragment can not be computed by the source peers.
• Fragmented query execution. Query sub-plans themselves can be viewed as
computations that require some input data and produce some result data. Thus,
sub-plans can be naturally wrapped by SDPFs in the query peer. Implementations of such SDPFs invoke the corresponding sub-plans installed at remote
peers through the sub-plan handles and, as other SDPFs, translate input and
result data to these sub-plans into appropriate representations. In this way the
assembly QEP in the query peer can be viewed as consisting of SDPFs combined with local operations. Thus all observations about query execution with
SDPFs apply to the execution of decomposed queries.
The major difference between plan shipping and query shipping, is that query shipping communicates requests for complex computations in the form of declarative subqueries. These sub-queries are compiled and executed later by the remote peers. As a
result, peers cooperate not only during query execution, but also at query compilation
time. Thus, query shipping provides the means to distribute not only the execution of
queries, but also the query compilation process in a PMS system. Remote peers that
receive sub-queries for compilation can make a local decision based on their own information on how to process a query, i.e. this is the first class of interface capabilities
where source peers participate in the compilation of a global QEP.
An interesting case of query processing arises when the source peers are capable
of processing global queries themselves. One example of such peers are the mediators
peers. If the source peers support the query shipping approach, then it can be applied
recursively over the sub-queries. The process of query decomposition and optimization can be distributed among many peers, where every peer decides how to generate
a QEP for its sub-queries. A global QEP for the whole query is produced by all peers
in a cooperative query compilation process. In this way functions and operations can
propagate through many levels of peers and finally be computed at source peers that
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the query peer is not even aware of. Such a recursive application of plan shipping is
not possible because the source peers are only capable of query execution.
3.5.4

Meta-Data

Query shipping does not require any additional meta-data to be exchanged between the
peers compared to plan shipping. In fact, plan shipping requires that the cost for each
remote operation and function is available to the query peer, while with query shipping
the source peers have to provide only the total execution cost of a whole sub-query.
Most existing data sources with query interfaces do not provide such information,
thus the query peers need to “quess” the cost of sub-queries, e.g. by probing or using
historical information.
The meta-data required for the plan and query shipping approaches is closely related to the capabilities of the peers. Below we analyze the peer capabilities that play
a role in the two approaches.
3.5.5

Discussion

Since query shipping allows sub-queries to be executed at remote peers, network transmission costs can be reduced in the same way as with plan shipping. In addition,
query shipping can result in better QEPs for remote sub-queries than plan shipping
because each peer has more complete and up-to-date knowledge of the implementation of its local functions, operations and data statistics and can produce more efficient
sub-plans than a query peer. In particular, when sub-queries in source peers reference
local views, queries can be merged and optimized together with the expanded view
definitions to simplify the sub-queries and to discover more efficient access paths to
the data. Another performance benefit from query shipping is that it distributes the
load of producing a QEP between the query and the source peers because both the
query peer and its source peers cooperate to compile fragments of MDB queries.
The implementation of interoperable peers via query shipping requires that the
peers provide a query interface to their data and therefore have the capability to process queries themselves. Thus, compared with all previous interface classes, query
shipping requires the most complex peer implementation that includes a query compiler. Similarly to plan shipping, the ability to store precompiled sub-queries at remote
peers raises the problem of how to keep the remote sub-queries consistent with the
master queries in the query mediators.

3.6

View Definition Shipping

In a PMS, mediator peers can be freely composed logically in terms of other mediators
and data source peers through database views. There is no central control of the data
integration process and no central repository for all integrated views in all mediators.
Instead, the users of each mediator define integrated views over a limited number
of known peers with very little global knowledge about the rest of the PMS and the
composition, capabilities and contents of the other peers. This ad-hoc approach to
distributed data integration may result in a network of logically composed peers with
redundancy because many peers may integrate the same source peers and even the
same remote views through many different logical paths. If query processing in a
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PMS follows the logical paths between the peers, this may result in many redundant
computations and network data transfers. To alleviate this problem, the query peers
must be able to discover the redundancy in the view definitions of their source peers.
Similar to query processing over views in centralized DBMSs, for this a query peer
must be able to expand the definitions of the views it queries, so that it can analyze
these definitions together and optimize together the expanded view definitions. This
requires that the source peers with a view definition capability provide some interface
to their view definitions, so that the query peers can request these view definitions. We
term this view definition shipping.
3.6.1

Functionality

In order for peers to exchange view definitions, the query peers have to VSq1) recognize which remote collections referenced in a global query are in fact defined as views,
VSq2) request the definitions of views from remote peers, and VSq3) when necessary,
translate the received view definitions into a local representation. Correspondingly, the
source peers containing views must be able to VSs1) accept view definition requests,
and VSs2) ship view definitions to the query peers.
Source peers with a view definition capability may in turn integrate other peers
through their views. There are two alternatives for a query peer to fully expand all
multi-level view definitions. First, the source peers may return view definitions in a
format that specifies which other remote views are used in a view. Then the query
peer may directly request the definitions of these remote views from their peers. Second, the query peer may request that the source peers themselves expand their own
views and recursively request view definitions from their source peers on behalf of the
query peer. The first alternative VSr1) is applicable in cases when the remote peers
provide a multi-peer query language, and provide their view definitions, but can not be
instructed to expand views themselves. Typically these can be other mediator systems
or federated DBMS as DB2 [28] treated as data sources in the PMS. The second alternative VSr2) is mainly applicable to the design of the mediators in the PMS, because
it is very unlikely that other systems may be instructed to request views from their
source peers.
3.6.2

Query Processing

The traditional approach to process queries over views in database systems, here called
full view expansion, is to recursively expand all view definitions and replace all view
references in a query with their corresponding definitions until the query references
only stored tables. Applied to a PMS, this approach requires that the query peers recursively request view definitions from their source peers until no views can be further
expanded. After all views are expanded, the merged views can be simplified through
declarative query rewrites, so that all redundant query operations are removed. Some
mediator peers in a PMS may provide fully virtual views that only integrate other peers,
but do not contribute their own data or operations. The expansion and simplification
of such views through query rewrites completely removes all references to such fully
virtual views, which reduces the number of peers accessed at query execution time.
Expanded remote view definitions may reveal that several remote peers contain views
that actually use the same remote common sub-views in some source peers. If global
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queries over such peers are executed without expanding view definitions, then the
query peer will access the same remote views via several different logical paths that
pass through different peers. This may result in many unnecessary data transfers and
redundant re-computations of the same views in the source peers. View expansion allows such redundant view compositions to be discovered and simplified through query
rewrites.
After view expansion and simplification, query processing can continue through
one of the methods for the interface classes described in the previous sections. For
example the use of plan or query shipping allows to combine accesses to the same
sources into single more selective queries and thus further reduce query processing
and network transmission costs.
Full view expansion, however, has some disadvantages. In a PMS with many
levels of composed mediators and sources, the expansion of some views may reveal
that the views are defined in terms of many more other views in many peers. As
a result a mediator query optimizer may have to optimize very large queries over
large number of peers. Thus, full view expansion may result in prohibitively high
compilation costs. One alternative to full view expansion is to limit the expansion
process by some predefined resource, e.g. some number of peers is discovered, or
some number of expansions is performed, or a time-out limit. Another alternative
is to expand only the most “promising” views, that result in improvements for QEP
quality with relatively little compilation cost. We term such a strategy selective view
expansion. The experimental study of the tradeoffs between no view expansion, partial
and full view expansion in [31] shows that the most promising views are the ones that
contain common direct or indirect sub-views. Based on this observation, a heuristic
view expansion approach may consider the topology of the logical composition of the
views in a PMS and select for expansion only the views with common sub-views.
3.6.3

Meta-Data

Apart from the view definitions themselves, query processing with view expansion
requires that the query peers can distinguish which of the proxy functions referenced in
a query or view are defined as views themselves in their peers. The simplest approach
is to use trial-and-error requests and let the query peers send view expansion requests
irrespective of whether proxy functions actually represent remote views and deduce
from the result if a view was successfully expanded. If the remote peers provide such
meta-data, then view meta-data can be attached to proxy functions at their creation
time.
In order to apply selective view expansion, the query peers need additional metadata that provides them with enough information to decide which are the promising
views for expansion. For example, remote peers may provide with each view metadata about the peers accessed by the view. An overlap between the peers of several
views is a necessary condition for common sub-views and can be used as an identifier
of potential overlapping view definitions.
3.6.4

Discussion

If applied in its complete form view expansion may result in very high compilation
costs that may outweigh the benefit in improved query execution times. Thus, the main
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complexity in processing queries through view expansion is in implementing a heuristic that can balance the compilation cost with the benefit in QEP quality. View expansion is independent of and can be combined with any of the other interface classes.
It may be particularly beneficial to combine view expansion with query shipping, so
that expanded view definitions are grouped into sub-queries and shipped for remote
processing. In this way many individual requests via different logical paths can be
replaced by a single more selective sub-query. Finally, view expansion may radically
change the execution data flow compared to the logical paths between the mediators.
Unlike all other interface capabilities, view expansion allows that redundant mediators are completely bypassed at query execution time and thus remove much of the
overhead of the logical composition of the mediators.

4

Implementation of Peer Mediators

The analysis of inter-peer interface capabilities and the related query processing techniques, presented in the preceding section, is based on our experiences from the
implementation of the AMOS II peer mediator system based on the functional data
model and query language described in Sect. 2. Below we describe our implementation of five of the six interface classes - SDPF, MDPF, MPPF, query shipping, and
view shipping. We did not implement plan shipping because i) we did not encounter
data sources that provide a plan shipping interface, and ii) as an alternative to query
shipping, plan shipping is less suitable for the implementation of inter-mediator query
processing.
Single-Directional Proxy Functions. The implementation of SDPFs in AMOS II
is based on its built-in generic mechanism for extensibility - foreign functions. Thus,
SDPFs are foreign functions implemented only in the forward direction, where arguments are bound and results computed, that perform the call shipping functionality
described in 3.1.1. In addition to its implementation, each single-directional foreign
function that implements an SDPF is associated with the remote peer where the SDPF
is computed and with the corresponding remote data set represented by the proxy
function. Data sources of the same kind provide the same physical interfaces to their
functionality. For code reuse, proxy functions that access data from sources of the
same kind share the same implementation. Foreign functions provide a generic way
to associate with them either a static vector with cost information or a user-specified
function (possibly foreign too) that dynamically computes the cost and selectivity of
the foreign function. Similar to a shared implementation of all SDPFs for the same
kind of sources, there can be a single source statistics function associated with all
SDPFs for the same kind of sources. Schema information, such as the type signature
and key information of proxy functions, is accessed again through schema importation
foreign functions that “know” how to retrieve this type of meta-data from the corresponding kind of sources. Schema importation functions are generic per a kind of
source and on invocation automatically create local proxy functions that correspond
to schema objects in a remote source peer. Such functions are not defined for sources
that do not provide an interface to their meta-data, and instead users create proxy
functions manually.
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The computation of global queries for data integration typically requires joining
data from more than one proxy functions across the network. Therefore specialized
join methods are needed that take into account and minimize network costs. We have
developed three specialized inter-peer join algorithms, described in [26], that take into
account limited access capabilities at the sources and reduce network transmission
costs.
AMOS II mediators do not have special wrapper components separate from the
foreign functions as, e.g., in DB2 Federated DBMS [19]. Instead wrappers in AMOS II
comprise of the implementations of the foreign functions associated with the corresponding proxy functions, the corresponding cost functions, and the schema importation functions. Notice that all these are generic for a source kind. When more complex
wrappers are needed that require the translation of SDPFs into source-specific access
calls, AMOS II provides a rewrite mechanism that allows rewrite rules to be associated
with the proxy functions of a source kind. For example, all JDBC data sources provide
the same executeQuery method which can be wrapped by one generic implementation
associated with all SDPFs that access data in a JDBC source. The query rewrite mechanism would translate all SDPFs that reference the same JDBC source into a single
SQL sub-query string and replace all SDPFs of the same source with a single call to
the generic SDPF implementation that wraps executeQuery, with the translated SQL
string as a parameter. For sources that provide their meta-data, the wrapper implementor can define schema importation functions for each source kind. These schema
importation functions, analogous to the I MPORT FOREIGNS CHEMA statement in
SQL/MED [6], then can automatically create proxy functions from the schema of each
concrete source and associate these proxy functions with their generic implementation
and cost function.

Multi-Directional Proxy Functions. Multi-directional proxy functions in AMOS II
are based again on the generic foreign function mechanism that allows to define multidirectional foreign functions and to associate binding patterns and cost functions with
each separate implementation of a foreign function. Whenever sufficient source metadata is available, the schema importation function(s) for a kind of sources automatically creates MDPFs and associates them with the corresponding binding patterns and
cost functions. Queries over MDPFs are optimized as any other query over multidirectional foreign functions by cost-based optimization described in [37].

Multi-peer Proxy Functions. Our current implementation provides limited support
for MPPFs [27] only for mediators and relational DBMS. There are two kinds of
MPPFs. Single implementation functions (SIFs) are functions available only in one
peer. Multiple implementation functions (MIFs) are functions available in all peers.
Proxy functions are in general considered to be MIFs. However, for several special
kinds of peers such as the mediators themselves and relational DBMS it is known that
they always implement certain functions, e.g. inequalities. Such MIFs are known in
advance and are pre-defined per each kind of source. Query optimization in the presence of MIFs, described in detail in [27], uses a special function placement heuristics
that decides where to compute a MIF.
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Query shipping. For better performance, inter-mediator query processing employs
a query shipping approach, described in detail in [27]. Query processing is performed
in several steps: i) query decomposition uses a heuristic procedure to form sub-queries
in a way that minimizes data transfer between the peers, ii) cost-based optimization
uses a dynamic programming algorithm to find optimal left-deep plans that combine
the sub-queries into one multi-peer QEP, and iii) plan tree rebalancing [25] merges
groups of nodes in the left-deep plan and replaces some of the right leaves of the tree
with inter-peer sub-plans scheduled for execution at other peers. Tree rebalancing
itself is based on query shipping, because the merged nodes of an inter-peer query
plan are sent to other peers in the form of sub-queries. This allows remote peers to
compile the sub-queries themselves and thus to decide autonomously how to compute
the sub-plan.
AMOS II also supports query shipping for relational DBMS data sources. Since
relational sources support a query language (SQL) different from that of the mediators, the mediator peers perform sub-query translation and simplification steps [13] in
addition to the query processing steps for inter-mediator query shipping.
View definition shipping. As pointed out in Sect. 3.6, all previous classes of interfaces result in query processing that treats other peers as black boxes, and thus query
execution follows the logical composition of the peers. To improve the performance
of query processing for queries that involve many mediator peers, we implemented
view definition shipping for inter-mediator queries in the form of distributed selective
view expansion (DSVE) [31]. With DSVE mediators request the definitions of remote
views that contain common sub-views in lower-level mediators. As shown in [31] this
heuristics is promising in that only the most promising views are expanded so that
compilation cost is reduced while the quality of the inter-mediator QEPs is improved.

5

Related Work

In this section we overview two types of research. First we look at data integration
and/or data management systems with similar P2P architectures to the PMS architecture we described in Sect. 1. Then we classify into several categories works that
analyze and compare various aspects of the design of interoperable components in
distributed architectures.

5.1

Peer Data Management Systems

Several recent works [18, 21, 7] propose P2P architectures for data integration and
for the management of distributed and autonomous databases. In the vision paper
[18] it is indicated that placement and retrieval of data are fundamental problems in
most P2P systems, and therefore DBMS technology can, and should be applied to
P2P systems. That work concentrates on the problem of data placement in a P2P system. Another vision work [7], addresses the problem of semantic inter-dependencies
in between autonomous peer databases in the absence of a global schema. Inter-peer
semantic dependencies are described through coordination formulas in a Local Relational Model (LRM) that allows to specify at a logical level the synchronization of
several peer databases.
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Based on the assumption that data integration systems have one global mediated
schema that integrates all sources, [21] advocates the concept of peer data management systems (PDMS), as systems that replace the single logical schema of data integration systems with an interlinked collection of semantic mappings between the
peers’ schemas. The main problem addressed in [21] is that of schema mediation in
a PDMS. Schema mappings between peer databases are expressed in a declarative
language in combined global-as-view (GAV) and local-as-view (LAV) style. With respect to query processing, [21] deals with the problem of how to reformulate an initial
query in terms of schema mappings into a query in terms of the base relations, a problem called query answering, when there are mixed GAV and LAV transitive mappings
between peers.

5.2

Data and query shipping

An important issue in the design of client-server DBMSs is the distribution of processing between clients and servers. To study this issue, [15] first considers two extreme
approaches to distribute query processing between clients and servers. With the data
shipping approach all data is shipped from the servers to the clients and all query
operators are executed at the client. Data shipping provides for good utilization of
client resources, and is applicable in environments with powerful client nodes and fast
networks. With the query shipping approach (as defined in [15]) on the other hand
queries are submitted for computation at the servers and the clients directly receive
the final results. Query shipping reduces communication costs for selective queries,
shifts the load from the clients to the servers, and thus is suitable for client-server systems with powerful servers, resource-poor clients, and slow networks. As observed in
[15], neither of the two extreme approaches suits all situations. A natural alternative is
a hybrid shipping approach where some query operators are performed by the clients
and others by the servers. The experimental study of the three approaches through
a randomized query optimizer and a distributed database simulator show that hybrid
shipping is superior to both extreme approaches due to flexible use of the resources at
the clients and the servers.
Related to our analysis, data shipping as described in [15] corresponds to query
processing for the SDPF interface class. Since the results in [15] refer only to the
distribution of query execution, and do not consider the process of optimization itself,
they are applicable to both query and plan shipping as described in Sect. 3.4,3.5. Hybrid shipping assumes that the query operators in a QEP can be computed by many
nodes, thus this approach corresponds to a combination of the query processing approaches for nodes with both the MPPF and the query shipping interface classes.

5.3

Code shipping

Code shipping is a technique that dynamically extends the capabilities of remote peers
by uploading and installing implementations of new functions/database operations.
Two recent projects that employ code shipping are the MOCHA [47] and ObjectGlobe
[9] prototype systems.
Both works assume that there are one or more libraries of Java classes that implement user-defined types and functions, and that remote peers, which are standalone wrappers, called Data Access Providers in [47], and CPU Cycle Providers in
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[9], are capable of accepting class/method definitions and installing them locally. In
both projects a centralized query optimizer takes into account the possibility to install
user-defined operators at remote peers whenever the execution of the operators at the
remote sites reduces the network data transfer.
The main advantage of code shipping is organizational. While many database and
mediator systems are extensible, they require the intervention of a database administrator to install user-defined functions/operators, an approach that cannot scale to large
numbers of peers. Code shipping performs automatic deployment of user-defined
functions/operations whenever there can be a performance benefit from executing the
operations at the remote peers, thus reducing administration costs.
Related to our analysis, query optimization for peers with a code shipping capability is similar to that of query optimization for MPPFs. The added meta-data is that of
the location of the function/operation implementations, the size of the implementing
code, and the local cost of extending a peer with new functionality. In terms of query
optimization, the added complexity is that of considering the total cost of installing
a function/operation at a remote peer. Once some remote peers are extended with a
new function, all copies of this function can be considered as SDPFs that implement
on MPPF, and therefore query optimization with code shipping is reduced to query
optimization for MPPFs.
Code shipping poses additional security and interoperability problems that are outside of the scope of this work and addressed in [47, 9].

5.4

SQL and Management of External Data

The SQL/MED standard [40, 6], part of SQL:1999, addresses aspects related to the access to external data from SQL, and thus is directly related to our analysis. SQL/MED
introduces several new SQL schema concepts in conjunction with SQL syntax extensions, and a set of routines for developing external data source wrappers in a standardized manner. Below we relate the concepts introduced in SQL/MED to concepts in
our functional mediator data model and to our classification of interface capabilities.
Main concepts. Remote data collections in SQL/MED are represented through
the notion of a foreign table and external data sources are represented via the concept
of a foreign server that allows access to a set of foreign tables. Thus a foreign table
in SQL/MED corresponds to the concept of a proxy function in our functional data
model, and a foreign server in SQL/MED corresponds to a peer in our terms. If
in SQL/MED a foreign server is a set of foreign tables, we see a remote peer as a
set of proxy functions. Foreign-data wrappers in SQL/MED are code modules that
provide access to the same kind of foreign servers, and thus they correspond to a set
of SDPF implementations shared among SDPFs for the same kind of peers. Most of
the SQL/MED standard deals with the specification of the APIs used by the foreigndata wrappers and the SQL servers to communicate during query planning and query
execution.
Single-directional proxy functions. While SQL/MED does not by itself propose
a concept similar to SDPFs, there is a corresponding concept in the SQL Foundation part [3] of SQL:1999 that introduces user-defined functions (UDFs) as functions
implemented in some external language. Scalar UDFs in SQL:1999 correspond to
singleton-valued SDPFs, and table UDFs correspond to bag-valued SDPFs, thus UDFs
and SDPFs allow to express access to the same kind of remote data collections.
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Multi-directional proxy functions. The closest concept in SQL/MED to MDPFs
is that of foreign tables associated with foreign servers. Each foreign data-wrapper
responsible for the access to a kind of foreign servers implements all functionality
necessary for the access to the remote data collection represented by a foreign table.
Unlike binding patterns for MDPFs, all information about limited source access capabilities is hard-coded in the SQL/MED wrappers and cannot be inspected or modified
from the query language. Thus SQL/MED does not provide the means to freely associate a group of foreign functions that access the same abstract relation in different
ways as is possible with MDPFs. Instead, UDFs in SQL:1999 and foreign-data wrappers in SQL/MED are separate concepts and UDFs cannot be reused in a incremental
fashion to design wrappers. Instead the functionality of MDPFs in SQL/MED has to
be simulated through a relatively complex wrapper implementation.
Multi-peer proxy functions. SQL/MED introduces routine mappings that allow to associate UDFs and built-in SQL functions with procedures in remote servers.
Therefore routine mappings correspond to MPPFs that relate together equivalent SDPFs
in different peers. There is no corresponding facility in SQL/MED that can relate together several foreign relations in the same way as MPPFs can relate several equivalent
MDPFs.
Plan shipping. SQL/MED does not provide any direct support for plan shipping.
Instead wrappers always receive sub-queries in a declarative form and the way they
produce executable plans for their foreign servers is left to the wrapper implementor.
Thus the SQL query optimizer can not generate by itself QEPs for foreign servers.
Query shipping. The main mode of submitting data requests to foreign servers
in SQL/MED is to send sub-queries to the wrappers for compilation and execution.
Thus SQL/MED fully supports the concept of query shipping as described in this paper. Query compilation with query shipping in SQL/MED is based on a request/reply
paradigm. At compile-time the SQL server requests the execution of sub-queries from
the wrappers. The wrappers in turn return responses that identify which parts of a
sub-query they can handle. The SQL server must compensate for all operations that
the wrappers cannot handle. Thus all information about the capabilities of a kind of
sources is encoded in the corresponding wrapper and is not visible at the query language level.
View definition shipping. There is no corresponding capability in SQL/MED that
provides functionality similar to view definition shipping.
Conclusion. SQL/MED by itself does not provide any guidelines how to implement wrappers and how to compose many peers (some of which SQL servers themselves) into a PMS. From this comparison of SQL/MED and our functional approach
to mediation, we conclude that there are many similarities between the two, thus most
of our results are directly applicable to any implementation of a PMS on top of an
SQL:1999-compliant DBMS.

5.5

CORBA interfaces for database interoperability

The CORBA standard [2] provides an interoperability infrastructure that can be used
to bridge platform- and communication- level heterogeneity of multiple databases.
As pointed out in [11, 32] an important issue in the design of CORBA interfaces to
database systems is the degree of granularity of the interface. At the finest level of
granularity database rows or objects are wrapped through CORBA objects and are di33

rectly visible through the CORBA Object Request Service. This is a straightforward
way to integrate distributed databases, however this approach has the disadvantage
that most of the processing is performed by the client peer, query execution may result in very large number of cross-network requests, and it is hard to optimize requests
to remote databases. At the other extreme are coarse granularity interfaces where
remote DBMSs are wrapped through a single CORBA interface. This interface typically provides methods to query the data at the remote peers through a query language.
The heterogeneity among different databases is resolved by providing different implementations for the same generic database interface. [11, 32] argue that for database
interoperability it is necessary to use the second coarse-grain interface approach.
Related to our analysis, the fine-grain type of CORBA interfaces to databases corresponds to that of the SDPF interface class (Sect. 3.1), where CORBA objects correspond to proxy objects; CORBA methods, relationships and attributes correspond
to single-directional proxy functions. Coarse-grain access to database peers, where
there is one CORBA object that wraps the peer as a whole, corresponds to the query
shipping approach in Sect. 3.5.

5.6

Conclusion

To summarize, existing works compare few design alternatives that correspond to
some of the interface capabilities and corresponding query processing approaches
considered in this paper. In addition, based on our distinction of interface capabilities
and physical interfaces, our study is independent of the particular technology (such
as CORBA, JavaRMI, etc.) used to implement interoperable peers, and therefore our
results have wider applicability than similar works.
To the best of our knowledge there is no systematic study of the interface capabilities of mediator and data source peers, the meta-data that needs to be exchanged
between the peers or provided to the peers, and the corresponding query processing
capabilities enabled and/or required to process queries against composed mediator and
data source peers.

6

Conclusions

We have analyzed i) the relationship between the interface capabilities of mediator and
data source peers in a PMS, ii) the query processing techniques that can be applied
at the mediator peers in the presence of various capabilities, and iii) the meta-data
required for that. We classified peer interface capabilities into several classes with
increasing amount of meta-data and increasing complexity of query processing in the
mediator peers. Below we summarize the results of our analysis and discuss directions
for future work.
Data shipping and computation shipping. Distributed systems in general allow
two ways of cooperative processing - either data is shipped to the computation data
shipping, or the computation is shipped to the data, computation shipping. With respect to this general sub-division, the first three proxy function interface classes require “pure” data shipping because they assume that the peers have some pre-existing
fixed computational capabilities and data must be shipped to the peers that perform the
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computations. Systems cooperating through data shipping may have high data transfer
costs and under/over utilization of the resources at the peers. The last three interface
classes - plan, query and view definition shipping, fall in the category of computation
shipping. Characteristic of all three is that they allow the exchange of computations
in limited non- Turing-complete query languages typical for database systems. The
major advantage of this is that the exchange of computations between peers not only
reduces the amount of data transferred across the network and provides better load
distribution, but also allows computations to be combined at the peers and optimized
together. In a P2P system with ad-hoc structure there may be many redundant computation requests, thus the optimizability of combined computations is very important
so that redundancy can be discovered and removed.
Abstraction and performance. Another dimension for comparison of the six interface classes is the degree of abstraction they allow at the mediator query language
level. The first three data shipping approaches provide an increasing degree of abstraction for the user and shift more and more of the performance decisions from the
mediator user to the mediator query processor. For complex queries users may make
suboptimal decisions which combinations of SDPFs result in best performance, thus
the shift to a higher degree of abstraction in terms of MDPFs or MPPFs also results in
better query execution performance.
The three computation shipping interface classes allow for query processing techniques that further improve the performance and scalability of pure data shipping, but
do not add to the expressibility of the mediator queries.
Logical composition and physical query execution. An important characteristic
of the SDPF and MDPF interface classes is that they only allow query execution plans
that follow the logical composition of mediators where every proxy function is computed at its own source peer. The MPPF interface class provides more freedom to
the mediator query optimizer to decide where to compute proxy functions, thus query
execution may differ from the logical peer composition.
The plan and query shipping interface classes provide the means for mediator peers
to instruct remote peers to execute complex computations that relate several proxy
functions at once. In particular, remote mediator peers can be instructed to compute
sub-queries without the involvement of the query mediator. Thus the execution flow
may differ considerably from the logical composition of the peers and follow much
more efficient network routes than that of the logical peer composition.
In its pure form, plan shipping allows more restricted global QEPs than query
shipping because on one hand the query peers do not have knowledge of the implementation of remote data collections (e.g. views in other mediators), while on the
other hand the remote peers do not have an optimizer of their own and cannot use
their local knowledge to optimize their sub-plans. If plan shipping is combined with
view definition shipping, then the query peers can import the definitions of all remote
views referenced in a query and, given that detailed cost information is available, produce optimal global QEPs. The retrieval of all necessary meta-data and the subsequent
query optimization by the query peers may be very costly due to large optimizer search
space and large number of network meta-data requests, therefore we consider that plan
shipping is not suitable for data integration systems with a P2P architecture.
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Query shipping provides more flexibility than plan shipping and allows the query
processors at the remote peers to take their own decisions about the execution of their
sub-queries. Thus, a remote peer that provides a query shipping interface may merge
sub-queries with local view definitions and recursively generate sub-queries of its own
that may be sent to lower levels of peers. As a result query shipping allows cooperating
peers to produce global QEPs that can not be produced by plan shipping. An additional
advantage of query shipping is that it may propagate the execution of a proxy function
through many mediator levels to the peer where it is most efficient to compute that
function.
Finally, view definition shipping allows mediators to merge and analyze together
view definitions from many mediators. The more view definition a query mediator
retrieves the better picture it has of all peers relevant to a query and all operations
performed at these peers. This information allows the query peers to discover redundancies in logically composed mediators and even to bypass redundant mediators for
more efficient global QEPs.
Meta-Data and complexity of mediator implementation. We notice that query
processing for each of the interface classes requires generally more meta-data than the
previous ones. This additional meta-data provides information to the query mediators
to choose from more alternative plans. However, it also requires more complex query
planning that must consider an increasing number of alternative plans.
Design recommendations for PMSs. Based on our analysis of the six interface
classes, we notice that query processing for all of them always reduces inter-peer query
execution to the execution of SDPFs. Thus, a PMS can be designed incrementally
starting from relatively simple mediators, and gradually adding more complex query
processing capabilities that utilize the interface capabilities of the other peers.
The first mandatory step in the design of mediator peers in a PMS is to equip the
mediators with the basic capability to logically relate SDPFs to remote data collections and to compute these SDPFs efficiently. For mediators based on the relational
data model this means that it must be possible to represent remote data collections
as relations and to compute these relations. When data integration problems require
access to many data collections in many peers, the use of efficient join algorithms between SDPFs is particularly important. The basic SDPF functionality is sufficient to
provide a fully-functional P2P data integration system and can be easily implemented
on top of any extensible DBMS that supports user-defined functions.
Depending on the capabilities of the other peers, the mediators can be gradually
extended to take into account more powerful kinds of peers that have some query
processing capabilities. The main challenge is to extend the query processor of the
mediators to take into account more meta-data and to explore more alternative query
plans. All five interface classes apart from SDPF are independent of each other, therefore the mediators can can be gradually extended in different ways depending on the
design goals.
Since mediators are the peers in a PMS that encode user abstractions over other
peers, the design of the inter-mediators interfaces is crucial for the overall performance
of a PMS. The design of inter-mediator interfaces may be as simple as SDPF, however, for the scalability of the data integration process, we believe that as minimum
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mediators must support the MDPF abstraction, and it is desirable that they support
MPPFs. With respect to performance, as shown by [15], it is essential that the mediators are capable of query shipping and thus have a query decomposer. Finally, as our
study of logical mediator compositions [31] show, view definition may provide orders
of magnitude improvement in query execution. We do not consider plan shipping to
be suitable for inter-mediator query processing as it requires too much meta-data for
a centralized compilation, it violates mediator autonomy, and it is less flexible than
query shipping in load distribution and data transfer reduction.
Adaptive query processing. Our discussion of query processing for all interface
classes assumed traditional static cost-based optimization which requires reliable cost
estimates in order to produce efficient QEPs. Due to the autonomy and limited interface capabilities of many kinds of data source peers, in a PMS in most cases it is
impossible to perform precise network and data access cost, and selectivity estimates.
Data sources, network conditions and mediator load can all change in an unpredictable
manner. Imprecise and changing costs may lead to sub-optimal query execution plans.
Even if all necessary statistics information is available it is also infeasible to perform
full cost-based query optimization in the traditional System R style due the potentially
very large number of mediators, sources and views, which result in very large optimizer search space and thus very high optimization cost. Therefore it is essential for a
mediator system to dynamically adapt to an unpredictable and changing environment.
A number of research projects, overviewed in [23, 17], have addressed dynamic
and adaptive query processing. Most of the proposed approaches can be directly applied to query processing for the first three proxy function interface classes and plan
shipping because in all of them query processing is performed in a centralized manner. However, with query shipping and view definition shipping the query processors
of the peers have to cooperate in order to dynamically change a global QEP and adapt
during query processing. Thus adaptivity in a PMS requires not only single-site adaptation, but also cooperative adaptation by all participating peers. To the best of our
knowledge, current works do not address issues in cooperative adaptation, thus further research is required to investigate adaptive query processing for query shipping
and view definition shipping.
Relationship to Web services. Our analysis is applicable not only to mediator database
systems, but other middleware technologies as well, such as Web services [5]. A naive
fine-grain use of Web services with SOAP RPC corresponds to the SDPF approach.
From our analysis it follows that there is a wide spectrum of design alternatives to
a simple usage of SOAP that both simplify the integration task for the user and may
provide considerable performance improvements. We conclude that Web services may
benefit from providing and standardizing service interfaces that provide computational
capabilities analogous to the five interface classes apart from SDPF. Since the major
performance improvements in a PMS are based on computation shipping capability,
Web services can benefit from declarative descriptions that can be exchanged between
composed services and optimized in similar ways as discussed in Sect. 3.
Future work. To better understand the effects of the various query processing techniques for each interface class, our next step is to study all interface capabilities ex37

perimentally. In reality, various interface capabilities may be combined in different
ways, thus we plan to investigate the consequences of such combinations on the search
space for the mediator optimizer and determine if new query optimization strategies
are needed for combined interface capabilities.
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Abstract
To integrate many data sources we use a peer mediator framework where
views defined in the peers are logically composed in terms of each other. A common approach to execute queries over mediators is to treat views in data sources
as ’black boxes’. The mediators locally decompose queries into query fragments
and submit them to the data sources for processing. Another approach, used in
distributed DBMSs, is to treat the views as ’transparent boxes’ by importing and
fully expanding all views and merge them with the query. The black box approach
often leads to inefficient query plans. However, in a peer mediator framework full
view expansion (VE) leads to prohibitively long query compilation times when
many peers are involved. It also limits peer autonomy since peers must reveal
their view definitions. We investigate in a peer mediator framework the tradeoffs
between none, partial, and full VE in two different distributed view composition
scenarios. We show that it is often favorable with respect to query execution and
sometimes even with respect to query compilation time to expand those views
having common hidden peer subviews. However, in other cases it is better to use
the ’black box’ approach, in particular when peer autonomy prohibits view importation. Based on this, a hybrid strategy for VE in peer mediators is proposed.

1

Introduction

There has been substantial interest in using the mediator/wrapper approach for integrating heterogeneous data [14, 25, 11, 22, 7]. Most mediator systems integrate
data through a central mediator server accessing one or several data sources through
a number of ’wrapper’ interfaces that translate data to a common data model (CDM).
However, one of the original goals for mediator architectures [27] was that mediators should be relatively simple autonomous distributed software modules that encode
domain-specific knowledge about data and share abstractions of that data with higher
layers of mediators or applications. Composite mediators would then be defined in
terms of other mediators and data sources through a high-level declarative language.
Compositionality of mediators allows to reuse available distributed resources on
the Internet and to create new value-added mediation services in terms of existing

ones, while the autonomy of the sources and mediators is preserved. In the observable
future it is most likely that data integration will be mostly a manual task. In order to
scale integration to multiple autonomous sources, it is important that this task can be
distributed among many parties with varying domain knowledge. We believe that a
mediator architecture based on compositions of autonomous mediators is necessary to
build large-scale data integration systems that are easy to tailor to existing infrastructure.
This paper investigates what are the implications of logical composition of distributed mediators on query compilation and execution performance and proposes a
query processing technique suitable for the efficient execution of queries over composite mediators.
For our implementation we use the AMOS II peer mediator system [24]. To
achieve modularity and distribution each mediator is an autonomous object-relational
DBMS with its own query processor, storage, and catalog. AMOS II peers share
many of the characteristics of peer-to-peer systems. AMOS II peers are autonomous
because there is no global schema or global coordinator. Every mediator peer can
act both as a client and a server to any number of other mediators. AMOS II peers
communicate over the Internet via query compilation, query costing, view expansion
and query execution requests in order to cooperatively process queries over composite
mediators.
Mediator composition is based on a multidatabase query language that allows mediator peers to transparently access views, tables, and functions from remote mediators or data sources [23]. Logical composition of mediators is achieved when multidatabase views are defined in terms of views, tables, and functions in other mediators
or data sources. Multidatabase views make groups of mediator peers and data sources
appear to the user as a single virtual database.
There are two traditional approaches to implement distributed information systems. The first is the black box approach where distributed modules communicate
with each other through some protocol without revealing the implementation of the
services they export. This is the approach used in CORBA based systems and web
services based on SOAP [3] and WSDL [4]. In the AMOS II peer mediator architecture the black box approach is equivalent to not to expand external views at all. It is
common knowledge that this may lead to suboptimal query execution plans (QEPs)
because of missed optimization opportunities.
On the other end is the full view expansion (transparent box) approach in distributed DBMS, where all views are expanded and merged with the query [21], independent of the location of the base tables and views that are used in a view definition.
This ‘reveals’ to the query compiler the information ‘hidden’ in the view definitions
which allows for better QEPs. Full view expansion could also remove unnecessary
access to mediator peers. However, in a large scale peer mediator system using a costbased query optimizer, full view expansion leads to prohibitively high compilation
cost. Furthermore, full view expansion can only be made when permitted by the peer,
to respect its autonomy.
We generalize both approaches and treat external mediator views as grey boxes,
that is, when multidatabase views are defined in terms of other multidatabase views
some of the view definitions are revealed to remote clients that query the views. We
do this through a new query compilation technique for peer mediators, distributed
selective view expansion (DSVE). In DSVE, for better overall performance, mediators
2

control the level of transparency of the mediator peers by selectively expanding some
multidatabase views.
To analyze the performance of DSVE we implemented two data integration scenarios scaled to up to 19 distributed AMOS II mediators with up to 12 commercial
RDBMS data sources. As reference points we use the black box and the full view expansion approaches. We investigated the performance for both reference approaches
under varying level of transparency and with respect to both query compilation and
execution times. The analysis shows that DSVE can support the logical composition
of mediators with little overhead and that this approach is superior to both black and
transparent box approaches.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 investigates related work.
Section 3 introduces the scenarios that are used throughout the paper. Section 4 describes the principles of DSVE and Section 5 investigates its performance followed by
summary and future work in Section 6.

2

Related work

Distributed databases [1, 21] have complete global schemas describing on what sites
different (fractions of) tables are located, while peer mediators do not have complete
knowledge of meta-data from all mediators and data sources. Full expansion of all
possible views in a distributed system with many nodes may be very costly. In [20] a
restricted view expansion strategy for the System R* distributed database [5] is briefly
mentioned but not evaluated.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no other study of the effects of a varying
degree of view expansion in a distributed mediator or database system. No other
mediator system (e.g. [14, 25, 7, 8, 22, 19]) use distributed view expansion.
The peer peer data management system (PDMS) architecture in [13] differs from
ours by having a centralized catalog and therefore it is closer to a DDBMS. That work
concentrates on data placement for PDMS. In [2] a data model suitable for PDMS is
presented. Neither of the PDMS works studies query processing performance. Based
on the similarity of PDMS with our peer mediator architecture, our results are readily
applicable to the PDMS architecture.
Peer-to-peer (P2P) systems and web services have addressed the creation of largescale integrated systems on the Internet. P2P systems, e.g Gnutella [12] and Freenet
[10], address the problem of large scale sharing and replication of simple information
objects such as files. P2P systems provide simple keyword search capabilities and do
not support high-level abstractions as views. Most of the work on large-scale composition of distributed systems on the Internet is performed in the context of web services
[6]. Problems related to composition of services are usually investigated from the perspective of workflow composition [26]. Our focus is on data integration and not on
workflow/process composition. Web services are based on the SOAP [3] and WSDL
[4] standards which provide no means for view definition exchange. Thus current
proposals for composed web services treat wrapped DBMS views as black boxes.
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Figure 1: Logical compositions of mediators

3 Mediator composition scenarios
Having a potentially unlimited number of ways to compose mediators, we implemented for our study two scenarios that are simple enough to analyze the performance
implications of view expansion in a peer mediator system. Our choice of scenarios assumes that data integration is performed with no global control or knowledge. Users
define peer mediator views in terms of views in other mediators without knowing how
those remote views are defined.
The integration scenarios are implemented using the AmosQL query language
[24]. In this paper we define the scenarios in terms of equivalent SQL statements.
Remote views defined in other mediators are referenced as view@server.
When participating in a logical composition, AMOS II peers can play several
roles. Translators wrap different kinds of data sources and translate their data into the
common data model (CDM) of AMOS II . Integrators reconcile conflicts and overlaps between similar real-world entities modeled differently in different sub-mediators
[15, 16]. Users and applications can pose queries to any AMOS II peer, called the
client mediator for the queries.
Scenarios. In the first scenario (Figure 1(a)) suppliers store information about parts
in a RDBMS. Each supplier uses a translator that exports a view of the data. Several
independent part resellers integrate information from the suppliers and present an integrated view hiding their information sources from their clients. A potential customer
runs a mediator client that poses queries to the resellers’ integrators.
In the second scenario (Figure 1(b)) the information about parts from all suppliers
is stored in a single relational database. Each supplier has a single translator exporting
the parts of that supplier. Each of the part resellers then exports an integrated view of
the suppliers as in the first scenario. In a system with a global catalog such a scenario
would look very artificial since the client mediator would discover in advance that all
integrators access the same source of information. However in a peer system, this
knowledge is not readily available. We assume that the integrators did not want to
disclose their information source.
From the mediator client the two scenarios are equivalent and queries posed to the
resellers’ mediators would return exactly the same result. The differences are ‘hidden’
inside the view definitions of resellers’ and suppliers’ mediators.
4

Logical view integration graphs. To describe properties of mdiator compositions
we define a logical view integration graph (LVIG) as a directed acyclic connected
graph where vertices represent mediator peers or data sources and each directed arc
represents the relationship ’is defined in terms of’ between a multidatabase view in
one mediator and a view or table in another peer. Mediators are represented as ovals
and data sources as rectangles. An LVIG represents a high-level view of the logical
composition of mediators and data sources. Many distributed QEPs can be generated
to compute the result of a query with the same LVIG.
The LVIGs of the two scenarios on Figure 1 differ in the topology of their LVIGs.
Based on that we will name the first one as the TREE scenario and the second one as
the Common Sub-Mediator (CSM) scenario.

3.1

Definitions of the mediators

The mediators and sources in the two scenarios are divided into four layers based on
their roles:
The data source layer contains data stored in RDBMS. In the T REE scenario
the data for ten part suppliers is stored in different relational database tables, P ART ,
each stored in its own DBMS Si with the following schema:
CREATE TABLE part
(pnum integer not null,
pname char(16) not null,
quality integer, primary key(pnum))
In the CSM scenario all data about parts is stored in one relational database S in
a single P ART table having one more column - a supplier id - and a composite key
consisting of the part number and the supplier id. To simplify it is assumed that the
same ‘real’ part has the same key pnum in every relational source.
The translator layer consists of mediators providing views over the P ART tables.
The translators Ti and T access the source data through an ODBC wrapper [9]. The
translators could be hosted by independent application service providers or data source
owners. In the T REE scenario there is one translator Ti per relational source Si . In
the CSM scenario the single relational source S is wrapped by the translator T . In
addition, in T each part supplier has a view, parti , that selects parts from that supplier.
The integrator layer defines reconciliation views over the part views defined in the
translator layer. All integrator views are defined through the template below, where
[i] and [j] are replaced by the indexes of the integrated translators for the T REE
scenario, and the indexes of the P ART tables for the CSM scenario, respectively.
Each scenario uses only one of the two F ROM clauses.
CREATE VIEW part@I[ij] as
SELECT p0.pnum, p0.pname,
combine_quality(p0.quality, p1.quality) AS quality
/* TREE scenario: */
FROM part@T[i] p0, part@T[j] p1
/* CSM scenario: */
FROM part[i]@T p0, part[j]@T p1
WHERE p0.pnum = p1.pnum;
5

In the T REE scenario each mediator Iij integrates information about parts from
two translators Ti and Tj in the first F ROM clause. The pnum attribute of the view is
defined as the pnum property of one of the joined tables. The quality property is defined by the user-defined combine quality function that encapsulates the knowledge
of how to combine part qualities from different sources.
The integrators Iij in the CSM scenario combine views of parts from the same
part suppliers as in the T REE scenario. However all the views parti in the translator
T are defined in terms of the same relational table P ART in S as reflected by the
second F ROM clause of the template.
From the mediator client both scenarios are indistinguishable as they export exactly the same views. Nevertheless the sources of information of the integrators differ.
Finally, the top layer has one mediator CLIEN T through which users pose
queries to the part views defined in the integrators Iij . Depending on the remote
views referenced in a query the corresponding LVIG may look different. The LVIGs
on Figure 1 correspond to queries that reference all five available integrators.
To investigate multidatabase view expansion with respect to the number of participating mediator peers we use a class of test queries over a varying number of part@Iij
views. A sample query over the part@I01 and part@I23 views defined in the integrators I01 and I23 is shown in Figure 2. The quality part query states what are the
high-quality parts known to the I01 and I23 integrators, where the quality property
ranges from 1 to 10.
select p1.pname
from part@I01 p1, part@I23 p2
where p1.quality >= 7 and
p2.quality >= 7 and
p1.pnum = p2.pnum;
Figure 2: Query quality parts over I01 and I23

The quality parts query is scaled by adding more part@Iij views from other
integrators through equi-joins on the pnum attribute and inequality predicates on each
quality attribute.

4 Multidatabase view Expansion
First the black box approach to process queries over multidatabase views is described,
followed by a discussion of its potential problems. To remedy the major deficiency
of the black box approach, poor QEP quality, we describe how to extend the mediator
query processor with a general mechanism for exchanging view definitions between
the mediator peers. In its simplest form this mechanism is equivalent to full view
expansion. After discussing the advantages and problems of full view expansion we
describe what is needed to achieve the best of both worlds - a generalized approach to
multidatabase view expansion that allows the query optimizer of each mediator peer
to explore the full range of possibilities between no and full view expansion.
6

4.1

Processing multidatabase views as black boxes

Queries in AMOS II are parsed and rewritten [18, 9, 15, 16] into a typed predicate
calculus representation, ObjectLog [18], extending Datalog with predicate type signatures. In this paper we use SQL notation. For local queries rewritten calculus expressions are transformed by a cost-based query optimizer into an optimized object
algebra expression [18, 9] which is interpreted to produce the query result. For multidatabase queries, before the query optimization phase, the calculus representation
of the query is decomposed into multidatabase subqueries. At each mediator peer its
cost-based optimizer generates optimized QEPs for the each of the subqueries. The
query decomposition is performed in two main stages [17]: heuristic-based predicate
grouping and cost-based subquery optimization.
The predicate grouping groups the query predicates into one or more composite
predicates (subqueries). The result is one or more subqueries per each remote peer.
After the predicate grouping phase the query in Figure 2 is divided into two subqueries
(views) SQ@I01 and SQ@I23 that consist of predicates from I01 and I23 (Fig. 3
and 4).
create view SQ@I01 as
select p0.pnum, p0.pname
from part@I01 p0
where p0.quality > 7;
create view SQ@I23 as
select p0.pnum
from part@I23 p0
where p0.quality > 7;
Figure 3: Subqueries after predicate grouping

select s0.pname
from SQ@I01 s0, SQ@I23 s1
where s0.pnum = s1.pnum;
Figure 4: quality parts after grouping

The subquery optimization phase decides on the execution order of the subqueries
which determines the data flow between the mediators. The two subqueries SQ@I01
and SQ@I23 are sent for compilation and costing to the integrators I01 and I23 to
determine variable bindings and execution order for the subqueries. Based on the
binding and cost information an executable plan is produced for the query in the client
mediator and the subqueries in their respective mediators. These optimized plans
for given binding patterns are saved in the mediator databases. The same process is
applied recursively for subqueires that are themselves multidatabase queries in their
respective mediators. Notice that the client mediator does not ‘know’ (and does not
have to know) that part@I01 and part@I23 are actually views.
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Figure 5: DDFGs for query quality parts generated by the black box approach

Distributed data flow graphs. A useful tool to understand distributed QEPs is a
graph that represents the flow of data during the execution of a multidatabase query.
A distributed query execution data flow graph (DDFG) is a directed connected graph
where the vertices in the graph represent mediator peers or data sources. There are
two kinds of edges with respect to each vertex: call edges are out-edges that represent
remote subquery execution requests (with optional parameters), data edges are the
in-edges of a vertex representing the incoming flow of tuples that correspond to each
request. All edges are numbered according to their execution order. DDFGs reflect
only the distribution aspects of a query execution plan. Many DDFGs may correspond
to a single multidatabase query.
For the quality parts example query the black box approach to distributed query
compilation described above generates DDFGs similar to those in Figure 5. All other
DDFGs corresponding to the same query are different only in the order the nodes
from the same layer are accessed. As one may expect the DDFGs on Figure 5 are very
similar to the LVIGs for the same query in Figure 1. Thus the black box approach to
query compilation produces QEPs that follow the logical view composition topology.
Advantages and disadvantages of the black box approach. Treating remote views
as black boxes has some advantages. When remote views are not expanded a multidatabase view definition is often smaller and refers to fewer mediators than the expanded one. All the compilation effort spent to generate plans for the remote views
can be reused because AMOS II stores precompiled parameterized views as functions
that can be directly invoked. Therefore we can expect better compilation times when
no views are expanded. Another advantage is that the integrators do not have to reveal their view definitions to the client mediator. This respects the autonomy of the
mediators and the black box approach may be the only possible one if a peer mediator
doesn’t reveal view definitions to other mediators.
The main disadvantage of the black-box approach is that it can lead to suboptimal
QEPs. In the context of a peer mediator system sub-optimality can be due to several
reasons. A QEP may not be able to make use of hidden existing indexes in other mediators or sources. Similarly it is not possible to increase the selectivity of subqueries
by merging predicates from remote views in different mediators. As in Figure 5 intermediate mediators are accessed despite that their view definitions do not access any
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Figure 6: DDFGs for query quality parts generated by the full view expansion approach

local data. In deep mediator networks this may result in considerable network overhead and unnecessary load on mediators. In the case of queries with LVIGs having
TREE topology the distributed subquery scheduler at each mediator peer has fewer
options for distributed join ordering. For queries with LVIGs having CSM topology a
client cannot detect that more than one of its sub-mediators access data from the same
source as in the scenario on Figure 5(b).

4.2

Full expansion of multidatabase views

To solve the problems of the black box approach described in Section 4.1 a logical
step is to follow the approach employed in modern DBMSs (distributed or not) - to
fully expand all view definitions. For the quality parts example query this implies
that the definitions of the view part in the integrators I01 and I23 should be revealed
to the client mediator.
After collecting the expanded definitions of all the remote subqueries, the subqueries in the original query are replaced by their expanded definitions and all predicates are grouped into subqueries. The query processing continues with the cost-based
subquery optimization phase in the same way as in the black box approach.
Figure 6 shows some possible DDFGs for the quality parts query from Figure 2
after performing full view expansion. The CLIEN T mediator eliminates all redundant mediators (dotted circles). In the the CSM scenario in Figure 6(b) the view
definitions at the two integrators are combined in a single query together with the
query predicates and the translator T is accessed only once. When supported by the
data sources the combined predicates can be pushed to the sources which may further
improve performance.
While full view expansion is very promising in terms of potential benefits in execution time, the cost to compile queries over fully expanded views may be prohibitively
high. An expanded remote view definition may reveal that it has been defined through
many mediators thus resulting in an explosion of the number of peers the query optimizer must consider. For example if we scale our scenario to ten integrators, each
of them having an integrated view over ten translators, full view expansion of a query
over the ten integrators will lead to a distributed query involving a hundred peers. At
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the same time each of the subqueries of the distributed plan may contain many join
predicates. As there is no global catalog in a peer mediator system the query optimizer must execute a remote cost estimate request for every query fragment that can
be executed in a remote peer. This may result in a high cost of getting the cost. Finally
due to incorrect cost estimates typical in a distributed mediator system the optimizer
might still produce sub-optimal QEPs.
Finally, full view expansion does not respect mediator and source autonomy by
forcing all mediators to reveal their view definitions. This makes full VE unsuitable
for integration of data from independent information providers.

4.3

Selective expansion of multidatabase views

A natural idea is to generalize the processing of multidatabase views so that the query
processor adapts itself to the query being compiled, the logical composition topology
of the multidatabase views being queried, and the autonomy requirements of each
mediator peer. Such a general approach should combine the good sides of both the
black box and the full view expansion approaches: reasonable query compilation cost,
good query execution performance, and respect of site autonomy.
We have implemented such a generalized mechanism in the AMOS II mediator
system, named distributed selective view expansion (DSVE). It allows to selectively
expand only some of the multidatabase views. DSVE is generic in the sense that it
allows various strategies to be used to select which of the subqueries in a multidatabase
query should be view expanded. In particular, when no remote views are expanded
DSVE is reduced to the black box approach, and when all subqueries are expanded
DSVE is equivalent to the full view expansion approach. We use the term partial view
expansion (partial VE) for all other DSVE strategies.
To achieve good performance DSVE’s view selection strategy should expand views
if it leads to high QEP quality improvement without dramatically increasing the optimization time for the expanded query. The DSVE strategy should scale well over the
number of remote views. To preserve the autonomy of the mediator peers the strategy
used in DSVE should require as little information as possible to be imported from
mediator peers.
To investigate the tradeoffs between compilation time and QEP quality with vary10

ing number of expansions, we start with a family of simple strategies where each
strategy performs a fixed number, N Exp, of expansion requests per query. When
N Exp is equal or bigger than the total number of subqueries, DSVE is equivalent to
full view expansion. If N Exp = 0 DSVE reduces to the black box approach. Let
us denote each of these strategies as DSV E N . Figure 7 shows the resulting DDFG
after the compilation of the quality parts test query when the DSV E 1 strategy was
used to expand the view in integrator I01. In the following section we perform a set
of experiments where we vary the DSV E N strategy for both the TREE and CSM
mediator composition scenarios from Section 3.

5 Experimental evaluation
The experimental goals are: i) quantify tradeoffs between no, full and partial VE;
ii) test hypothesis that DSVE may lead to best overall performance; iii) understand
properties of a DSVE strategy with good overall performance.
In all experiments we execute scaled versions of the test query quality parts in
Figure 2 for both scenarios. This allows us to include the topology of the LVIG of
the query as a parameter in the experiments. We investigate the scalability of view
expansion by varying number of expanded views and the number of integrators joined
by the test query.

5.1

Experimental setup

We used three 600 MHz Dell Optiplex GX1 computers with 512 MB RAM running
Windows 2000 interconnected by a fast 100 Mbit LAN. Each of the mediator layers (client, integrator, translator) run on separate computers. The query compiler
of AMOS II generated synchronous QEPs allowing us to run several mediators on
the same computer without any interference. During the experiments it was ensured
that each of the nodes preallocates enough RAM to complete the experiment without
swapping. All translators accessed a DB2 RDBMS through an ODBC wrapper. The
P ART tables in the DB2 databases were populated with synthetic data, all with the
same number of rows and even distribution of all join columns. All join columns of
the P ART tables were indexed.

5.2

Compilation tradeoffs

First measurements investigate how the compilation time for a multidatabase query
over multidatabase views depends on the number of view expansions for varying number of integrator views. Figures 8 and 9 show this dependency for LVIGs with TREE
and CSM topology. Each point in the graphs corresponds to one compilation experiment. There is one curve per fixed number of expansions. Points with the same x-axis
(same number of integrators) correspond to the same query compiled with different
number of view expansions. The curves in the graphs partially coincide when the
number of expansions are equal to or more than the total number of integrators. While
our experiments were performed for all possible numbers of expansions between none
and full, for clarity we removed some the experimental curves that do not change our
conclusions.
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The compilation cost of a multidatabase query is distributed among the components of the query compiler: the local query compiler and the distributed query optimizer. Both optimizer components use dynamic programming (DP) to find the optimal
executable order of subqueries and the predicates in subqueries. Therefore query compilation cost depends exponentially both on the number of remote sub-queries and the
number of predicates per sub-query.
Figure 8 shows experimental results for queries with TREE topology LVIGs. The
y-axis of the graph is in logarithmic scale because of high value ranges. As expected,
the more expansions are performed, the longer compilation time. Full VE expansion
leads to exponentially growing compilation time and for 5 integrators it is 186 times
more than with no VE. For 6 integrators and full VE (curve expandall) the experiment could not complete in 10000 seconds. Two factors contribute to the exponential
behavior of full VE: i) DP is used to find optimal execution order of the remote subqueries; ii) in our scenario each expansion of a view on the integrator level reveals two
more views from the translator level, thus increasing the distributed query optimizer
search space. All other strategies result in compilation times between the two naive
strategies: black box (curve expandnone) and full VE (curve expandall).
The experiments for queries with CSM LVIG topology (Figure 9) uncover completely different behavior than with TREE topology. The total time to compile the
worst case of 5 integrators is 257 times less than with the TREE topology. Contrary
to the common belief that the more views are expanded, the higher compilation cost,
here we observe the opposite behavior up to 5 integrators: the more views are expanded, the less compilation time. This unexpected result is due to savings both in
the local and the distributed query optimizer components. When expanded, the views
on the integrator level reveal that they are defined in terms of the same mediator, the
translator CSM on Figure 1(b). After all expanded views are merged and their predicates are grouped into a single subquery (executed at the translator T ) it is simplified
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by query rewrites (Section 4.2). As a result the distributed sub-query optimizer at the
client mediator has fewer predicate groups to optimize (just one) while the number of
predicates for the local optimizer does not grow. After the number of integrators grows
over 5, full VE leads to slower compilation time due to the large number of relational
sources being accessed by the large subquery resulting from the view merge. This
subquery is compiled in the translator T and increases the compilation time there.
We conclude that the more distinct sub-views are revealed by VE, the higher is
compilation cost, and the dependency is exponential in the worst case. Furthermore
if DP is used for query optimization full VE becomes too expensive when it results
in more than 9 to 10 distinct sub-views. Finally, expansion of views with a common
sub-mediator does not increase compilation time dramatically, and in some cases it
may result in lower compilation time.

5.3

Execution plan quality

The next step in our evaluation of VE is to check two hypotheses made earlier: i) the
more views are expanded the better the quality of the resulting QEP and ii) partial
VE leads to sufficiently good plans with low compilation costs. Figure 10 represents
the execution time of the test query quality parts in Figure 2 scaled to 5 integrator
views where all P ART tables contain 6000 tuples. The test query is precompiled for
both LVIG topologies (T REE and CSM ) with varying number of view expansions
resulting in different QEPs. The number of expansions varies between 0 (black box)
and 5 (full VE). The quality of the QEPs is evaluated by measuring their actual running
time.
For both topologies we observe improvement in the QEP quality in Figure 10
when the number of expansions grows. This confirms assumption i). Notice that full
VE improves the plan quality in the T REE topology with only 24% while in the
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CSM topology the improvement is 10 times.
Table 1 compares the ratio between the relative time to compile a query with varying number of expansions and the corresponding relative quality improvement for the
experiment on Figure 10. The table consists of two similar parts, one for the test query
being compiled and run against a LVIG with T REE topology, and one for the CSM
toplogy. For each topology the first row [abs. comp.] shows the absolute times to
compile the query, the next row [rel. comp.] shows the compilation times relative to
the time for 0 view expansions. The row [improvement] shows the ratio of the execution time with no expanded views (as a worst case) to all execution times from
Figure 10. Finally the row [rel. cost for improvement] shows the ratio between the
[rel. comp.] cell and the [improvement] cell which is an estimate of how much did it
cost in compilation time to achieve an improvement in the quality of the QEP.
For the T REE topology the last row [rel. cost for improvement] shows that the
more views we expand the more costly it is to improve the quality of the QEP while at
the same time from row [improvement] we can see that even with full view expansion
(5 expansions) we achieve only minor improvement of 1.28 times (22%) for which
it took 177.9 times longer (983.6 seconds) to compile the query. In this case a good
tradeoff is to perform partial expansion of 3 integrator views which takes only 4.4
times longer (24.3 sec.) to achieve 1.1 times (9%) improvement. Therefore in the
case of a T REE topology partial VE produces a better plan with relatively low cost,
while full VE leads to prohibitively high cost for plan improvement which confirms
assumption ii). We can also notice that even with no VE at all the resulting QEP is
pretty good.
The compilation and execution of the test queries in the CSM topology exposes
radically different behavior. Partially expanding 3 integrator views improves the plan
quality 5.5 times where the compilation time is 60% of the time for the non-expanded
case. Therefore assumption ii) is true in the case of CSM topology as well. Full VE
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Table 1: Compilation cost vs quality

in this case leads to 10.2 times improvement in the quality of the QEPs which requires
less time (only 80%) than with no VE.
The conclusions are that in the general case partial VE produces sufficiently good
plans with relatively low compilation cost. If we know that we are compiling a query
over views with a T REE topology of the LVIG, the compilation cost can be radically
reduced by not expanding any views at all without sacrificing the quality of the QEP.
By contrast, when compiling queries against views with CSM topology, full VE can
lead to radical improvements in the quality of the QEPs with very low compilation
cost.

6 Conclusions and future Work
We proposed a new approach, distributed selective view expansion (DSVE), to process
compositions of multidatabase views in a peer mediator system. In DSVE, some of
the views defined in remote mediators are selectively expanded to balance between
query compilation time and QEP quality for best overall performance. To minimize
the number of expansion requests and to allow optimizations of the expanded remote
views DSVE uses predicate grouping to combine query predicates into subqueries. We
present a performance study of DSVE with respect to its scalability over the number of
remote views both for query compilation and query execution. As a reference we use
two traditional approaches, the black box and the full VE approach which are special
cases of DSVE.
The experiments show that neither of the two reference approaches (black box and
full VE) is suitable for a peer mediator system, because none of them performs well in
all cases. Contrary to the common belief that VE is always beneficial, our experiments
show that it is not favorable to always perform full VE because in some cases it leads
to very high compilation costs without radical improvements in query execution time.
In LVIGs with T REE topology VE increases the number of views directly visible to
a client node, and given that cost estimates are highly unreliable in a peer mediator
system, this often results in suboptimal plans. Therefore VE for T REE-like LVIGs
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defeats its own purpose - to improve the quality of the QEPs. On the contrary, more
view expansions for queries with CSM -like LVIGs result in compilation times orders
of magnitude lower than in a T REE-like LVIG, while the quality of the plans improves up to 12 times. In the case of CSM -like LVIG topologies VE can drastically
reduce the query execution time when information from several hidden sub-mediators
can be combined. The topology of the LVIG of a multidatabase query plays a crucial
role in the VE process. For T REE topologies the best strategy is to expand only few
of the remote views while for the CSM topology all (or almost all) views should be
expanded.
The performance improvements of DSVE in processing queries over logically
composed mediators are due to more selective queries, smaller data flows between
the servers, fewer servers involved in the query execution, while spending relatively
little effort in query compilation. Our performance study shows that DSVE allows for
efficient query processing in logically composed mediators.
We are currently designing a view expansion strategy for DSVE that selects for
expansion the views most likely to lead to an improved QEP with low compilation
cost. Such a strategy should utilize the information hidden in the topology of the
LVIG to leverage the common view definitions for better plans and lower compilation
cost. A DSVE strategy should also evaluate the potential number of remote subqueries
it will produce for the distributed optimizer and take into account the total number of
predicates per subquery to reduce the distributed and local query compilation costs.
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Abstract
The mediator-wrapper approach to integrate data from heterogeneous data sources
has usually been centralized in the sense that a single mediator system is placed between a number of data sources and the applications. As the number of data sources
increases, the centralized mediator architecture becomes a bottleneck. This paper
presents an architecture for composable and distributed mediator servers, defined in
terms of other mediator servers. The modularity of composable mediators allows to
build larger systems of distributed mediators integrating many data sources, without
the need to maintain a global schema. Composable mediators furthermore provide
data independence by allowing locality of changes in both submediators and data
sources. However, a problem with a distributed and composable mediator architecture is that the query performance may degrade as the number of mediators increases.
We describe some challenges for processing queries in this type of environment, and
propose a distributed query decomposition algorithm that eliminates some of the overhead of logical mediator composition. For certain mediator compositions it produces
distributed query plans whose inter-mediator data flow is optimal with respect to the
query, but is different from the logical interdependencies between the involved mediators. Experimental results show that this strategy improves the query performance and
allows increase of the number of mediators without query performance degradation.

1

Introduction

The wrapper-mediator approach for integration of data from heterogeneous data
sources has been used in several projects [13, 25, 11]. This approach divides a data integration system into two functional units. The wrapper provides access to the data in
the data sources using a common data model (CDM), and a common query language.
The mediator provides a semantically coherent CDM representation of the combined
data from the wrapped data sources, built using reconciliation primitives. Usually the

data sources are distributed to several sites and accessed over some computer network.
The mediator provides transparent access to the combined data from the data sources
through queries to the mediating view The user/programmer does not need to make
individual interfaces to each data source.
Current mediator systems and prototypes [13, 25, 11, 21, 5] are centralized systems where a single mediator server integrates data through a number of wrappers.
Although indicated in some system architecture overviews, to the best of our knowledge no system allows many distributed mediator servers to interoperate. An original
goal for mediator architectures [26] was that mediators should be relatively simple
abstractions of modules of data and that larger systems of mediators should be composed through these primitive mediators. By making mediators servers composable
and modular by allowing some mediators to act as wrappers for other mediators, it
would be possible to scale the data integration process in the sense that more complex
systems of data sources can be integrated than through a central integration. Composable mediators would allow for conceptual modeling of mediators without detailed
knowledge of the definitions of other mediators and data sources, through modular design. As for other complex systems, modularity is essential for building large systems
of mediators. Furthermore, modularity also increases the data independence between
applications, mediators, and data sources by allowing for changes in lower level mediators and data sources without changes in higher level systems. When many mediator
servers become available on the computer networks composability will be required for
designing new distributed mediator servers in terms of the existing ones.
The design of composable and distributed mediator servers introduces, however,
some new challenges to be addressed in this paper. For example, a naive implementation of several levels of mediators as black boxes, as with CORBA technology [24],
would often cause significant performance overhead. While on a conceptual level it
can make the modeling task easier, such black box treatment of mediators would prohibit extensive query processing over submediators. There is a need to minimize the
overhead of the mediator composition hierarchy. CORBA-like technologies furthermore provide only object-instance oriented communication primitives while efficient
query execution requires bulk-oriented inter-mediator communication.
We have developed a distributed mediator system, AMOS II, in which federations
of mediator servers, acting as virtual object-oriented (OO) databases, can intercommunicate. Each mediator server in the federation has full OO query processing and
cost-based optimization capabilities. It exports to other systems interfaces having capabilities for i) exchanging meta-data, ii) processing OO queries, iii) estimating query
costs, and iv) bulk-oriented exchange of data. The user can post OO queries to any mediator server and the involved mediators in the federation will interoperate to produce
the result as quick as possible.
In such a distributed mediator hierarchy the logical composition of mediators needs
not necessarily be the same as the optimal data flow through the network of mediators
for answering a query. Often it is favorable to do as much data selection as possible
in the data sources and the mediators close to them. If a query needs data from only a
single data source it is better to bypass all intermediate mediators which would then do
no further filtration. It should furthermore be noted that the performance also depends
on the speed of the links between the nodes in the federation and on the computers
involved. A good distributed mediator query optimizer should take into account local
and shipping costs to produce an optimal query execution plan distributed over the
2

mediators.
The query optimization task in AMOS II is distributed over the distributed mediator
servers. For a given mediator query a distributed query processing algorithm produces
a distributed execution plan with optimized data flow that eliminates much of the
overhead of composed mediation. Each local AMOS II optimizer knows the local
access costs and can ask other mediators and data sources about their access costs. No
mediator has total knowledge about all costs.
The query optimizer is thus modular in the sense that it does not work in a central
environment where one mediator system has all knowledge needed for query processing. This eliminates the need for a centralized directory of schema and optimization
information that might become a bottleneck when the number of mediator servers increase. Instead, in the proposed framework, each local query optimizer exchanges
meta-information and costs with the other query optimizers in the federation.
We have done some experiments showing promising results for our distributed mediator query optimization techniques. The experiments show that the distributed query
decomposition algorithm can produce better distributed inter-mediator plans than if
data is joined through a central mediator. Furthermore, the reported results show that
the distributed query decomposition algorithm produces plans that allow for increasing the number of involved servers with minimal increase of the query processing
time. The experiments also show that, for a given query, different optimal distributed
query execution plans sometimes need to be produced depending on the communication speeds between mediator nodes. For example, a personal mediator may reside in
a portable computer and different execution plans are optimal when communicating
with the federation over a telephone line than when the computer is connected to the
LAN.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the terminology and the
features of the AMOS II system. In Section 3 the query decomposition and the distributed compilation are described. Section 4 presents experimental results showing
the benefits of the proposed strategies. The conclusions are presented in Section 5.

2

Data Integration with AMOS II

The AMOS II system has its roots in the workstation version of the Iris system,
WS-Iris [18]. The core of AMOS II is an open, light-weight, and extensible database
management system (DBMS). To achieve better performance, and because most of the
data reside in the data repositories, AMOS II is designed as a main-memory DBMS.
Nevertheless, it contains all the traditional database facilities, such as a recovery manager, a transaction manager, and a OO query language named AMOSQL [9]. An
AMOS II server provides services to applications and to other AMOS II servers.
AMOS II is a distributed mediator system [26] where a number of mediator servers
communicate over the Internet. Some of these servers can be configured as translators [7] which wrap different kinds of data sources, e.g. ODBC compliant relational
databases [2] or XML files. We use the term translator since it is a fully fledged
AMOS II system which can wrap more than one data source, contains a complete
query processor, and supports semantic abstractions and conversions of the data in the
data sources through OO views. A translator is thus also a mediator which provide
a virtual OO database server layer that transparently translates data from some data
3
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Figure 1. Interconnected AMOS II systems

sources.
Users and applications can pose OO queries to any AMOS II server. We call the
server(s) to which some queries are posed client mediator(s) for those queries. The
other AMOS II servers involved in answering a query are called server mediators. For
example, in a mobile environment a portable computer could have a client mediator
that integrates data from several server mediators on a company LAN. Such a scenario
is assumed in our experiments below.
A client mediator can have various types of data sources and access a number
of autonomous server mediators. As opposed to a distributed database environment
where the data, meta-data and optimization information are available in a centralized
repository, in an autonomous environment each server contains only portions of this
data.
Figure 1 illustrates the different roles that an AMOS II server can assume. In this
example, applications access data stored in data sources through a collection of composed mediator servers. The servers may run on separate workstations and provide
data integration, translation, and abstraction services through which different object
view hierarchies are presented in the different mediators, as indicated in Figure 1. The
mediator servers appear as virtual database servers having data abstractions, query interface, and other database functionality. AMOS II mediators are composable since a
mediator server can regard other mediator servers as data sources. A single AMOS II
server can also assume more than one role described in Figure 1 and serve more than
one application simultaneously. Different interconnecting topologies can be used to
connect mediator servers depending on the integration requirements of the environment. Here, a naive implementation where messages are passed between the several
layers of composed mediator servers may have unacceptable performance. However,
we have developed distributed mediator query optimization techniques that minimize
the overhead of composing mediator servers, to be further elaborated in this paper.
The data model in AMOS II is an OO extension of the DAPLEX [22] functional
data model. It has three basic constructs: objects, types (i.e. classes), and functions.
Objects model entities in the domain of interest. An object can be classified into one
4

or more types which makes the object instances of those types. The set of all instances
of a type is called the extent of the type. Object properties and their relationships are
modeled by functions.
The types are divided into stored, derived, proxy, and integration union types,
where the instances of stored types are explicitly stored locally in AMOS II and created by the user, the instances of derived types [14] are derived through a declarative
query from the instances of one or more constituent supertypes, the instances of proxy
types represent objects stored in other AMOS II servers or in some of the supported
types of data sources, and the instances of integration union types (IUTs) [14] are
defined as unions of instances representing the same real-world entity in different
data sources. Even though the IUTs are outside the scope of this paper, the features
presented in the experiments reported in this work are directly connected with the
processing of queries over the IUTs, which require outer-join based operations transformed into a set of select-project-join queries [15].
The proxy, derived and integrated union types are the core of the integration framework in AMOS II. Composition of such types provide means for resolving a wide
spectrum of semantic heterogeneities between the data and meta-data in the sources.
Queries over the OO views are transformed into queries over data in multiple data
sources. The OO view mediation framework is described in [14, 15].
The AMOS II functions are divided by their implementations into three groups.
The extent of a stored function is physically stored in the database. Derived functions
are implemented in the query language AMOSQL. Foreign functions are implemented
in some other programming language, e.g. Java, Lisp or C++. Each foreign function
can have several associated access paths and, to help the query processor, each access
path has an associated cost and selectivity function [18].
The AMOSQL query language is based on the OSQL [19] language with extensions of mediation primitives, multi-directional foreign functions [18], overloading,
late binding [8], active rules [23], etc. It contains data modeling as well as querying
constructs. The general syntax for AMOSQL queries is:
select <result>
from <type declarations for local variables>
where <condition>
For example, the following query retrieves the names of the parents of all persons
having ’sailing’ as hobby:
select p, name(parent(p))
from person p
where hobby(p) = ’sailing’
Figure 2 presents an overview of the query processing in AMOS II. The first five
steps, also called query compilation steps, translate the body of a query expressed in
AMOSQL to a query execution plan which is stored with the query.
From the parsed query tree, AMOS II first translates the AMOSQL queries into a
type annotated object calculus representation [15].
Next, the calculus optimizer applies rewrite rules to reduce the size of the query
[15].
After the rewrites, queries operating over data outside the mediator are decomposed
into distributed subqueries expressed in an object algebra, to be executed in different
5
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AMOS II servers and data sources. The decomposition uses a combination of heuristic
and dynamic programming strategies. At each site, a single-site cost-based optimizer
generates optimized execution plans for the subqueries.
An interested reader is referred to [9] for a more detailed description of the AMOS
and AMOS II system and to [18, 7, 8, 14, 15] for more on its query processing.

3

Query Plan Distribution

The distributed mediator framework of AMOS II allows cooperation of a number
of distinct mediators on a query processor level. While distribution is present in any
mediation framework due to the distribution of the data sources, the distributed mediator server framework introduces a higher level of interaction among the mediator
systems. In other words, a client mediator does not treat another AMOS II server as
just another data source. More specifically, if we compare the interaction between a
centralized mediator system and a wrapped data source and the interaction between
two AMOS II servers, there are two major differences:
• An AMOS II server can accept compilation and execution requests for general
queries accessing data in more than one source. The wrapper interfaces accept
subqueries that are always over data in a single data source.
• AMOS II supports materialization of intermediate results to be used as input
to locally executed subqueries, generated by query decomposition in another
AMOS II server. A wrapper provides execute functionality for queries to the
data source. The query execution interface of AMOS II, on the other hand,
provides ship-and-execute (SAE) functionality, that can first accept and store
locally an intermediate result, and then execute a subquery using it as an input.
These two features influence the design of both the query decomposer and the run-time
support for query execution. Techniques based on these features to achieve improved
query performance are presented in this section. In the remaining of the section, first
we overview the basic decomposition algorithm, and then present a method to improve
the resulting query execution schedules by taking advantage of the features described
above.
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3.1

Query Decomposition

The query decomposition phase [14] of the query processing in AMOS II is invoked
whenever a query is posed over data from more than one data source. The input
of the query decomposition is a query calculus expression operating over imported
(proxy) and local stored types. The output is an executable algebra plan. The query
decomposition process is divided in 4 phases:
1. Predicate grouping
2. Execution site assignment
3. Execution schedule generation
4. Object algebra generation
The rest of this subsection gives an overview of each of these phases. A more thorough
description can be found in [14].
• Predicate grouping.
This phase attempts to reduce the problem of finding a suboptimal execution
plan by reducing the number of predicates. Predicates executed at the same
data source are grouped into one or more composite predicates that are treated
afterwards as single predicates. For each composite predicate, a temporary derived function is defined locally or at another AMOS II server. The following
grouping heuristic is used:
– Joins are pushed to the data sources whenever possible
– Cross-products are avoided
Within a composite predicate, the optimization is performed in the AMOS II
server where this predicate is forwarded for execution.
• Site assignment (group placement).
This phase uses cost-based heuristics to make the final decision which composite predicate is executed where, eventually replicates some of the predicates,
and assigns execution sites to those predicates that can be executed at more than
one site (e.g. θ-joins specified by comparison operators). The output of this
phase is a query graph where all the nodes are assigned to some site.
• Cost-based execution scheduling.
In order to translate the query graph from the previous phase into an executable
query plan, the query processor must decide on the order of execution of the
predicates in the graph nodes, and on the direction of data shipping between the
nodes.
Execution schedules for distributed queries in AMOS II are represented by decomposition trees (DcTs). Each DcT node describes one data cycle through a
client mediator. Fig. 3 illustrates one such cycle. In a cycle, the following steps
are performed:
7
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1. Materialize intermediate results in a source where they are to be processed.
2. Execute a subquery function with the materialized data as input
3. Ship the results back to the client mediator
4. Execute one or more subquery functions defined in the client mediator
(post-processing).
Each DcT node stores information about the first three steps in a structure
called ship-and-execute (SAE) structure. The last step is described by a postprocessing structure. The result of a cycle is always materialized in the client
mediator. A sequence of cycles can represent an arbitrary execution plan.
As the space of all execution plans is exponential in the number of participating
databases, we examine only a subset of the family of left-deep decomposition
trees by using dynamic programming and heuristics to prune the search space.
The outcome of this phase is an executable left-deep decomposition tree. Being
central to our discussion, we elaborate more on decomposition tree generation
in the next subsection.
• Algebra generation.
The input to this phase is an executable decomposition tree, which is translated
into equivalent sets of inter-calling local object algebra plans.

3.2

Tree Balancing and Distribution

The query decomposition algorithm as presented above, produces an initial centralized execution plan. This plan is similar to the execution schedules produced in
other distributed and multidatabase systems, e. g. [3, 13, 17], where the query compilation and execution is a centralized process, managed by a coordinator for distributed
databases, or by a single client mediator. All inter-site result assembling operations
(equi-joins) are performed in the client mediator (coordinator).
This type of plans suffer from heavy involvement of the central client mediator and
high network traffic between the client and server mediators. Furthermore these plans
might contain redundant operations in which intermediate results are shipped from
one server mediator to another, passing through the client mediator.
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Figure 4. Class of centralized data flow patterns in AMOS II

In order to eliminate these problems, an additional query decomposition phase is
introduced after the cost based scheduling, that improves the centralized left-deep
execution schedule produced by the cost based scheduling. It uses a distributed compilation process to translate the input schedule into a plan distributed over all the participating servers which communicate the intermediate results directly to each other.
As noted above, in the execution schedules represented by the initial left-deep decomposition trees of the centralized plans, all data shipped between any of the server
mediators, always passes through the client mediator. A graphical representation of
the data flow patterns generated by these plans is shown in Fig. 4.
The composition of mediators is designed using semantic considerations, as opposed to trying to distribute load or other performance considerations. It may introduce considerable performance problems, mostly due to transmission costs between
(possibly) many layers of mediators. In many cases, it might be cheaper if different
server mediators can exchange data directly, independently from the client mediator.
This is even more true in the cases of non-homogeneous execution environments, for
example when the client mediator accesses the server mediators over a slow communication channel.
In the rest of this section, we present a novel distributed query decomposition
technique, named Tree Distribution, for tree balancing in an environment of distributed, autonomous mediator systems. It extends the query decomposition process in
AMOS II in order to explore the richer space of execution plans allowing direct communication among the server mediators involved in a query. It distributes not only the
execution, but also the decomposition of the query plans among different servers. Experimental results show substantial performance improvement over the plans before
the tree distributions.
The class of plans in Fig. 4 are transformed, when favorable, into plans using direct
communication between different server mediators participating in the query without
passing data through the client mediator. The algorithm uses random hill-climbing
with a complexity that is linear in the size of the decomposition tree. Although this
approach does not enumerate all the possible plans, in our experience it suffices for
the typical mix of queries posed to a client mediator. The gains are especially apparent
when the client mediator is hosted on a computer connected to the server mediators
via a slow line.
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3.3

Tree Distribution

Each node of the left-deep tree generated by the cost-based decomposition phase
describes one processing cycle of Fig. 3 above. The data flow presented in Fig. 4
shows that the centralized left-deep plans generate data flow composed of several individual cycles between the client and server mediators (SM). Note that, in presence of
OO server mediators, this strategy is more general than the strategy used in some other
multidatabase systems (e.g. [20, 12, 17]) where the joins are performed in the client
mediator system over data retrieved from the participating wrapped data sources. The
latter does not allow for mediation of OO sources that access not only stored data, but
also contain programs executed in the data source (e.g. image analysis, matrix operations). In such cases, it is impossible to retrieve the program logic from the source and
therefore it is necessary to ship intermediate results to the source in order to execute
the programs using the shipped data as input. From this aspect, the strategy is similar,
but more efficient than the bind-join strategy in [13] since we use bulk shipping rather
than instance (tuple) shipping.
The main idea of the tree distribution algorithm is to transform the centralized
tree by a series of node merge operations. A node merge aims to eliminate the data
flow through the client mediator and is applied over two consecutive decomposition
tree nodes (a lower and an upper node) such that the lower node does not specify postprocessing operations in the client mediator (step 4 in Fig. 3). The absence of the postprocessing operations in the lower node means that the data is streamed unchanged
from the server mediator participating in the lower node cycle (e.g SM0 ), through
the client mediator, to the server mediator participation in the upper node cycle (e.g.
SM1 ).
The node merge operation produces a new node that substitutes the two merged
node in the DcT, as shown in Fig. 5. The new node has the same post-processing
operations as the upper node. The ship-and-execute (SAE) operations of the new node
are performed by a envelope function defined and compiled at one of the two mediator
servers participating in the processing cycles described by the merged nodes. The
body (predicate) of the envelope function is made by conjuncting the bodies of the
functions specified in the SAE structures of the merged nodes. When the envelope
10

      
 


 


 

 



Figure 6. Class of distributed data flow patterns in AMOS II

function is compiled at one of the server mediators participating in the query, the
generated execution plan contains a processing cycle that ships data sideways between
the two server mediators, eliminating the involvement of the client mediator. The
merged node describes a cycle where the envelope function is invoked in one of the
server mediators, and the result of its invocation is shipped back to the client mediator.
Note that each envelope function is a derived function (view) over data in more than
one server mediator, and therefore the distributed query compiler generates a new
decomposition tree for it at the server where it is compiled. After repeated recursive
application of node merge operations the query execution plan is described by a set
of decomposition trees stored in both the client mediator and the participating server
mediators. Since these trees are generated by compilation at the server mediators, the
client mediator does not need any optimization information used in the compilation of
the envelope functions.
The the merge operation is applied at a random qualifying point in the tree. If
the new tree has lower execution time than the original, then it is used instead of the
original. The process continues until no beneficial merge operations are performed.
The maximum number of merges during this process is 2(n − 1), where n is the
number of nodes in the input decomposition tree. In its final variant the input tree
might become distributed between n − 2 server mediators and the client mediator.
The family of execution plans, generated by this algorithm have the general data
flow pattern of Fig. 6, where all communicating servers can be classified into two
types of groups - groups containing servers which exchange data only with the client
mediator (A in Fig. 6) and groups of servers that communicate directly with each other
in a sequential manner (group B in Fig. 6). In the plans generated by the transformations described above, groups of the both type are interchanged. The introduction of
type B groups into the plans, achieved by the proposed transformation, allows for better performance in a common case when a network of server mediators, connected by
fast connections is accessed by a remote client mediator through a slow (modem or
mobile) line.
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Figure 7. Dataflow graphs for Q1, 10000 tuples of size 100 bytes

4

Experimental Evaluation

This section presents the results from a comparison of the centralized plan with the
distributed plan produced by the Tree Distribution algorithm for a class of queries to
a client mediator.

4.1

Experimental environment

The performance experiments were made in two different environments. In both
cases we had up to four server mediator, named M1, M2, M3, and M4, respectively,
running on the same computer, and a client mediator, named M0, executing as a client
on a remote computer, to which the queries were posed. All data was stored in an
Oracle 8 relational data source, and server mediator M1 was acting as a translator
through an ODBC wrapper. The Oracle server was running on the same computer as
the four server mediators. The choice to run the server mediators M1-M4 on the same
computer was made in order to simplify the experimental setting. We use local TCP/IP
communication also between servers running on the same Windows NT workstation,
and we measured that the local TCP/IP performance is actually about 10-15% slower
than inter-computer TCP/IP communication over our 100 Mbit LAN. Furthermore, in
our experiments we do not explore asynchronous server intercommunication which
makes only one system run at the time. Thus this setting is roughly equivalent to
the case when the translators are running on different computers on the LAN. It was
ensured that all participating AMOS II systems fit into main memory, and no swapping
occurred during the experiments.
The hardware used during the experiments was Compaq Professional Workstations
with 200 MHz Pentium Pro CPUs, 128 MB RAM, and a 100 Mbit LAN card, running
Windows NT Workstation 4.0.
In the first set of experiments the client mediator was connected to the server mediators through the LAN, while the second set of experiments were performed with the
client mediator running on a remote NT workstation connected to our LAN over a 128
Kbit ISDN line. This corresponds to the situation where the client mediator resides
in a portable computer which is sometimes connected over a LAN and sometimes
remotely over a slower connection.
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4.2

Queries and query plans

For the experiments we used a synthetic database with tables having varying number of tuples. Two types of precompiled queries were used in the experiments. In the
examples we will use AMOSQL syntax. The first query was used to measure scale-up
properties of the tree distribution algorithm as the mediator query spans more servers.
In order to do this, we compiled three similar queries, such that the first one - Q1’
involved two server mediators (M1,M2), the next one Q1” involved three server mediators (M1,M2,M3), and Q”’ was executed over all four servers M1-M4. In each
mediator Mi a function
process@M i(charstring str, integer sel) → charstring
was defined, which was simulating processing of data in Mi by selecting sel% of it’s
incoming data. For the discussed experiments we choose 100% selectivity (sel = 100)
for all process@M i functions. In order to extend a query to involve server Mi, a call to
the corresponding function process@M i was added to the query. Server M1 wrapped
the relational data source, and the DATA column of a relational table EMPLOYEE
was accessed by the foreign AMOSQL function data(emp) → charstring. As an
example of the three queries, we show Q1”, which involves the client mediator M0,
and three other server mediators, M1,M2,M3:
select s3
from string d,
string s1,
string s2,
string s3,
employee@M1 e
where d = data(e) and
s1 = process@M1(d, 100) and
s2 = process@M2(s1, 100) and
s3 = process@M3(s2, 100);
Each of the three queries was compiled once using only the centralized query decomposition technique, and once using also the tree distribution algorithm. Correspondingly, different execution plans were produced by the different decomposition
techniques. In the example case of Q1”, the centralized decomposition produced a
tree-like data flow graph, shown in Fig. 7a, while the distributed algorithm generated
the L-shaped data flow graph, shown in Fig. 7b. Each directed arc of the data flow
graphs is marked by the number of tuples sent in the corresponding direction. The
numbers in the ovals show the order of execution. Considering that each tuple has size
of 100 bytes, the total amount of data sent over the network in case a) is 50000, while
in case b) it is only 30000. Even this simple consideration gives us a hint that case b)
will be considerably more beneficial than case a).
The simplified cost model for evaluating data flow patterns between databases presented here gives us some insight of the possible benefits of the tree distribution algorithm. Later on, in Sec. 4.3 we present experimental confirmations of our expectations.
The second group of experiments used query Q2. The major difference between
the group of queries Q1 and query Q2 is, that in Q2 we introduced a function defined
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in the client mediator process@M 0(charstring str, integer sel) → charstring,
which restricts data retrieved from the relational data source. In this case we chose
10% selectivity for the process@M 0 call:
select s2
from string d, string s1, string s2, string m,
employee@M0 e
where d = data(e) and
s1 = process@M1(d, 100) and
m = process@M0(s1, 10) and
s2 = process@M2(m, 100);

4.3

Experimental results

This subsection presents the results from measurements of execution times for
queries Q1 and Q2 in the two environments described in section 4.1. During the
measurements, each query was executed four times, and the average of the last three
measurements was taken.
Figure 8a compares the performance of the centralized execution plans for queries
Q1’, Q1”, and Q1”’ with the corresponding distributed plans produced by the tree
distribution algorithm. As expected the distributed plans generated by the tree distribution algorithm are significantly faster than the centralized plans. In particular,
the performance improvements for Q1’, Q1”, and Q1”’ are 33%, 47%, and 49%, respectively. Thus, as the queries span more servers the performance improvement of
the tree distribution algorithm increases. In this case the tree distribution algorithm
produces plans that scale better since they send less data between the servers and the
client mediator M0 than the centralized plans.
In Fig. 8a the connection between M0 and the other servers uses a fast LAN. If a
slower connection is used the performance gains will be larger, as shown in Fig. 8b
where M0 is connected to the server mediators through a slower ISDN connection.
The performance gains are here 50%, 80%, and 86%, respectively. The execution
time is virtually constant, independent on the size of the query, since the amount of
data shipped between the client and server mediators is constant with the distributed
plan.
The latter measurements correspond to a mobile client mediator connected to the
server mediators, while the former measurements could be when the same client mediator is docked directly to the company LAN. In these examples the rebalanced plans
are always better, since all selections are in the server mediators M1-M4 and there
are no selections in the client mediator M0. If there were selections in M0, as in Q2,
it could be possible that it would be favorable to use the centralized plan, since the
selection in M2 could restrict the number of shipped tuples. To evaluate this we made
some tests with query Q2, having a selection in M0.
Fig. 9a compares the centralized plan produced for Q2 with the corresponding distributed plan. As expected, it shows that the centralized plan is better in this case.
In Fig. 9b the query Q2 is tested with an ISDN connection to M0. Because of the
slower connection it is here more favorable to use a distributed plan, since the cost to
ship data to M0 is higher than the costs of shipping many more tuples between the
server mediators. However, in this case our tree distribution algorithm would produce
14
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Figure 8. Execution times for Q1”, 10000 tuples of size 100 bytes
the suboptimal centralized plan, because no node merge would take place. We are
investigating how the tree distribution algorithm can be generalized to handle this case
too. Fig. 9a and 9b also illustrates that there are cases where different strategies are
needed depending on the speed of the connection to M0. In a dynamic (e.g. mobile)
mediator environment this would have to be taken into consideration. The system
could here generate two different distributed plans and use one or the other depending
on if the mobile client mediator is connected via LAN or ISDN. This is an area for
further research.

5

Related Work

The research presented in this paper is related to the areas of data integration and
distributed databases. This section references and briefly overviews some representa15
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Figure 9. Execution times for Q2, 1000 tuples, 2 servers

tive examples of projects in these areas, close to the work presented in this paper. A
more elaborate comparison of the AMOS II system with other data integration systems
is presented in [16].
One of the first attempts to tackle the query optimization problem in distributed
databases was done within the System R* project [3]. In that project an exhaustive,
centrally performed query optimization is made to find the optimal plan. Because
of the problem size, AMOS II searches only a portion of the whole search space
by an exhaustive search strategy. Other phases use heuristics to improve the plan
and reduce the optimization time. The SDD-1 system [10] also uses a hill-climbing
heuristics as in AMOS II to schedule “moves of relations” and “local processing actions” in that compose the distributed query execution schedule. Another classical
work on query optimization in a distributed database environment is presented in [1].
In this approach, named AHY (Apers-Hevner-Yao), the system performs first local
16

processing over the relations, then it reduces the results by semi-joins, and finally
composes the result at a central site named evaluation site. This is clearly different
from AMOS II where joins are performed in different servers. All three approaches
perform the query compilation in a single site, as opposed to the distributed query
compilation in AMOS II.
As opposed to the distributed databases, where there is a centralized repository
containing meta-data about the whole system, the architecture described in this papers consists of autonomous systems, each storing only locally relevant meta-data.
Most of the mediator frameworks reported in the literature (e.g. [13, 25, 11]) propose
centralized query compilation and execution coordination. In [5] it is indicated that
a distributed mediation framework is a promising research direction, but to the extent of our knowledge no results in this area are reported. Within the same project a
centralized query tree rebalancing is proposed [4].
In the DIOM project [21], the importance of the mediator composability is also
recognized. A framework for integration of relational data sources is presented where
the operations can be executed either in the mediator or in the data source. The query
optimization strategy used first builds a join operator query tree (schedule) using a
heuristic approach, and then assigns execution sites to the join operators using an
exhaustive cost-based search. AMOS II , on the other hand, performs a cost-based
scheduling and heuristic placement. Furthermore, the compilation process in DIOM
is centrally performed, and there is no clear distinction between the data sources and
the mediators in the optimization framework.

6

Summary and Future Work

We have given an overview of the architecture of the AMOS II mediator system where federations of distributed mediator servers can be composed by AMOS II
servers. Each AMOS II server has DBMS facilities for query compilation, and exchange of data and meta-data with other AMOS II servers. OO views can be defined
where data from several other mediator servers are abstracted, transformed, and reconciled.
The importance was reiterated of being able to logically compose systems of mediators without global meta-data knowledge in order to build large data integration
systems.
It was shown how to decrease the overhead of logically composing mediator servers
by a distributed query optimization technique called Tree Distribution. Here, a distributed compilation algorithm generates distributed execution plans where the optimized data flow is different from the logical mediator composition, and where each
participating mediator interacts only with its neighbor mediator servers.
Performance measurements show that the Tree Distribution algorithm significantly
improves query performance and also allows for scale-up with respect to the number
of mediator servers involved in a query.
The performance improvements are particularly large in an environment with low
bandwidth connections between a client mediator and a set of composed server mediators, as e.g. in a mobile environment where a portable computer is connected via
ISDN or a regular phone line to mediator servers communicating via LAN.
We showed that if there are selections in the client mediator different query distri17

butions are optimal depending on the speed of the connection and the selectivity of
the selections. Further research is ongoing to handle the larger class of distributed and
multiple query plans required in this situation.
More work is also needed to deal with parallel execution plans, unreliable and
sometimes disconnected connections from the client mediator, and deep mediator
compositions.
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Abstract
Three join algorithms are evaluated in an environment with distributed
main-memory based mediators and data sources. A streamed ship-out
join ships bulks of tuples to a mediator near a data source, followed by
post-processing in the client. An extended streamed semi-join in addition builds a main-memory hash index in the client mediator. A ship-in
algorithm materializes and joins the data in the client mediator. The first
two algorithms are suitable for sources that require parameters to execute a query, as web search engines and computational software, and the
last is suitable otherwise. We compare the execution times for obtaining
all and the first N tuples, and analyze the percentage time spent in subsystems, varying the network communication speed, bulk size, and data
duplicates. The join algorithm leads to orders of magnitude performance
difference in different mediation environments.

1

Introduction

Integration of data from sources with varying capabilities has been intensively
studied by the database community in the recent decade. The Amos II system
[8, 9, 17] uses the wrapper-mediator paradigm to integrate data from several
sources. One of the salient features of Amos II is a distributed architecture
where a number of interconnected mediator servers cooperate in providing the
users and the applications with the required view of the data in the sources.
We believe that a distributed mediator architecture is needed because it is
unrealistic to assume that a single mediator server can be deployed in an enterprise composed of multiple organizational units. When many mediator servers
become available on the network, composability will be required for designing
new distributed mediator servers in terms of the existing ones, thus reusing mediation specifications. Multiple mediators will also alleviate the performance
bottleneck problems that appear when all the queries are handled by a single
mediator.
Having some of the basic assumptions different from the classical database
systems, query processing in a distributed mediator system requires some novel
∗ Current
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strategies and solutions. One of the major reason for this is the different cost
model in this environment. The I/O and CPU costs used in the traditional
query optimization [14] are largely insignificant here compared to the cost of
accessing data in external sources. While new cost models have been developed for use in mediator frameworks with centralized architecture [18], no
experimental results are reported using a distributed mediator framework. In
this work we quantify empirically the relations among the different costs in a
wrapper-mediator environment, as for example, the network cost and the data
source access costs.
Traditional data integration systems [11, 16] send all data to the mediator for joining. Such ’ship-in’ methods do not allow for integration of ’nondatabase’ data sources that require some input, since it is not possible to ship
the programming logic from these systems into the mediator. Also they are
not good for top-N queries where only a first few tuples are retrieved.
Three join algorithms for a distributed mediation environment are presented
and analyzed. An outer collection, generated as an intermediate result of a
previous computation, is joined with an inner collection produced from a data
source. Two ship-out algorithms ship data toward the sources. In these algorithms, intermediate result tuples are shipped to the sources where they are
used as parameters to precompiled query fragments (subqueries or function
calls) of the original query. The first algorithm is an order-preserving semi-join
which is suitable when there are no duplicates in the outer collection. The
second algorithm uses a temporary hash index of possibly limited size to reduce the number of accesses to the data sources. It is suitable when there are
duplicates in the outer collection. Both ship-out algorithms are streamed [6]
and the data is shipped between the mediator servers in bulks that contain
several tuples to avoid the message set-up overhead. Finally, for comparison, a
ship-in algorithm is analyzed, which is suitable when the sources cannot accept
parameterized queries and when the data retrieved from the sources is small
enough to be stored in a temporary main-memory index in the mediator.
The algorithms are evaluated in an environment with an ODBC data source
and a mediator server running on Windows NT platforms, connected by ISDN
and LAN. Substantial performance gains were measured (up to factor 100)
when using our framework over an ISDN connection to access a relational
database server, as compared to accessing the relational database with ODBC
directly from the client, since bulk oriented join processing between the mediators minimizes ISDN message traffic and eliminates all expensive remote
ODBC calls.

2

Background

As a platform for the work in this paper we use the Amos II mediator database
system [8, 9, 17]. The core of Amos II is an open light-weight and extensible
DBMS. It is a distributed mediator system where both the mediators and
wrappers are fully functional Amos II servers, communicating over the Internet.
For good performance, and since most the data reside in the data sources, each
Amos II server is designed as a main-memory DBMS.
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Some of the Amos II servers can be configured to wrap different kinds of
data sources, e.g. ODBC compliant relational databases [4] or XML files [12].
Other servers reconcile conflicts and overlaps between similar real-world entities
modeled differently in different data sources, using the mediation primitives
[8, 9, 17] of the query language AmosQL .
Users and applications can pose OO queries to any Amos II server. We call
the server(s) to which application queries are posed client mediator(s) for those
queries. The other Amos II servers involved in answering a query are called
mediator servers. The mediator servers may run on separate workstations and
provide data integration, wrapping, and abstraction services through which
different views are presented in different mediators. For example, in a mobile
environment a portable computer could have a client mediator that integrates
data represented by several mediator servers on a company LAN. A mediator
server can have different types of data sources attached and access a number
of other mediator servers.
The AmosQL query below contains a join and selection over the table A at
the source DB1, and B at DB2, based on values of functions f a and f b:
select res(b)
from A@DB1 a, B@DB2 b
where fa(a) = fb(b);
The query is issued in a client mediator over data that can be either directly
stored in DB1 and DB2 or, if these are Amos II servers, retrieved from wrapped
data sources. Strategies to execute this equi-join will be the focus of this paper.
The queries are rewritten by the optimizer to eliminate redundant computations. After the rewrites, queries operating over data outside the mediator
are decomposed into distributed query fragments, executed in different Amos II
servers and data sources. The decomposition uses heuristic and dynamic programming strategies in three stages [10]: query fragment generation, fragment
placement and fragment scheduling. Each Amos II server uses a single-site costbased optimizer to generate optimized execution plans for the query fragments.
The fragments for other types of data sources are handled by the mediator if
the source has no query processing capabilities, or by the source otherwise.

3

Algorithm Descriptions

While a naive data source interface provides only execute functionality for
queries, Amos II also provides bulked ship-out and execute functionality where
a remote Amos II server accepts and store tuples locally in main-memory, and
then executes a query fragment using them as an input. When joining directly
to a data source, the communication is directly with it and the processing is one
tuple at the time for the ship-out algorithms, assuming that storing bulks of the
intermediate results is not possible in data sources because of their autonomy.

3.1

Ship-out Join Algorithms

In general, the ship-out algorithms can be described with the following steps:
3

1. preprocess and prepare the input collection for shipping
2. ship the input collection to a remote site
3. execute the query fragment over the collection at the remote site
4. return result of query fragment execution to the coordinating mediator
5. assemble the result collection to be emitted from the join
Steps 1, 4 and 5 are executed locally, while 2 and 3 are performed at another
Amos II server by its join request handler.
The input collection is a table where some columns are used as parameters
to the remote query fragment; other columns are passed through to the later
post-processing in the mediator, or are assembled as parts of the query result.
A straight-forward implementation of a ship-out equi-join operator would
ship the whole input bulk to the remote site, execute the remote query fragment
on the bulk appending its result to the input, and then ship this result back.
The first improvement of the naive strategy we propose is the project-concat
algorithm (PCA) in Figure 11 . It improves the naive strategy by the following
two data transformations based on the semi-join algorithm [2]:
• The input bulk is projected over the data columns that are actually used
in the remote query fragment, before shipping them there.
• After the query fragment is executed the result shipped back to the mediator contains only the relevant columns from the query fragment result.
The difference between PCA and the classical semi-join is in the use of order
for matching the tuples from the joined collections.
The result of the join is assembled by a simple concatenation of the input
and the result shipped back from the remote Amos II mediator or data source.
Since the operations are order preserving, concatenation can be used instead
of a more expensive join.
Table 3.1 illustrates an execution of PCA between the results of query fragments QF 1 executed at DB1 and QF 2 executed at DB2. The input is a
collection of tuples with columns va and r produced by the execution of the
fragment QF 2, and a collection of tuples produced by the execution of QF 1
containing va values and keys of table tB. The fragments are joined over va
and the result is represented by column r. Since there are no result columns
that are shipped back from DB1 to DB2, a boolean value is used to identify if
the tuples produced by QF 1 have a matching va value in the tuples produced
by QF 2. We assume that the fragment at DB1 produces the following table:
va
tB
ib1
ib2
ib1

va
4
5
6

1 Amos

II is object-oriented and steps 2, 3, 5, and 6 handle object identifier (OID) conversions, which are not further elaborated here.
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Figure 1: Project-concat ship-out algorithm

where ibk denotes a key of tB. The example illustrates the execution over 2
bulks of size 4, named in the example as b1 and b2. In the example, first the
projection strips the r values from the input bulks since they are not used in
the join. Next, the bulks are shipped to DB1 where the query fragment QF 1 is
executed. The resulting set of boolean values is shipped back to the mediator.
The concatenation shown in the example is a special case where the executed
function does not return any data used later in the query processing. In this
case, the concatenation of the returned boolean values and the input tuples
actually filters the tuples for which the result is true. The final projection
removes the va values to form the requested result.
The PCA has the advantage of improving the naive implementation, while
preserving the simplicity of the processing. All operations have constant complexity per data item and therefore cheap to perform. Nevertheless, it is inefficient when there is a large percentage of duplicates in the input bulk(s),
an expensive query fragment, and/or expensive communication between the
servers involved.
The traditional semi-join algorithm (SJA) [2] improves the performance
of the PCA when duplicates are involved. After projecting the input bulk
over the columns used as input to the remote query fragment, SJA performs
duplicate removal before shipping the data. When there is a large percentage
of duplicates within the bulks, this reduces both the size of the shipped data
and the number of executions of the remote query fragment. The result of the
query fragment execution is shipped back to the calling server where, as in the
previous algorithm, the shipped tuples are concatenated to the result of the
query fragment invocation. Next, an equi-join is performed over the input bulk
and the result of the concatenation. Here, because of the duplicate removal it
is not possible to match the tuples by their rank in the bulk.
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b1

b2

r
“T”
“V”
“K”
“M”
“L”
“M”
“G”
“Y”

va
5
4
5
3
5
2
4
4

b1
π

KS
−→

b2

va
5
4
5
3
5
2
4
4

to DB1

−→ . . .

b1
b1
b2

r
“M”
“M”

π

RS
←−

b1
b2

r
“M”
“M”

va
3
2

concat

←−

b2

tmp
false
false
false
true
false
true
false
false

f rom DB1

←− . . .

Table 1: Example execution of equi-join using the project-concat algorithm

The SJA benefits from avoiding shipping duplicate entries over the network
and executing the query fragment for them, but only for duplicates within a
single bulk and with the added costs of the two additional phases of duplicate
removal and equi-join.
To avoid duplicates over different bulks, the algorithm in Figure 2, SJMA
(semi-join with materialized index algorithm) extends SJA by saving the index
built up for the bulks of the outer collection between executions for different
bulks. The shipped data is passed through an additional anti-join over the
set already pruned from duplicates and the temporary index. If a tuple is in
the index, it has already been processed in some of the previous bulks. The
remaining tuples are shipped to the remote site for query fragment execution
as before. Next, new entries are added to the index from the returned result.
Finally, a join between the input bulk and the index is performed as in the
SJA. A comparative execution of SJMA in the same scenario as for the PCA
example is presented in Table 2. Here, the second bulk is reduced to one tuple
before shipping to DB1, since the anti-join eliminates the two tuples present
in the first bulk.
The size of the index in SJMA is proportional to the number of distinct
tuples in the outer collection. The algorithm can be used as a filter even in the
case when the whole index is too big to fit in the memory. When the memory
limit is reached, new entries replace old entries using some replacement criteria.
SJMA does not add substantially to the cost of the SJA, while it offers the
possibility for performance improvements. In fact, it reduces to the SJA in the
case when the whole input is contained in only one bulk.
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Figure 2: Streamed semi-join with a temporary index

3.2

Ship-in Join Method

Unlike the previous two algorithms where the remote query fragment is executed using parameters from the tuples of the intermediate result, with the
ship-in join method no intermediate result is shipped to the remote site. Consequently, the query fragment is executed without parameters. This has two
effects:
• Since the remote query fragment is executed once only, it may reduce the
number of accesses to the data source.
• The result size may increase since instead of a semi-join of the query
fragment result and the intermediate result, the whole query fragment
result is sent to the client to be joined there.
While the reduction of the data source accesses may improve the performance,
the increased volume of the data shipped and stored in the mediator are the
possible performance disadvantages of this algorithm. The algorithm is inapplicable when the query fragment result is too big for the mediator resources.
This is also the case when the query fragment contains predicates representing
methods/programs in the data source that require parameters to be supplied
from the mediator. With the ship-out method, when there are sufficient resources, the materialized index can persist between the execution of the algorithm for different bulks, reducing further the query processing time. This
case corresponds to hash join algorithms where an index is built for the inner
relation.
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b1

b2

b1
b2

r
“T”
“V”
“K”
“M”
“L”
“M”
“G”
“Y”
r
“M”
“M”

va
5
4
5
3
5
2
4
4

πRS

←−

b1
πKS

−→

b2

b1
b2

r
“M”
“M”

va
5
4
5
3
5
2
4
4
va
3
2

dup.
rem.
−→

b1

b2

equijoin
←−

4

va
5
4
3
5
2
4

anti
semi
join
−→

index
update
←−

b1
b2

b1
b2

va
5
4
3
2

tmp
false
false
true
true

to DB1

−→ . . .

f rom DB1

←− . . .

Table 2: Example execution of the semi-join with materialized index algorithm

4

Performance Measurements

In the two scenarios used in the experiments the data source was an ODBC data
source. We performed experiments using both Microsoft Access ODBC and
IBM DB2 ODBC drivers with no significant differences in conclusions. Where
not specifically indicated, the measurements use the Access ODBC driver.
In the first scenario, we deployed an Amos II server at the same workstation
as the source. This server wrapped the source and exported it to the client
mediator running on another Windows NT workstation. We present test results
using this scenario and two different network connection speeds between the
workstations: a 115Kb ISDN connection over the public telephone network in
Sweden; and a 100Mb departmental LAN. We also varied the speed of the
workstation that hosted the client mediator. In one experiment we used a 233
MHz, 32Mb RAM PC, and in the other a 600 MHz, 256Mb RAM PC. In the
second scenario the data source was accessed directly from the client mediator
through the ISDN network connection using DB2’s ODBC interface. In this
case the joins are executed one tuple at a time. We also compared the effects
of different bulks sizes on the query execution time.
The inner collection is obtained from a table stored in the ODBC data
source. The table consisted of three columns: an integer primary key ID, and
two textual columns A and B of fixed length strings with sizes 10 and 250.
The outer collection was stored in the client mediator, where it simulated an
intermediate result. During the execution, the outer collection is bulked and
streamed into the join algorithm one bulk at the time. Both the outer and
inner collection had the same attributes.
Figure 3 shows the results of the execution of the three join algorithms from
the previous section using a 233 MHz Windows NT workstation as a client and
an ISDN connection to the server computer. The X axes in the graphs show the
sizes of the outer collection in percentage of the size of the inner that always
contains 30000 tuples; the Y axes marks query execution times in seconds.
The outer collection is scaled from 17% to same the size as the inner. In these
experiments the outer collection contained 20% duplicates. Each tuple of the
8

outer matches exactly one tuple of the inner. The graph on the left compares
the execution times for a complete evaluation of the join operation. The graph
in the middle compares the times to emit the first 1024 tuples. This coincides
with he bulk size used to execute the query. The graph on the right compares
the SJMA with PC for different percentages of duplicates in join columns of
the collections.
We first analyze the execution times for the complete join operation. Since
the inner collection has constant size, the time spend in the Amos II server of
the inner and the network time are constant for the execution of the ship-in
algorithm. The only increase of execution time is noted in the client: from 8
seconds for a 5000 tuple outer collection, to 16 seconds for a 30000 tuple outer
collection. This is due to the increase of the number of index searches. Nevertheless, this increase in negligible in comparison to the total query execution
time.
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Figure 3: Execution times when varying the outer collection size, ISDN, 233
MHz PC
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Ship-in
Ship-out, PC
Ship-out, SJMA

Client
10%
5%
7%

Time
Server
1%
3%
3%

distribution
Source Access
4%
43%
42%

Net.
85%
49%
48%

Table 3: Query execution time distribution, ISDN, 233 MHz PC
The ship-out algorithms show performance that is linear to the size of the
inner collection, outperforming the ship-in algorithm until the outer is about
50% of the inner. SJMA performs better than the PC algorithm. Figure 3c
compares the algorithms for different percentages of duplicates. The PC algorithm performs exactly the same, regardless of the data distribution. SJMA
improves as the number of duplicates of the join columns increases. Note that
even without duplicates, the performance difference of these two algorithms is
small. This shows that in main-memory based mediator systems, the penalty
of the additional steps of the SJMA is low.
Table 3 shows the portions of the time spent in the individual system components. The data source access time includes the time spent in the ODBC
interface and the data source. The main portion of the execution of the ship-in
algorithm executed over ISDN is spent on shipping the inner to the client side,
which was consistently around 85% of the query execution time. We can also
note that, due to the main-memory architecture of Amos II, the index build
time in the client is relatively small, around 5% of the whole execution time.
The first tuple is not emitted until the index for the inner is finished, which
is after 95% of the processing time. This makes this algorithm unsuitable for
top-N queries.
The ship-out algorithms spend less time on the network, but more in accessing the data source. They also emit the first tuple much faster than the
ship-in algorithm (Figure 3b). The experiments show here the time to emit
the first 1024 tuples. When the bulking factor is less than 10, the first tuple
is emitted after less than a millisecond. Furthermore, the bulking factor also
determines the smoothness of the flow of the results. Smaller bulking factor
will allow smoother flow of the results to the application.
Table 4 compares the effect of the distributed Amos II architecture for the
ship-out algorithms. First we used SJMA to access a remote IBM DB2 data
source using DB2’s ODBC interface over an ISDN connection. Due to the
autonomy of the data sources we assume that it is not feasible to materialize
intermediate results in the sources. Even if this was possible, due to the disk
based nature of the DBMS, we could not expect a comparable execution time
as with the main-memory storage used in Amos II. Therefore the join must
be performed one tuple at a time over the remote ODBC. However, when the
source is accessed through an Amos II server located on the same computer
as the source, the join between the client and server mediators is executed in
a bulked manner, using only the local ODBC connection between the server
mediator and the source, leading to performance improvements of orders of
magnitude.
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Inner size/outer size
through Amos II, all tuples
ODBC direct, all tuples
through Amos II, B=1024, first tuple
through Amos II, B=1, first tuple
ODBC direct, first tuple

17%
58
2769
14
0.7
1.1

outer/inner
33% 66%
115
245
5059 8552
15
15
0.72 0.68
0.9
1.2

100%
358
12799
15
0.71
1.04

Table 4: Direct access to an ODBC source and through Amos II
servers

The time to emit the first tuple when the bulking factor is 1024 is notably
greater when the processing is done through an Amos II server. This actually
represents how long it takes to emit the first 1024 tuples. If fewer tuples are
required, a smaller bulking factor leads to better performance for the top-N
queries when an intermediate Amos II server is used. Even when the bulking
factor is 1 we can note that the use of an intermediate Amos II yields better
performance than accessing the source directly, due to communication protocol
differences. To achieve the best performance, the bulking factor should match
the number of tuples required immediately.
Figure 4 and Table 5 illustrates join execution time on the same client
computer connected with a 100Mb fast LAN to the data source. We can note
that the curves have similar shapes, while the scale is different. The network
cost is eliminated for almost all of the algorithms. In this executions most
of the time is spend in the data source (parameterized and unparameterized
query execution) and in the client for the ship-in algorithm (index build-up
and join). We can also note that when the whole join result is required the
ship-in algorithm outperforms the ship-out in almost all the cases. When the
first-N tuples are required, however, the ship-out algorithms are more efficient.
For the first 1024 result tuples the difference is about 50%. If the number of
requested result tuples is smaller, the difference can be a couple of orders of
magnitude. We have also varied the client computer from a workstation to a
notebook. We noted that the return time for the first tuple is almost constant
for the ship-out algorithms regardless of the power of the client computer. This
can be explained by the fact that in the case of ship-out algorithms, the server
uses the larger share of the workload than with the ship-in algorithms.

Ship-in
Ship-out, PC
Ship-out, SJMA

Client
67%
8%
12%

Time
Server
7%
5%
5%

distribution
Data source acc.
22%
86%
82%

Net.
4%
1%
1%

Table 5: Query execution time distribution, 100Mb LAN, 233MHz
PC
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Figure 4: Join execution times for different outer collection sizes in percentage
of the inner size, 100Mb LAN, client 233MHz PC
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Related Work

The System R* project [14] is one of the first distributed database prototypes.
In System R*, both ship-in and ship-out strategies are examined. In [15] a diskbased ship-in strategy (named ship-whole) is implemented with a disk based
b-tree index. This type of implementation leads to considerably different results
where the ship-out method always outperforms ship-in.
Disk-based semi-join algorithms are described in [1, 2, 5, 14]. A sort-merge
join, bloom filter semi-join, and sort-based semi-join are evaluated in [15] for
a distributed database environment. A bloom filter phase can be added to
the ship-out algorithms described in this paper. Nevertheless, this would incur
additional query processing overhead and possibly shipping of some extra tuples
of the inner collection. Bloom filter strategies cannot be used with sources that
cannot enumerate the extent of the inner collection.
Most of the mediator frameworks reported in the literature (e.g. [7, 16, 19])
propose centralized query compilation and execution coordination. In [3] it is
indicated that a distributed mediation framework is a promising research direction, but to the extent of our knowledge the results in this area are sketchy
without experimental support. The protocols for execution of joins between
data in different sources are in most cases based on retrieving the data from
the sources and assembling the results in the mediator [16, 19]. In the DIOM
project [13], a distributed mediator system is presented where the query execution is performed in two phases: subquery execution and result assembly. The
dataflow is only from the sources to the mediator.
The Garlic mediator system [7] is the only mediator system known to us
that supports ship-out join strategies. The bind join in Garlic sends parameters
to the sources as single tuples of values. In Amos II the data sources are also
accessed one tuple at the time, but the distributed architecture allows for using
bulked protocols over high latency lines between Amos II servers to avoid most
of the processing cost. A Garlic wrapper that has two components, one local
12

and one remote, could achieve the benefits of the approach described in the
paper. Finally, join methods where bulk shipping is combined with hashing
are not applied in Garlic.

6

Summary and Conclusions

An efficient data integration system needs to be able to adapt to different
environments by using different algorithms. The algorithms presented in this
paper allow for balancing the workload between the client and the server, and
for different network use patterns that give wide range of options over different
hardware platforms.
The experimental results showed that for a complete query answer the shipin algorithms generally outperform the ship-out algorithms over fast networks.
Over slow networks and with very slow sources, the ship-out algorithms can give
orders of magnitude better performance than ship-in since ODBC over TCP/IP
calls are executed one tuple at a time while bulks of tuples are shipped between
the distributed mediators. For top-N queries where N is considerably smaller
than the result size, the ship-out algorithms with bulking factor N give the best
performance over all the range of hardware and network connections used in
the experiments. These outperform the ship-in algorithms by a few orders of
magnitude. Although the bulking factor greater than 1 provides benefits, too
large bulk sizes lead to reduced query execution efficiency.
In our environment, where the index operations are main-memory based
and relatively cheap, the penalty of SJMA (the Semi-Join with Materialized
index Algorithm) is small and it always performs nearly as well, or better than
PCA (the Project-Concat Algorithm). Nevertheless, PCA uses less memory
and could be much more efficient in memory-limited mediators. A compromise
between these two algorithm is the SJMA with a limited size temporary index
that degenerates to a SJA when the temporary index size is 0. Finally, if
simplicity of implementation is considered the PCA is the algorithm of choice.
Placing an mediator server close to the source allows for bulked execution
of the protocols that might change the query execution time by orders of magnitude, especially in networks with high latency. In cases when the sources
lack filtering capability, the mediator server can also locally filter the query
fragment result and reduce the communication cost even more.
A topic of our current work is a strategy to dynamically select between the
proposed algorithms during run-time. Statistics collected during the execution
can be used to determine if the default choice was the best one. Another open
issue is a method to determine the optimal bulking factor in a multi join query,
by taking in account the tuple sizes, join selectivities and the buffer pool size.
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Object-Oriented Mediator Queries to
Internet Search Engines
Timour Katchaounov, Tore Risch, Simon Zürcher
Uppsala Database Laboratory, Department of Information Technology,
Uppsala University, Sweden

Abstract. A system is described where multiple Internet search engines
(ISEs), e.g. Alta Vista or Google, are accessed from an Object-Relational
mediator database system. The system makes it possible to express objectoriented (OO) queries to different ISEs in terms of a high level OO schema,
the ISE schema. The OO ISE schema combined with the mediator database
system provides a natural and extensible mechanism in which to express
queries and OO views that combine data from several ISEs with data from
other data sources (e.g. relational databases). High-level OO web queries are
translated through query rewrite rules to specific search expressions sent to
one or several wrapped ISEs. A generic ISE query function sends the
translated queries to a wrapped ISE. The result of an ISE query is delivered as
a stream of semantically enriched objects in terms of the ISE schema. The
system leverages publicly available wrapper toolkits that facilitate extraction
of structured data from web sources, and it is independent of the actual
wrapper toolkit used. One such wrapper toolkit was used for generating
HTML wrappers for a few well-known ISEs.

1. Introduction
To facilitate the combined access to data on the web with data from other databases,
a system called ORWISE (Object-Relational Wrapper of Internet Search Engines)
has been developed that can process queries combining data from different Internet
search engines (ISEs) with data from regular databases and other data sources. The
design of ORWISE leverages available wrapper toolkits to extract information from
web pages. ORWISE has been implemented for three well-known search engines
using a publicly available wrapper toolkit [31].
ORWISE is an extension to the database system Amos II [29], [30], that is based
on the wrapper-mediator approach [34] for heterogeneous data integration. The
core of Amos II is an extensible object-relational database engine having mediation
primitives in a query language AmosQL similar to the OO parts of SQL-99 and
ORWISE thus permits SQL-99 like queries that combine ISE results with data from
other types of sources such as relational databases [10] and XML [23]. Amos II is
suitable for collecting and processing results from ISEs because its purpose is to act
as a fast mediator database which can manage meta-data of heterogeneous and
distributed data sources and efficiently process queries to the sources.
The generalized ISE wrapper manager ORWISE, described in this paper, makes
it possible to easily access one or several ISEs from Amos II using different ISE

wrappers for each engine. Combined with OO mediation facilities [4], [17], it
allows to process OO database queries that combine data from several ISEs with
data from conventional databases and other data sources. In difference to relational
systems for web queries [14], the data produced by ORWISE is not just text strings
but much more semantically rich object structures in terms of an OO schema for
ORWISE, called the ISE schema (Internet search engine schema). The ISE schema
describes capabilities and other properties of the search engines along with the
structure of their results.
ISEs have some special problems compared to ‘conventional’ databases:
• Semi-structured interfaces: There are no standard interfaces to ISEs such as
ODBC and JDBC. Web forms are used for specifying queries and other inputs to
them. The result of an ISE query is a semi-structured web document containing
not just the query result but also auxiliary text, banners, etc., which need to be
filtered out from the query result.
• Query languages: ISEs do not have a standardized query language such as SQL
but every ISE has its own query language with varying syntax and semantics.
• Autonomy: The content, structure and availability are totally controlled by the
information supplier.
• Evolution: Internet sites tend to change very often. A system that accesses a site
has to be very flexible.
• Heterogeneity: The data delivered by ISEs have varying structures and the system
has to reconcile semantic differences.
In order to handle the above problems we need reliable and flexible interfaces to the
ISEs, here termed ISE wrappers, which can programmatically fill and submit web
forms and parse the structure of an ISE result document searching for predefined
patterns. An ISE wrapper must be flexible enough to cope with small changes in the
web sites.
To specify web source wrappers ORWISE utilizes wrapper toolkits to extract
useful information from web pages. ORWISE is designed to be independent of the
actual wrapper toolkits used. We investigated several of them to make sure that the
system works with all of them. For our first implementation we chose W4F [31] to
generate ISE wrappers for three search engines - Google (http://www.google.com),
AltaVista (http://www.altavista.com), and Cora Research Paper Search (Cora)
(http://cora.whizbang.com).
The ISE wrappers are connected to the system through a generic query language
function called orwise, which is a foreign function (implemented in Java)
overloaded for each search engine. It returns objects of an ISE specific type1 that
describes the retrieved query results. New ISE wrappers can dynamically be added
to the system by creating a new subtype of the system type SearchEngine for each
new ISE and then implementing some code (in Java) to interface its ISE wrapper.
The overloading of the function orwise is used for facilitating the plug-in of new ISE
wrappers.
Once a new search engine is connected to the orwise function it can be used in
OO queries. Since the parameters for each implementation of orwise are search
engine specific, such queries will be rather detailed with search engine specific
parameters for, e.g., query strings, site names, etc. The system therefore provides
1

We use the terms ‘type’ and ‘class’ as synonyms.
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high-level query functions that can be used for any ISE and where queries are
specified uniformly. For example, the function webSearch is defined for every
search engine to specify OO queries to it in a search engine independent form. The
high-level OO query expressions need to be transformed before the actual call(s) to
orwise is issued. The approach in Amos II is to implement a translator module for
each kind of data source (search engine, relational database, etc.). In the case of
ISEs, the translators rewrite the high-level query into search engine query
specifications containing calls to orwise. Since different search engines have
different ways of specifying searches, they have different rewrite rules.
In summary, ORWISE provides i) the ISE schema for describing and querying
data from any ISE, ii) a mechanism to specify search engine specific translators, and
iii) facilities to allow different wrapper toolkits to be easily plugged into the system.

2. Related work
Many projects (e.g. [11], [16], [21], [27], [33]) use the mediator approach to data
integration in general. The work presented here describes how an object-relational
mediation framework [29] leverages upon an available wrapper toolkit to provide
access to ISEs.
The use of object-relational approach in querying the structure of XML Web
documents has been done, e.g., in [3], [8], [12], [23]. A query language standard for
XML, XQuery [35], is being developed with which the contents of XML documents
can be queried and new XML documents constructed. All major ISEs use HTML,
not XML. General Web query languages for HTML are proposed in [19], [25].
These are general languages for querying well-formed Web documents and not
directly suitable for defining embedded interfaces to ISEs.
By contrast wrapper toolkits [9], [13], [15], [18], [20], [22], [24], [31] specify
programmatic interfaces to web sources handling both sending commands and
extracting structured data from responses. They often include some advanced pattern
matching language to extract data from Web documents as regular expressions
operating on varying levels of granularity. With a wrapper toolkit a web source
wrapper is defined by processing wrapper specifications, consisting of statements to
connect to web sources and to detect the parts of the text to be extracted. They allow
new wrappers to be specified much easier than with manual programming and the
developers need not master a complex query language. A good overview of projects
related to wrapper construction for Web sources can be found in [31].
A wrapper toolkit can be a wrapper-generator that generates code (e.g. Java)
implementing a web source wrapper [1], [2], [24], [31]. It can also be a wrapperinterpreter where the web source wrapper is specified as commands, which are
interpreted at run time [18], [15]. ORWISE is designed to work with both wrappergenerators and wrapper-interpreters. Web source wrappers represent data differently
and are not sufficient themselves to combine data from Web sources and
conventional databases. Therefore there is need for data mediation facilities along
the lines of this paper.
In [26] it is shown that an OO query language indeed is very useful for specifying
queries to text engines. Our work differs in that we propose leveraging upon using
external wrapper toolkits, OO query rewrites, and the ISE schema. Furthermore, we
explicitly model the capabilities of the search engines in the ISE schema, rather than
3

in the internals of the system. The WSQ/DSQ [14] project proposes an architecture
where web searches are specified as SQL queries to two virtual relational tables.
Their relational tables are inflexible for the purpose, compared to our ISE schema.
The focus of the work in [5] is re-write rules and cost models for integrating text
search with other queries. Those rewrite rules are applicable in our translator too.
To the best of our knowledge, no other project proposes a system that uses
inheritance and overloading to model ISEs and their results on the conceptual level,
while at the same time the implementation is independent of, and leverages existing
wrapper toolkits. Another major difference to other projects is that our objectoriented ISE schema distinguishes between the search engine specific descriptions
of documents and the actual documents. Furthermore, the ISE capabilities are
modeled in the ISE schema too.

3. Scenario
We have implemented the scenario of Figure 1 to illustrate the functionality of the
system. In the scenario, an Amos II mediator is used to process queries that combine
data from a relational DB2 database through ODBC with three ISEs, AltaVista,
Google and Cora. The access to the three Internet search engines uses the ORWISE
wrapper, while the relational database is accessed through an ODBC-wrapper.
AmosQL query

Amos II kernel

ODBC wrapper

ORWISE

AltaVista

Google

Cora

DB2

Fig. 1. Mediator scenario.

The relational database stores a table of employees that is mapped to the mediator
type Employee, using the techniques for defining OO views of relational databases
[10]. The following AmosQL query uses Google to find the names of those
employees who are mentioned in some web page in the web site
‘www.csd.uu.se’:
SELECT DISTINCT given_name(e), family_name(e)
FROM Employee e, DocumentView d, Google ise
WHERE d = webSearch(ise, given_name(e)) AND
d = webSearch(ise, family_name(e)) AND
host(url(d))=‘ www.csd.uu.se’);
The first two lines of the ‘where’ clause in the query retrieve the documents that
contain given names and family names of employees in the relational database,
while the last line restricts the search to only those persons whose names are found
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by Google in web pages on the host‘www.csd.uu.se’. Other text-related
predicates such as ‘near’ can also be added to refine the search. The type
DocumentView represents descriptions of documents returned by an ISE and the
type Google represents the wrapper for Google. The same query can be specified for
Alta Vista by replacing the type Google with AltaVista. It is also possible to specify
queries over several search engines by using the generic supertype SearchEngine
instead of AltaVista or Google.

4. The ISE Schema
Queries to ISEs are posed in terms of the OO database schema on Figure 2.
Inheritance and overloading are used to model heterogeneity of both ISEs and their
results. Furthermore, we separate the description of results returned by ISEs from
the documents themselves. Since Amos II has a functional data model [32], both
type attributes and relationships between types are modeled by functions shown as
think lines on Figure 2. For clarity, the overloaded function orwise is represented as
an attribute of the subtypes of type SearchEngine. The core of the ISE Schema
consists of three base types:
• SearchEngine – this type is used to categorize ISEs. It reflects the fact that search
engines have different query capabilities and parameters. It has a subtype for each
specific ISE normally with only one instance. The generic function orwise is
overridden for each ISE to reflect their different semantics. Analogously each of
them has a specific query rewrite function.
• DocumentView – objects of this type describe the results of a query to different
ISEs. By introducing this type of objects we can distinguish between the
documents themselves and the description of a document by an ISE. Document
views often contain information about a document that is not part of the
document itself and is imprecise or outdated. They may use different formats
from the document itself; e.g. the Cora ISE returns HTML descriptors of
PostScript documents. Differentiating between documents and views over
documents allows for more precise queries.
• Document – describes document objects themselves. Subtypes of Document may
describe document objects with different structure. The problem of querying
structured documents is outside the scope of this work and has been addressed by
other researchers [6], [28]. All this work can be easily reused in our system due to
the flexibility of our OO data model.
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Document
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name

document
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url
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rewrite

DocumentView
title, description

Url
protocol, host,
port, file, ref
referring
page

AltaVista
orwise,
rewrite

Legend:

Google
orwise,
rewrite

Cora
orwise,
rewrite

AltaVistaView
date, size,
language

cached
copy
GoogleView
size

Type
attribute, ...

is-a

CoraView
authors, details,
bibtex

function

Fig. 2. The ISE schema

The two classes DataSource and Relational are part of the general Amos II metatype hierarchy. The type DataSource serves as the base type of all meta-types for
different kinds of data sources accessible through the mediator system. One such
meta-type is Relational, which describes relational data sources. It has the function
sql, analogous to the orwise function of SearchEngine. In our current
implementation, the type SearchEngine has three subtypes for each of the wrapped
search engines AltaVista, Google and Cora. Each of them defines its own version of
the orwise function and specific rewrite rules. Correspondingly the type
DocumentView has three subtypes: AltaVistaView, GoogleView and CoraView,
where each of them has additional properties. For example, of the three ISEs only
AltaVista returns the language of a document, while only Google may provide a
locally cached copy of it’s indexed documents, accessible through the function
cached_copy. Finally, Document objects may be accessed and queried further
through the document function of the type DocumentView. The type Url is an
example of semantic enrichment of the ISE query results, as they return URLs as
strings.

5. The ORWISE Architecture
Figure 3 shows the layered architecture of the system. The left part shows how
ORWISE is interfaced with the Amos II kernel, while the right part shows the layers
of ORWISE itself.
The architecture is designed to fulfill several requirements:
• It provides a uniform interface from the Amos II query processor to any ISE.
• It can use any existing general wrapper toolkits.
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• It is independent of the wrapper toolkits used.
• It is possible to easily add a new ISE wrapper without any changes to the rest of
the system.
• There is no need to modify the definitions of wrappers generated by wrappergenerators.
orwise foreign
function call

ISE Schema

AmosQL query

Rewrite
rules

Amos II query
processing
kernel

ISE
interface
layer

Translator
execution plan

Query execution engine

ORWISE

Google
interface

Cora
interface
Wrapper
specifications

call
ISE
wrapper
layer

AltaVista
wrapper

Google
wrapper

Cora
wrapper

AltaVista

Google

Cora

http

Foreign function interface
orwise call

AltaVista
interface

DocumentView
objects

ISE
layer

Fig. 3. System architecture.

The two layers ISE interface and ISE wrapper fulfill these requirements. This
architecture permits any wrapper toolkit to be used and different kinds of wrapper
toolkits can even be combined.
The ISE interface layer defines an interface between the Amos II kernel and the
underlying ISE wrapper layer used for interfacing each search engine. The
functionality common for every ISE wrapper, such as instantiating ISE specific
DocumentView objects and emitting the result stream, is encapsulated in this layer. It
is called by the query processor and it calls the ISE wrapper for the chosen search
engine. The basic foreign function interface of Amos II allows new ISE interfaces to
be dynamically added to a running system. The ISE wrappers are specified by some
external wrapper toolkit(s) chosen for each particular search engine. Therefore, the
functionality they expose can be very different and cannot be directly used by
ORWISE. The ISE interface therefore must instantiate objects, convert strings to
URL objects or numbers, etc.
The ISE wrapper layer consists of the modules specified through the wrapper
toolkit. It forms and sends HTTP requests to an ISE server and then extracts the
results from the so received HTML page. The input to a wrapper toolkit is a
specification of request submission and data extraction rules for a web source. The
chosen W4F [31] toolkit is a wrapper-generator, which generates Java classes per
wrapped data source. In this case the layer consists of the generated code. For
wrapper-interpreters the interpreter together with the specifications is the layer.
With this layered architecture, the following steps are needed to add a new search
engine to ORWISE:
1. Design an ISE wrapper for the specific search engine by using a chosen wrapper
toolkit. For example in the case of W4F this involves specifying the extraction
rules in terms of the HEL extraction language from which a Java class is
generated per each wrapped web source. By contrast, wrapper-interpreters are
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directly called from the ISE interface layer using the wrapper specifications as
parameters.
2. Create types in the mediator database as subtypes of SearchEngine and
DocumentView.
3. Design an ISE interface module as the overloaded Amos II foreign function,
orwise, calling the ISE wrapper module from step 1.
Once step 1-3 are completed the ISE is already queryable directly through orwise.
However, the queries can be complex and very ISE dependent. Efficient and
transparent queries to an ISE therefore requires an additional step:
4. Design the rewrite rules needed for the ISE to translate between, e.g., webSearch
calls and the particular orwise calls.

6. Translating ORWISE Queries
Queries calling the webSearch function combined with other Web document related
predicates are translated to an equivalent but more efficient query containing
optimized calls to the function orwise overloaded for specific ISEs. The function
webSearch could be defined as a query calling orwise without any translation.
However such untranslated execution may be significantly less efficient. In our
example, the Google query is translated to the following orwise query:
SELECT given_name(e), family_name(e)
FROM Employee e, DocumentView d, Google gse
WHERE d = orwise(gse, given_name(e) + ’ ‘ +
family_name(e), 20, ’www.csd.uu.se’, ‘english’);
where the signature of orwise is Google specific. Here orwise for Google takes the
parameters query, result size, language restriction, and host. The function is defined
as a foreign AmosQL function that calls the underlying ISE wrapper for Google.
The example illustrates the semantic rewrite of the original query by the translator,
where several calls to webSearch and host are combined into one call to Google’s
orwise. The translator also added the default specifications of ‘english’ as language
and that only the first 20 results should be returned. The result of orwise is a stream
of GoogleView objects. The translator for each ISE knows how to generate
optimized orwise calls with specific parameters expressing ISE supported
capabilities.
As shown in the example, queries to a search engine will contain subqueries
expressed using the specific query language of the ISE, which is usually different for
different ISEs. In the example above the string “given_name(e) + ’ ‘ +
family_name(e)” is an example of the construction of a conjunctive query to
Google (it uses AND by default). During query translation, there are possible query
transformations that can dramatically improve performance and result quality. We
have implemented some translator rules to show the usefulness of the system and
can utilize other results in related areas [5], [6].
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7. Summary
A flexible system for querying Internet search engines through an OO mediator
database system was presented. The system has the following unique combination of
features:
1. Data about both the search engine capabilities and the results they return were
modeled in an OO ISE schema in a mediator database.
2. The ISE schema permits transparent queries to ISEs with different capabilities
and result structures. The mediation facilities provide for processing
heterogeneous queries that combine data from ISEs with data from other data
sources.
3. New kinds of ISEs can be easily plugged in. The system assumes the ISEs are
autonomous and outside the control of the query processor.
4. The system is designed to be independent of the wrapper toolkits used for
specifying the ISE wrappers. Several such publicly available toolkits were
evaluated to choose one for the implementation.
5. The query processor provides a mechanism to plug in OO search engine specific
rewrite rules for translating OO queries into the parameterized orwise calls. The
system is independent of the actual rewrite rules to utilize previous work in this
area.
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